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-BUILDING BLOCKS
New athletic facilities are under way
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Master Plan approved despite community protest
Protesters claim
UCF violated
Florida statutes
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ATRIP TO CHINA
IT WASN'T SPLENDID

NATHAN POEKERT

1

Senior Staff Writer

UCF's Master Plan came
under attack again Tuesday as 23
students, faculty members and
area residents told the Board of
'J):u.stees that the plan should rethought
More than 250 people attended the public hearing to discuss

·• 7

the plan, which is a 10-year blueprint for UCFs expansion.
Still, the board unanimously
approved the plan after briefly
discussing the isslJ_es raised by
the 23 dissenters.
The preservation of trees and
swamps were not the only concerns, though. Mike Bar, chairman of the Seminole Solar and
Water Conservation Center,
expressed his frustrations With
the failure of school officials to
follow basic state due processes.
"The SSWCC was not provided with a copy ofthe Master Plan
as required by Florida statute," he
said·~ a result, we did not have

statutory · tiine to review the
plan."
Bar also noted that the Orange
Country Conservation Center
did not receive a copy either:
Five ·students spoke at the
hearing. Most emphasized a need
to conserve the natural resources
the campus owns and to permanently protect the Arboretum.
Susan Ehring, a senior environmental engineering major
spqke first "It should be one of
the university's top priorities to
protect the natural resources on
school property," she said
Biology major Ian Pfingsten
argued that the ecological impor-

"Central Florida has
one of the highest
concentrations of
golf courses in the
country."
- KARINA VEUNDRY

FRIENDS OF THE ARBORETUM

tance of the north and east areas
of campus outweigh any of the
proposed changes that are to

occur over the next ten years.
Another speaker at the forum
was Karina Veundry, president of

the Friends of the Arboretum
club.
"In 1995, the Board of Trustees
declared that the Arboretum
should be permanently referred
to as a preservation site," she said
"This was then amended and
the site was called deemed as
Undeveloped In the 2005 plan, it
is again changed to the term conser\ration. But the definition of
the conservation in the UCF
Master Plan allows the new status to be reversed and the area
developed over by an amendment to the Master Plan. The staPLEASE SEE

PROTESTER ON A9

, Bush's
Cabinet
, empties
·Ridge joins exodus,
empo~ering 'hawks'
STEVEN SOTLOFF
Senior Staff Writer

Tom Ridge, the nation's first homeland
security secretary, became the latest in a
series of presidential cabinet resignations
I
Tuesday.
With every presidential election
.,. comes change, and the
Bush administration is in
the process ofa big transformation.
Attorney General
John Ashcroft and Commerce Secretary Don
Evans were the first tohand in their resignation letters, but five ·Ridge
more have since followed Several others are alSo expected
leave.
. . Perhaps the biggest change is the res. ignation of Secretary of State Colin Powell and the nomination ofN~onal Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice to replace

,

.

him
it is no surprise that Powell is stepping
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRA FLORIDA FUTURE
PLEASE SEE

HAWKS ON A6

Kevin Peters, president of the SGA, campaigned heavily for the job in Februa..Y. More than halfway through his term, he says that he plans to leave office without regrets, and proud of the work he's done during his presidency.

President Peters speaks out about year's wins and losses NATHAN POEKERT
Senior Staff Writer

Being the sole representative of a
student body that numbers more
than 40,000 is no easy task.
Student Government Association President Kevin Peters can
-guarantee that.
Peters' job requires him to be the
only student voice in the myriad of
SGA, Board of Trustee and private

Bus poisons

blood bank
' employees
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor
"I

Six Central Florida Blood Bank
employees were treated for carbon
monoxide poisoning Monday, after getting sick from their bus' exhaust fumes.
One person was taken to Florida
Hospital East, while the others were
recovering from feeling sick.
Six students were on the bus at the
time. 1\yo were actually in the process
of giving blood when the carbon
'.monoxide alaim went off.
"It wasn't that big ofa deal." Sgt Troy
Wtlliamson of the UCF Police Department said, "Everyone walked out fine.
One was taken to the hospital for obserPLEASE SEE
.'

CARBON ON A3

meetings with President John Hitt.
His motions help decide the future
of UCF students.
The job of SGA president
requires distributing millions of dollars to activities and services for the
benefit ofyour peers. Plus, he makes
$18,095 a year.
"I wish I could really see everything that I want for this school to
happen," h e said~ "There is no guarantee that some of the issues I have

presented to the board will get fulfilled."
With his term complete in May,
Peters says h e will step down from
his position with fulfillment and little regret.
He says he is most proud of the
renovation of a new Student
Resource Center and plans for
FieldTurf installation for the intraPLEASESEE

Peters' achievements
SGA President Kevin Peters steps down in
May. He's pleased with his executive projects.

SENATE ON AS .

• Construction crews are putting the final touches on the
renovated Student Resource Center, next to the ·
Marketplace and dorm communities.
·Intramural sports will be playing on new FieldTurfnext
to the Recreation and Wellness Center.
• Peters is also looking into the possibility of a dental care
unit atthe Student Health Center before his tenure's up.

Israel the_chief concern for Jewish student voters
Some wonder if Bush
can help Israel, given
international relations
KATE HOWELL
Senior Staff Writer

No matter how Jewish students
vote or what party they belong to,
their concern for Israel and America's relationship with .it connects
them.
"Policies toward Israel affected
my vote," said Rebecca Solomon, vice
president ofUCF's branch of Hillel the national non-partisan Jewish student organization, "Jewish people in
general, when they go to the polls,
Israel plays a roll." She said Judaism
can be summed up in three words:
God, Torah and Israel

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sam Kauffman, of Hillel, wears a Jewish yamaka.

Noah Saposnik, a Hillel student
leader, agreed on Israel's iniportance.
"The importance of Israel is
ingrained in the Jewish psyche," he
said Saposnik has been- to Israel five
times on college trips while attending
UCF and said the visits have only

.
--.....!--- - -

deepened his ties to the country. ''You
can feel the connections all around
you."
That the United States should be
involved with Israel is obvious to the
Jewish community. What that
involvement entails and how high
Israel ranks on the issue list is more
flexible. Amy Schwartz, Hillel's marketing coordinator, agrees with President George W. Bush's support of
Israel
However, she is concerned that
his relationships with the rest of the
world may negate his Israeli policies.
"I do admire President Bush's respect
for Israel and his support of it,"
Schwartz explained. "However I
don't think he can relate to the rest of
the world well enough for his support
oflsrael to mean anything."
Ben Sack, Hillel's president, said
PLEASE SEE
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Kabbalah trend grows
MONICA PANAKOS
Senior Staff Writer

Madonna's latest fashion accessory
isn't a flashy diamond necklace or gold
ring; it's a thin red bracelet strapped
around her wrist.
That bracelet signifjes her devotion
to Jewish mysticism, or Kabbalah.
Other celebrities have also jumped
onto the Kabbalah bandwagon, including Demi Moore, Britney Spears,
Roseanne Barr and Edward Asner.
Despite the recentii
h
generated
by high-profile celebrit' · ·, Kabbalah is
not a new practice. It ha
en studied
since ancient times, said n Hanson,
udies, and
a UCF professor ofJudai
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Around Campus
News and noticesjbr
the UCF community

Reality show set at UCF soon to air
It's The Bachelor meets Animal House on the new reality
show Big Man on Campus.
Premiering Dec. 15 on the
.WB, Big Man on Campus is a
six-episode dating reality show
set at UCF.
The show, executive produced by Mike Pleiss, follows 15
females competing for the love
of one man, dubbed the "Big
Man on Campus."
"These are 15 of the hottest
girls you will ever see," Pleiss
told The Associated Press.
Once selected, the "Big Man
on Campus1' will get to know
the 15 women through a series
of dates and challenges, eliminating them until only .one
remains.
Pleiss' other reality show
credits include ABC's Are You
Hot?; Fox's Who Wants to
Marry a Multi-Millionaire? and
the The Real Gilligan's Island on
TBS.

Bid for bikes
The Activity and Service Fee
Business Office and the UCF
Police host their annual bike
auction at 11 am. today in front
of the Student Union.
More than 140 bikes will be
auctioned to the highest bidder.
Money raised will go toward
student scholarships.
For more information, call
David Pavlonnis in the Activity .
and Service Fee Business Office
at 407-823-5548.

See your name iri print
Epochs, the magazine of Phi
Alpha Theta, the university's
history honor society, is accepting submissions for its spring
issue.
The magazine is looking for
research papers, · although
exceptional historical articles,
book reviews and movie
reviews will be considered for
publication. The deadline for
submitting a proposal is Dec. 15
and should be · e-mailed to
Adan:i.Gll26@hotmail.com.

Putting books to good use
These are the last two weeks
to donate your old books to '
Volunteer UCF's "Thanks for
Giving" book drive.
Students can bring their
books from 10 am. to 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday to VUCF's collection in front of the Student
Union.
For more information, contact Arianne Buchanan at
ABCLAW22@aol.com.

Harvard professor comes to town
Robert D. Putnam, professor
ofpublic policy at Harvard University and founder of the
Saguaro Seminar, will address
"Community Engagement in a
Changing America" at 6 p.m.
Monday at the downtown
Orlando Museum of Art.
Reception and registration
begin at 5 p.m.
·
Space is limited, so RSVP to
1-800-321-5011. For more information, call Keisha at 407-8232741.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a. fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Israel, U.S. are both terrorist targets
Al

not the only one. While Saposnik feels strongly about Israel .
the key issues of Israel and the he is also concerned with
war on terror decided his vote: domestic issues. "Judaism
"The Israel issue is big for me," teaches that you should make
Sack said. "Bush is the first pres- the world a better place for all
ident to give the Israeli govern- people," said Saposnik, who was
ment free license to defend attracted to the Democratic
themselves."
Party b~use .of its ~ocial pnr
However, Sack isn't con- grams.
vinced the United States is
Schwartz referred to this
doing enough to keep .its con- belief as tikkun olam, or repairnection with Israel thriving. ing the world, and also feels it.is
"The United States and Israel exemplified in social programs.
believe in the same ideals," Sack She voted according to a mix-·
said. "Our societies parallel ture of foreign and domestic
each other in so many different issues. "Both are important,"
ways that it makes total sense Schwartz said because ulti· that they should be each other's mately. ''I live in America."
greatest allies. Bush has really
It is hard to tell ifJewish sturemoved the United States from dents are leaning toward one
the situation more so than it party or the other. Sack thinks
needs to be:'
they are "split down the midSaposnik points out the dle," but that either way, their
strong economic ties between turnout was higher than in past
the United States and Israel, years and religion was involved
along with the fact that Israel in all the action. This has some
has been dealing. with terrorist students anxious.
threats for a long time. ''Israel is
"Obviously people vote for '
an extremely tiny country in a their
religious
beliefs,"
very dangerous neighborhood," Schwartz said. "Still, church and
he said. Schwartz agreed, point- state should remain as separate
ing out that Israel and the Unit- as possible. I think the Jewish
. ed States·are "both democra- people have a fear of a religion
cies, both target for extremists other than their own conµ-oland terrorism.'.;
ling the government"
For Solomon, individual
Sack has a similar concern.
p9licies don't matter as much as ''It's true we live in a Christian
the administration's general country," he said. "This can
attitude. ''I just like to know that steer the mindset away from
whomever I'm voting for is what the United States stands
going to have friendly ties with for as the melting pot of the
Israel," Solomon said. "There world."
are plenty of countries around'
Solomon. is less bothered
the world that aren't so support- saying that politics is more a
ive of Israei and I'd hate to see matter of values and traditions
America become one of them." and "can be applied to any reliIsrael is a major link between gion. Religion shapes you as a
Judaism and politics, but it is person."
FROM

· Celebrities fuel beliefs growth
Al

tions are presented by fate,
and then what people do with
author of ,Kabbalah: Three it is determined by the choicThousand Years ofMystic Jra- es they make.
,
dition.
Kabbalah comes from the
The trend among celebri- Hebrew verb meaning "that
. ties does not surprise Hanson. which is received." It seeks to
"People become tired of help people overcome the ego
material things and look for nature the "desire to
something beyond the mate- receive for the self alone."
rial."
A lack of materialism is a
. He said celebrities' interest strong component of Kabbalhas raised some awareness in ah. Having a lot is acceptable,
the ancient practice.
as long as everything has a
Other famous·people have purpose and a meaning.
also
studied
Kabbalah.
The Zohar. a Hebrew word
Acc0rding to the Kabbalah meaning splendor, is the key
Centre, some of those include text ofKabbalah. It is a 23-volPlato, Shakespeare and Freud. ume commentary on the
Despite the extra att~ntion, Bible, composed nearly 2,000
misconceptions abound.
. years ago. The Zohar discuss"Kabbalah is a mystical es reincarnation and the prespractice, not a religion," Han- ence of unseen influences.
son said. It can apply to all
. Hanson taught a special
religions, since it is a form of topics class about Jewish mysmysticism. Mysticism is a ticism and Kabbalah in the
desire to find a higher dimen- Spring 2004 term. In the
sion, Hanson added.
future, more classes on Jewish
· The soul plays a large role mysticism will be offered,
in that mysticism.
Hansop. said.
Kabbalah offers an opporAccording to Kabbalah, the
soul is taught everything tunity to "get people out of
before it is born. Every soul their skin," Hanson said.
must grow, regardless of what
"It's an eternal question
circumstances have been that people ask: 9an money
placed upon it on earth.
make you happy?," he said.
A person doesn't begin his
"People are looking for a
mission until he's born. If the spiritual core," he continued.
soul does' not fulfill that mis- The goal is to "find a higher
sion, it is sent back to earth. power, to find God."
It's given three chances to fulOnce that spirituality is
fill the mission.
obtained, it can "energize
Life is a combination of your existence and energize
fate and choice. Certain situa- your life."
FROM

Police Beat

·Student imprisoned, sexually as~aulted
AMBER FOSTER
StaffWriter

.~

§=

undressed her against

~:t~e~e

;,,.

license suspended, possession of
cannabis under 20 grams and
possession of drug paraphernalia
- after a routine license plate
check.
Cpl James Mangan saw Peterson's vehicle driving in the Rosen
College of Hospitality Management parking lot during his
patrol of the area Nov.17. He lost
sight of the vehicle, but saw it
again about 30 minutes later.
Mangan stopped Peterson
and put him under arrest While
searching the vehicle, the officer
found a plastic bag containing
marijuana and a multi-colored
pipe containing residue inSide
Peterson's center console.

Miratel "Teddy'' Capi- 41/(f?/;11,.,,,, eventually able to get
taine has been charged with '{tf
back to the living room,
false imprisonment and bat' "
but could not find her cell
tery after an alleged sexual bat- phone, she said.
tery in Pegasus Landing ApartThe woman said she tried to
' ments early Thanksgiving leave repeatedly, but Capitaine
morning. Capitaine, who had blocked the door and grabbed
· previously received a trespass her arm while telling her to "just
warning, has not yet been locat- relax." She does not remember
ed.
what happened between then
The female victim, a Pegasus - and returning to her apartment
Landing resident, met Capitaine
The women told police that
in August at the apartment com- when she arrived at her apartplex pool She had talked to him ment building, she began bangon the phone occasionally, but ing on the outside apartment wall
the two never spent time togeth- of her neighbor, who then came
er until Nov. 24 when he asked outside. The police report states
her to go out with him and a that Capitaine, a black male Some people never learn, part two
female friend, police said.
· about 5-foot-8, instructed the
Officer Erik Lashinsky went
She went out to a restaurant neighbor to make sure the to UCF student Anthony Floril's
with the duo and returned to her woman got to bed and handed off apartment to serve an injunction,
apartment Capitaine invited the her personal belongings before but he also served some addiwoman to his apartment, where speeding away in a silver 2005 tional charges.
she had two unknown drinks, Ford Mustang.
One count of possession of
police said. The three individuals
Officers Matthew Fazi and cannabis with intent to sell/delivthenwentshoppingatlocalmalls James Brannon went to Capi- . er and eight counts of possession
and a Wal-Mart.
taine's apartment, but were told of drug paraphernalia were
When Capitaine and the by the residents of that apart- added to his rap sheet on Oct. 20.
woman returned to his apart- ment that he stayed there occaFloril was leaving his apartment, she tokl police that he sionally but wasn't there now.
ment when Lashinsky arrived,
insisted that she drink more.
but the officer recognized him
After she had one-and-a-half Some people never learn
and served the injunction for
shots of Goldschlager, 'the
Erik .Peterson was charged protection. Lashinsky wrote in
woman said Cap~taine led her to with four misdemeanors - vio- the police report that the smell of
a bedroom where he kissed and lation of probation, driving with burnt cannabis emanated from
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Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

Parliament opposed to newly
elected Ukram1an government
KIEV,
Ukraine
Ukraine's parliament brought
down the government of
Prime
Minister
Viktor
Yanukovych with a no-confi- •
dence motion yesterday in a
show of the opposition's
strength. The outgoing president called for an entirely
new presidential election to
be held to resolve the country's spiraling political crisis.
Yanukovych and his opposition
rival
Viktor
Yushchenko sat down for
talks yesterday in the pres- •
ence of European mediators
and outgoing President
Leonid Kuchma. Tens of
thousands of opposition supporters have been demonstrating in the streets for days,
saying the vote was fraudulent and that Yushchenko was
the winner.
•1~

Reservist back in court on
charges of abusing prisoners
FORT BRAGG, N.C. - Pfc.
Lynndie England was back in
a military court yesterday to
prepare for her court-martial
on charges she abused prisoners at Iraq's Abu Ghraib
prison.
The Army Reservist from
Fort Ashby, WYa., is scheduled for trial Jan.18 on charges
of abuse and of committing
indecent acts. She gave birth
to a son Oct. 10, and attorneys
have said the father is Spc.
Charles Graner Jr., portrayed
in testimony as the rfugleader
in the abuse.
England, 21, was one of
seven members of the Maryland-based 372nd Military
Police Company charged with
humiliating and assaulting
prisoners at the prison near
Baghdad. She became a focal
point of the scandal after photographs surfaced showing
her smiling and posing with
nude prisoners stacked in a
pyramid, pointing and flashing a thumb's up, and holding
a detainee on a leash.
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-Floril, who told the officer that he
had just gotten high and, when
Lashinsky asked, that he hac;l half
•
Bodies of six Americans killed in
of an eighth bag of marijuana in
plane crash found in Afghanistan
his room. Flori! agreed to let
KABUL, Afghanistan Lashinsky into the apartment,
Search teams have recovered •
and handed a small amount of
the bodies of six Americans
marijuana to the officer.
Lashinsky asked Floril if he ' who died when their plane
crashed high in Afghanistan's •
had anything else in his room,
snow-covered . mountains,
and Floril responded four times
U.S. military officials said yesthat he did not. In-the police
terday.
report, Lashinsky stated that he
The plane went down Sat- •
could see three or four glass
urday, but search efforts were
pipes and a black scale behind
complicated by bad weather
where the marijuana was origiand difficult terrain, said a
nally located
•
military spokesman.
Floril handed thqse over and,
He said the victims' identiaccording to the police report,
ties would be released later by
granted Lashinsky permission to
the Defense Department and •
search his room, saying, "Go
Florida-based Presidential
ahead. There is nothing left."
Airways, which had contractDuring the search, Lashinsky
ed the downed transport
found a large bag filled with marplane to the U.S. Air Force.
ijuana and a black metal box con•
taining $60, another glass pipe, a
Hamas boycotting upcoming
wood container housing a metal
Palestinian presidential vote
pipe, a plastic bag of marijuana
stems, a pair of gold brass knuckGAZA CITY, Gaza Strip "
A Hamas leader announced
les, a butterfly knife, a buck knife,
yesterday that the militant
many plastic bags and 3-by-5
index cards with names and
group will boycott upcoming 11
Palestinian presidential elecnwnbers on them.
tions, the fir st sign of open ·
Under Floril's desk, Lashinsky
tensions between the interim
found a Pringles can containing
Palestinian leadership and the .,
residue from burnt marijuana
Floril was transported to the
PLEASESEE NATION ON A4
Orange County Jail.
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Carbon monoxide blamed
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vation, but it turned out fine.''
The supervisor of the blood
· drive was on duty, and made sure
' the donors were taken off the
vehicle as soon as the alarm
' alerted the employees, accord. · ing to the public relations man. ager of Florida's Blood Centers,
Pat Michaels.
The students were "immedi- ately and safely removec;I.,"
Michaels said, and none ofhtem
were affected by the gas.
"The carbon monoxide
' detector went off in the bus,
- apparently from the air condi. tioning, we're not sure,"
- Michaels said

·Exposing an invisible killer
Each year in America, carbon monoxide poisoning daims about 165
lives and send another 10,000 people to the emergency room.
•CO is an odorless, colorless toxic gas.Because it is impossible to see,taste or smell, the toxic
fumes can kill you before you are aware of exposure.
·CO gas can come from several sources: gas-fired appliances, charcoal grills,wood-burning
furnaces and motor vehicles.

•

• CO causes mild effects that are often mistaken for the flu. These symptoms indude
headaches, diuiness, disorientation, nausea and fatigue. The effects of CO exposure can
vary greatly from person to person depending on age, overall health and the concentration
and length of exposure.
.
- INFORMATION FROM THE UNITED STATES FIRE ADMINISTRATION AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

He said, as far as he knows,
the alarms have gone off on the
donation buses before, but this is

ators needed to keep the air conditioner going and the freshlydrawn blood cool

the1f~n~~e~~~!~~e~~;. ~~~st time a :leak had hap- leak~=~~=:~;
· She was then transported to
"I've asked ... o'Ur people the line. "It's beingused
. ~ecked ofurut.

-

. ·Florida Hospital for observation.
Michaels.said she was fm~ and
. 'back at work yesterday.
Michaels said that though all
buses n.m on generators that
burn gasoline or diesel fuels, he
believes this is the first time SUch
. an incident occurred

) )

A3

around here and they say this is a
rare' event:' he said Concerning
the carbon monoxide detector,
''It did what it was supposed to
do."
Carbon monoxide detectors
are Standard On all Of the donation buses, because ofthe gener-

and will not be
m any ther blood drives until the problem is fixed;' Michaels said
Orlando Fire Station 65
responded to the call, but were
not able to give out any more details On the incident by press
time.
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The- New Day Spa to be Pampered At ...
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Waxing
Nail S~rvices
Massage
Facials
Body Wraps/Scrubs
Airbrush-Tan
Make-up Application

i(Jecitlfs.

1Ever3la3 1Jrink Sf ecia~
$1.00 Domestic ·Drafts
$2.50 Michelob Lite; Micnelob Lager, & Mi"°eUob Ultra
$3.50 Jage.r_Bombs a Clteny Bo ·bs
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Party (oom available for:
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-pre formal pampering
.- meetings
-birthdays
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GRAND OPENING!
FRIDAY, DEt 3RD

Oak Tree
Apartments
FURNISHED

lOA-M.

2 Bedroom I 1 Bathroom

FEATURING·
~ ·Fully

.·a month

Carpeted Stores
• French Door Entryways
• Magnificent Wat~rfall Theme
• 155 ~hops

Walking distance to UCF!

• Restaurants and Food
Court

Call Us Today!
This new .concept in "Mini Mall Conveniently located in the fast
Leasing" is certain to lease rapidly. growing Waterford Lakes area!
Rouse Rd. & St. Rd. 50
Call or come see us for details.
Next to Super Wal-Mart
11100 E. Coloni~ Dr.

,

__ _

321-235-0669
Located on Alafaya between Darwin Dr. & Mendel Rd.

Nation &World

Higher Education

Q: What do
~
~
LlQ:

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

"Professors strike despite
prime minister's promise to
listen ·
TIRANA, .Albania Striking Albanian university professors said yesterday they would not return
to their classrooms despite
the prime minister's assurances that their demands
for higher salaries and better conditions were reasonable.
Prime Minister Fatos
Nano ordered a high-level
government committee led
by his deputy to examine
the demands of about 3,000
professors nationwide who
want their salaries doubled.
The labor dispute,
which affects about 35,000
students, started two
weeks ago with 200 professors from four faculties at
the Polytechnic University
of Tll;ana. The walkout has ·
since grown as academics
across the country joined.

UGA student severely burned
during fraternity ritual
ATHENS, Ga. -A University of Georgia student
was severely burned during a fraternity drinking ritual, police said.
William Flynn Miller.IV;
21, was engaged in a drinking rite inside the Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity house
early Tuesday morning
when the incident happened.
The ritual· involved 190proof grain alcohpl and a
lighted oil lantern. Miller's
clothes burst into flame,
severely burning his upper
torso. The student, a senior
forestry major from Savannah, suffered third-degree
burns to his torso and
hands. But his injuries did
not appear life-threatening,
police said.

'

.and .J/"1 "1DRRISDn
·have in common?
I
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Supporters of Ukrainian opposition leader Viktor Yushchenko gather outside the parliament
building to hear the broadcast results of a no-confidence ~ote inside parliament Wednesday.
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Islamic opposition group since
the death ofYasser Arafat.
The announcement by
Hamas leader Ismail Hanieh
could undercut the legitimacy
of the Jan. 9 election, though
Hamas said it would honor the
outcome.

tribal figures and other influential Iraqis to encourage broad ·
participation in the elections, ·
which some Sunni Muslim clerics have threatened to boycott.

PETA says Iowa slaughterhouse
abusing animals before killing

DES MOINES, Iowa - An
animal rights group has captured videotape that it says
Coalition troops arrest 210
shows cattle at a kosher slaugh. suspected militants in Iraq
terhouse
enduring
an
BAGHDAD, Iraq·- Multi- "absolutely outrageous" level of
national troops have arrested cruelty.
210 suspected militants in a
PETA claims the video
weeklong crackdown against shows repeated acts of animal
insurgents ill an area south of cruelty at AgriProcessors Inc.
Baghdad known as the "triangle in northeastern Iowa. The
of death," the U.S. military com- orgamzation filed a complaint
mand said yesterday.
with the U.S. Department of
The announcement of the Agriculture on Monday that
arrests came as Prime Minister alleged improper slaughtering .
Ayad Allawi, ·who arrived in practices.
Jordan late Tuesday, prepared
The PETA Web site
to meet with influential Iraqis describes the videos as showliving abroad and the · host ing AgriProcessors workers
nation's king in a bid 1to drum ignoring "the suffering of cows
. up support for Iraq's Jan. 30 who are still sensible to pain
elections.
after having their throats slit by
Before leaving Baghdad, the ritual slaughterer."
Allawi said his government
would pursue contacts with
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Science Spotlight

Harvard bans military recruitment because of court ruling

I.

•

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. NASEEM SOWTI
Harvard Law School will
Senior Staff Writer
return to a policy that
keeps the military from
The old saying, "An apple a
recruiting on campus in the · day keeps doctor away," is provwake of a federal court
ing to be much more than an
decisi_o n allowing colleges
old wive's tale, scientists have
and universities to bar
discovered.
recruiters without fear of
Eating apples can in fact prelosing federal money.
vent a trip to the doctor's office.
The
Harvard
Law
The strong antioxidants found
School Dean said the deciin them can fight cell damage,
sion, effective Tuesday, will
researchers report in the
allow the school to enforce
Decemb'er issue of the Journal
its nondiscrimination poliofAgricultural and Food Chemcy without exception.
istry.
Harvard had forpidden
In their research, scientists
any recruiter from campus
found that rat brain cells
- military or otherwise exposed
to
antioxidants
that couldn't sign off on the
obtained from apples resisted
school's anti-discriminacell damage much better than
tion policy. Harvard, like
those not treated.
other schools, said the mil''Antioxidants help prevent
itary's "don't ask, don't tell"
oxidation of cells, which ultipolicy was discriminatory,
mately can prevent diseases
because it forbids overt ' like heart disease and cancer,"
gays and lesbians from
explained Preeti Wilkhu, a regserving in . the armed
istered dietician at the Campus
forces.
Wellness Center.
But antioxidants are not lim· Missouri Southern trys to raise
ited to apples. Fruits and vegenrollment, reduces tuition
etables, in general, are rich
JOPLIN, Mo. -Missouri
sources of these compounds,
Southern State University
and all are beneficial to human
at Joplin took the first s~ep
health. ·
Monday night to attract · . A multiyear study involving
more students when its
more than 100,000 participants
board · of
governors
showed that eating lots of fruits
approved a package pro· and vegetables is good for the
posal that includes reducheart.
ing tuition by $2 pei: credit
The analysis supports the
hour. The cut means stuAmerican .Heart Association's
dents will pay $125 per
recommendations to consume
credit hour in the 2005at least five servings of fruits
2006 school year.
and vegetables per day.
The
university
''.A tennis-balls size is one
increased tuition by 37 perserving, or a cup of cut-up fruits
cent three years ago. Since
and vegetables is one serving,"
then,
enrollment has
Wilkhu said.
dropped by about 600 stuHowever, many consider
. dents to an enrollment of
five servings of fruits and veg5,200 students.
etables a day a difficult feat to
achieve.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
\\'.ilkhu provided a simple

-

solution: "Eat a ·piece of fruit
with each meal and have salad
for lunch and dinner; [then]
you've got your five servings."
Eating frozen fruits, fruit
slushies and smoothies or
adding berries to. the bowl of
cereal are some other ways one
can get the recommended servings of fruits and vegetables in
their daily diet.
Fruits and vegetables have
also proven to help in weight
loss. Eating fruits and vegetables and less calorie-dense
foods like cheese help dieters
lose weight without counting
calories, shows a team of
researchers at Pennsylvania·
·State University.
A second study looking at
non-dieters showed that people
who eat more fruit!? and vegetables tend to weigh less.
There are several reasons
for
this
phenomenon,
explained Wilkhu. "First. frui~s
and vegetables are very low m
calories, so you cut back on
empty calories that you get·
from refined carbohydrates
such as cookies or soft drinks."
Addition~y. their fiber content attracts water, which
results in formation of a gel and
"gives you a feeling of fullness,"
Wilkhu said.
. Wilkhu, along with health
professionals across the country, are concerned with the lack
of people's willingness to eat
ample portions of vegetables
and fruits.
"For one, there are not many
commercials . on fruits," she
said. The inconvenience of hav- .
ing to peel or chop fruits and
vegetables and the uninviting
presentation Of fruit isles in
supermarkets, are among other
reasons that the general pqpulation tends to ignore these
untapped sources of health and
longevity.
For more information, visit
http://www.usda.gov, or visit
the C~pus Wellness Center.

(entral 11oriba 1uture -

REPORTERS
EDITORS • COPYEDITORS
Curious. Disciplined. Determined. Aperson with a flair for
writing, or a desire to develop one. Someone who can ask
tough questions, and not be discouraged by lame answers.
If that's you, there's a job waiting at the Future. Positions
at all levels - introductory and experienced - are open now
and throughout the winter semester, with full- and partialscholarships available. Semester-long commitment required.

1.. Questions? E-mail Jeff Truesdell atjeff@ cfnews.com now.
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They both
donate plasma at

.DCI Biologicals
Orlando!
* Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is

dead, but we really do have donors with these
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Earn S180I month donating·
your Iiie-saving plasma.
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DCI Biologicals ·orlando
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Patient Exam
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Oral Exam
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mural fields next to Academic
Village.
Both of these came after he
sat down w ith Hitt early in his
term and discussed how the
Capit~l Improvement Trust
Fund should be allocated.
Peters says he is also excited about the new Student
Health Center because of the
possibility of the inclusion of
a dental service 'for student$.
"I went to Georgia Tech
and saw their dental service,
and it was amazing," he said.
"The on-campus dental clinic
is something that I have considered most important to get
during my term."
Some of the struggles of his
job, however, include approving or disagreeing with decisions m ade by the Board of
Trustees - decisions like the
approval to raise the Activity
a:nd Service Fee by $1.28 per
credit hour. The fee makes
UCF's per-hour tuition the
highest in the state.
"Students need to realize
that the increase was statemandated," Peters said. The
increase that UCF adopted
"was the minimum requirement for public universities,"
he explained. "We only raised
it the minimum because we
recognize that our tuition is
. already high."
Although he supports the
fee increase that takes effect
next fall, he vocally opposed
the block tuition proposition
that was reluctantly passed by
the Board of Trustees.
Bfock tuition requires all
students, whether full-time or
part-time, to pay for 15 credit
hours each semester regardless of their actual class load.
Gov. Jeb Bush asked all universities to submit a plan that
would allow students to get
through school more quickly.
Though the Board, including Peters, opposed the idea,
the members decided to·submit a plan that would be the
most forgiving on the stu-

dents, even if they didn't
agree with the plan.
"It is ridiculous to make all
students pay for 15 credits,"
Peters said. "There are so
many students who can't
afford to go to school full time
and have to work to pay
tuition for just six or nine
credit hours."
Peters feels that Bush
needs to come to a compromise with Florida universities.
Peters and the Board of
Trustees favor a plan that
allows students who don't
take ' the full 15 hours to be
given credits toward summer
enrollment - meaning th.a t if
you took 12 hours in the fall
and spring semester, you
would be allowed to take six
hours for free in the summer.
The Florida Board of Governors has not yet given a
reply regarding the plan proposed by UCF's board.
Lately, much of Peters'
attention has been focused on
the newly approved Master
Plan.
Preparing for this meeting
took up much of his time.
"Besides the meetings I have
to attend, I constantly have to
review proposals. I had to
learn the entire Master Plan
front and back because I need
to fully understand it in order
to truly represent the student
body."
In addition to meeting
with Hitt and the Board of
Trustees, Peters must oversee
the actions of the legislative
branch of the SGA.
Two recent SGA meetings
have resulted in iv.embers
yelling and arguing with each
other without much being
accomplished. A recent meeting led to the removal of Sen.
Alex Sigal from the room.
"I was personally embarrassed for the SGA and the
students of this school when
that happened," Peters said.
The outbursts resulted
when Senate Speaker Sean
Lavin stepped down from his
position as speaker to promote an isstie for the Christ-

ian organization Campus Crusade.
"Sean Lavin should not
have stepped d9wn," Peters
said. "The speaker of the Senate should be impartial in all
issues. He needs to become
better acquainted with his
position."
To promote camaraderie in
the Senate, Peters sponsored
and hosted a variety of social
events for the SGA representatives. Duririg the first event,
a social at Wackadoos, Peters
noticed that very early on,
senators were developing
cliques and biases toward
each other.
To rectify this, Peters took
the representatives to a teambuilding seminar in Daytona
Beach. He asked each senator
whom he or she would prefer
to stay with in the hotel room.
He then made sure to place
them in a room with somebody else. Peters said he
hoped that th~ act would
force representatives to bond
with each other in a personal
way.
"I can only do so much in
SGA,'' he said. "The executive
and legislative branches are
· literally two separate entities.
If they want to fight for four
hours, I really can't do anything about it."
Peters admits that his former legislative branch got
along better and did not have
internal problems. He also
knows that the future SGA
president will have some dirty
laundry to deal with once he
or she takes office.
"The only advice I can give
is to make sure that you try to
get along with everybody," he
said. "There will always be
someone who will attempt to
hold up the process. Be tactful, be respectful and be
accountable."
He added: "It has been my
privilege to serve the student
body here at UCF. I hope that
students will quickly develop
the pride and love of UCF that
I have come to know in my
time here."
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(407)882-0260
Register online and see ALL course
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Hawks replace moderates
FROM

A1

down. He said long ago that he
would probably only stay for one
term. Powell usually found himself isolated when it came to making policy and regularly butted
heads with other members of
Bush's cabinet
·
Richard Haass, who is on the
president's council on foreign
relations, said the fights were the
worst he's seen in four administrations.
Replacing Powell with someone . Widely considered Bush's
closest and most trusted ad~
the president is eliminating alternative options and the competing
views that Powell presented, critics say. Rice may have too cl~ a
relationship with the president
At high-level decision making
it is necessary to be exposed to different ideas, says Houman Sadri,
an associate professor with the
Political Science Department
"Rice will present an idea
much closer to that ofCheney and
Rumsfeld, a position that tends to
be more hawkish than dovish,"
Sadri said
And while Rice will represent
an organizational perspective of
Bush's policies, Sadri adds, "She
needs to emphasize bridging
between her ideas and those of
the state department"
With Peter Goss, a former .
Florida congressman, now in
charge of the Central Intelligence
Agency; the current CIA shakeup
may be her most difficult task
through this next term. Many CIA
higher-ups have resigned for
''unspecified" reasons.
"They feel like they are really
out of place because they could
not predict 9/ll," Sadri said
Former CIA analyst Michael
Scheuer is one of those agents
who has recently retired He told
Tim Russert on Sunday's Meet
the Press that ''very seldom do
protections of Americans come
first'' and says the focus needs to
shift to that mindset
Congress' failure last week to
pass the recommendations found
by the 9/11 Commission to overhaul the intelligence community
indicates that this will not come

PABLO MARTINEZ MONSIVAIS/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
Secretary ofHomeland Security Tom Ridge,center,thanks
his staff at the Office of Homeland Security.

cies·have ahistoryreflectingalack
ofcooperation, and Rice will have
the task of diluting this territorialisrn.
White House officials, however, predict Rice's succession will
tighten Bush's grip over national
security, and the move could also
eliminate the bickering found in
the Cabinet during the last four
years.
But former Secretary of State
Lawrence F.agleburger told CNN
that Rice is "not the person for
that job." Eagleburger, who
presided under George Hw.
Bush, is worried that the whole
administration ''is going to speak
the same language." •
This leaves many wondering if
preemptive strikes ~ North
Korea and Iran are looming, as
others criticize Sen John
McCain's, R-Ariz., declaration that
150,000 more troops are needed in
Iraq.
With troop movement out of
South Korea and Germany on the
way, Bush officials say he is repositioning our military out ofa Cold
War mentality and strategically
looking at the world in a different
way.

Sadri believes that it will take
several years to digest what has
happened in Iraq and that the U.S.
''won't be ready for another big
bite in the next four years:•
IfRice passes through the Senate, she Will be the first Africaneasy.
Rice has been blamed for American woman to hold the
some of the faulty pre-Sept. ll, position. Deputy national security
2001, interagency communica- advisor Stephen Hadley is expecttions and faces the challenge of ed to replace Rice.
But don't expect Powell to disuniting a historically split relationship between the State and appear anytime soon. Many
Defense departments. The agen- . believe that he has political ambi-

_This Christmas, treat yourself to Christ-centered preaching.

f\eformation

tions ofhis own and is considered
an option for special envoy to the
Middle East, a non-existent position thus far during Bush's reign.
Political science Professor
Drew Lanier disagrees. "He
brings the ~e ofbeing secretary of state. Usually envoys have
been out of office for a while:'
In what may be his last policy
push under the Bush administration, Powell left the APEC summit
in Santiago, Chile, Sunday for
Egypt . and then traveled to
Jerusalem to talk of the Iranian
nuclear threat and, more importantly, reviving the PalestinianIsraeli peace process in the wake
ofYassar Arafat's death.
Sadri believes that the United
States must act as a catalyst to create a working peace through compromise but warns, "Americans
don't have much control, if any
over the situation:•
The major cabinet reshutlling
is in the domestic area. Attorney
General Ashcroft is slated to be
replaced by Alberto Gonzales,
who has served with Bush since
his early gubernatorial days in

been talk of appointment on the
national level
Other cabinet members on
their way out include Roderick
Paige, Ann Veneman and Spencer
Abraham
Education Secretary Paige was
disliked by much ofthe education
community during Bush's first
term. He came under fire when he
called the National Education
Association a ''terrorist organization" for their opposition to No
Child Left Behind, Bush's plan to
reform education ·
.
Bush has nominated Domestic
Policy Adviser Margaret Spellings
to replace Paige, something the
NEA calls, "a great opportunity"
for the education community.
Spellings was a senior adviser
to Bush in Texas and played a vital
role in drafting NCLB.
Abraham's stint a$ energy secretary was no easy task. He
resided ovet the 2001 energy crisis
in California and the major blackouts in the Midwest And while he
was a strong advocate of hydrogen power, he came under fire for
lack of leadership concerning
global warming.
He also has been criticiz.ed for
America's dependence on Middle
East oil, which, along with prices,
has increased since the Sept ll

Texas.
Ashcroft has been heavily criticiz.ed for his stripping ofconstitutional rights along with the Patriot
Act Ganz.ales reflects the same
ideology.
, attacks.
Evans played a strong role in
Critics claim that he laid the
legal groundwork for torture at giving Bush the power to negotiAbu Ghraib and said the behavior . ate trade agreements through the
was ''irrelevant and winec- Trade Promotion Authority,
ensuring American leadership in
essary.''
He has also denied detainees global markets. But, he has taken
rights guaranteed by the Geneva the deficit from $380 billion to
Convention at Guantanamo - a $519 billion, according to the U.S.
fire rekindled by a federal judge's Bureau of Economic Analysis.
National Finance Chairman
ruling that Salim Ahmed Hamden, Osama bin Laden's personal Mercer Reynolds is a frontrunner
driver, is entitled to a legal hearing for nomination.
on whether he is a prisoner ofwai:
The recently resigned Ridge
''It sends a clear message," said oversaw the greatest reorganizaAnthony Romero, executive tion of the federal government in
director of the ACLU, in a state- the history of the Department of
ment "'Ibe fight against terrorism Defense. He says he will remain in
does not give the government his current position until Februlicense to disregard domestic and ary, unless a replacement is found
international law."
soonei:
Ganz.ales has also come under
Possible replacements include
fire for protecting Vice President White House Homeland Security
Dick Cheney from Congress, try- Adviser Frances Townsend and
ing to keep his energy commis- Thomas Kean, who chaired the
sion meetings a secret
Sept 11 commission.
With Congress looking to
Donald Rumsfeld has come
strengthen the Patriot Act, many under scrutiny fortheAbuGbriab
expect Gonzales to keep the scandal and the lack of WMDs in
course status quo, as the presi- Iraq. The secretary of defense,
dent's policies will probably not however, looks more and more
like he might stay with the Bush
shift.
He served on the Texas administration even in Powell's
Supreme Court, and there has absence.

there

LOSE YOUR JOB?
DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER OWE YOU WAGES?
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF YOUR TIME WORKED?

Orthoelox f resb_1Jterian Church

DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY; THEY PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS

Meeting at Jackson Heights Middle School

(407) 67 WAGES
(407)-679-2437

www.refopc.org • 407-657-8926

The hiring of an attorneyis an important decision that should not be based solely uponadvertisements. Before youdecide,
askus tosend you free information on our qualifications and experience. JeffreyWAlber;, Esquire: Principle office: Maitland
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Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and receive
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:
•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the commttnity.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual
·
students.

'

.

..

Traffic cases

,.

Criminal law
Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•

Bankruptcy
t ••

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu
Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by a~pointment
only. No legal advice will be given over the phone.

'·

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointmen~, or visi_t,lht; . :
Student Resource Center, room 155. ·... : · . ·.:.:
·
Monday-Friday 8am-5pm. · . , "-.'.,,:, ·:· ·:~-\~
!'J,
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Lookin.g for a
GREAT vet?
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UCF students,
. staff, faculty
and alumni!
*M ust present valid UCF l.D."
Valid only at Oviedo location.

<

Scott Swetnam;·nvM
Chief of Staff

(

Jacqueline Narayansingh, DVM
Veterinarian

phone: 407-359-7831 • fax: 407-359-7528
www.banfield.net
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1115 Vidina Place Suite 195
Oviedo, FL 32785
Across from the Oviedo Marketplace
(inside PetsMart)
"We Treat Pets Like Family"
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Dining Services locations!

Business Administration
M-Th 7a-7p; F 7a-2p
Fresh-brewed ooffee, espresso,
cappuccino, Fresh Market
Smoothies, grab 'n' go sandwiches and salads, pastries,
bagels, desserts and specialty
frozen coffee drinks

Chick-fil-A
John T. Washington Center
M-Th 8a-5p; F 8a-3:30p
Chicken sandwiches, nuggets,
salads, wraps a·nd desserts

Einstein Bros. Bagels
Education Complex
M-Th 7a-4p; F 7a-2p
Fresh-brewed ooffee, muffins,
bagels, deli and specialty sandwiches, salads and desserts

Island Grill
John T. Washington Center
M-Th 10:30a-4p
Jerk chicken and shrimp satay,
nachos, Cuban sandwiches, plaintain chips, black beans and rice
and hamburgers and hot dogs with
a Caribbean twist.

IR F 0- cl
REAL: FOOD !!! CAMPus ··

at the Marketpl~ce
Located in the Student Resource Center
near the Recreation & Wellness Center
~

<

Reflections
Near Millican Hall beside the
Reflecting Pool
M-Th 11a-7p; F 11a-4p
Freshens smoothies, parfaits,
sundaes and other frozen trea1S;
pus, Java City ooffee, Einstein
Bros. Bagels, snacks and'
assorted sandwiches and salads

Real Food on Campus
at the Marketplace
Student Res6urce Center
M-Th 7a-Midnight; F 7a-8p;
Sa-Su 10:30a-8p

Buy a meal plan today!

A changing menu centered
around six a.ilinary stations
serving eveiything from burgers
t.o macfe-to.orrjer stir-fiy; all-youcare-to-eat breakfast, lunch,
dinner and late night

In between attending class~, studying and other responsibilities, you've got a littJe free time to shop for groceries,
cook and clean. Relax. We'll do that for you: UCF Dining
Services has got a meal plan that suits your needs .. For
more information or to sign up, go to www.UCFDining.
com, visit the Dining Services Office, located inside the
Marketplace, or CCll!-407-823-2651.
~

Stl.X.lent Union
M-Th7:30a-11p; F7:30a-6p;
Sa 11a-5p; Su Noon-9p
Fountain drinks, cereal, snacks,
milk, ice cream, candy, bottled
beverages, sushi, Java City
ooffee, Einstein Bros. Bagels,
quick meats, grab 'n' go sandwiches a rlads, household
and oonv · nee items

Knightstop
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Huev Magoo's Chicken Tenders
specializes\in fresh, never trozen
grilled and tried chicken tenders.

.

,

··-
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Serving /Vlusicians for BO Years!
I~

.

Try one of our delicious tender meals; wraps, and garden fresh salads.
All meals come with slaw, fries, texas toast, and our famous Magoo Sauce ,

The Sam Ash Family has been serving musicians,
students, hobbyists & schools with high quality
equipment at low prices for BO Years!

HUBY

-·~~-..

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PLANS: .
' '
,I )

•PURCHASE WITH GUARANTEE BUYBACK
• GUARANTEED TRADE!

~\

.·

CHICKEN TENDERS
"

ALL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT,$
RENTALS • REPAIRS
SHEET MUSIC Ir BOOKS

'

I I

Dine In or carrv Out
) )

• ~

. McCulloch

?-ryen

,I .
UCF
Campus

Walmart
Grocery

HUEY MAGOO'S
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Alafaya Trail

---

~-------------•._____~~~~~------"

. 4293 Alatava Trail • Oviedo Fl 32165 • 401-911-0213
Located in the 7 eleven shopping center on the corner of Alafaya and McCulloch
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Even if your
•We ''major''
·,. professor isn't
in used ·
~sing your
books
book next term, we
will search a national •Get the most
cash bac·k fOr
database to see .if it
'""
has some value. We your used books
strive to meet your_
•Two convenient
needs!
locations.

Shop off Campus and Save!
~
BOO· KSTORE

B · O 0 KS T o ·RE

12140 Collegiate Way
Orlando, FL 32817
407-382-1617
Just off University Blvd behind Applebee's

12209 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407 -658- 7979

www.collegebook.com
-

---

-1-

-

·reacher is a witty
:author, students say

c,,

STATE-OF-THE-ART, LIFETIME D ENTAL EXCELLENCE

~

• Cosmetic Care: Bleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers

'"

• State-of-the-Arr Procedures, Instruments and Techniques • Emergencies Accepted
• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courteous Staff • Air Abrasion, Drill-Less Dentistry

.'Questionable
.
: taste' collection
~ is on office walls
.

~

.
t

• Brid ges and Crowns • Mercury-Free Dentistry • Convenient Payment Pla ns

• Smdent Identification Card=10% Discount!

(

• Same Day Emergency Care!

MONICA PANAKOS

EAST
ORLAN DO .
DENTAL

Senior Staff Writer

The first thing you notice
: when you meet English profes: sor Susan Hubbard are her
bright eyes, which are startlingly
: friendly.
·
:
Then you notice her broad
: grin, and then her straight ·
· auburn hair.
When she talks, every hand
: gesture bounces. Even if she's
, never spoken to you before, she
will invite you into a conversa' tion as if she's known you forever.
She has the vibrancy of a
~ teenager, and yet the wisdom of
an adult. Her youthfulness is
probably the result of her openmindedness when it comes to
age.
. "Some people are obsessed
about generations," she said.
• ·~geism to me is a total waste of
, time. I have friends with a wide
range of ages."
Hubbard listens to Outkast,
:
~ Green Day, and several blues
artists. One of her favorite
' albums is "London Calling'' by
: the Clash.
'
Axis magazine's Nov. 2004
issue listed Hubbard as one of
' Orlando's 20 coolest people.
That distinction is one that her
colleagues and students share
no disagreement
It also comes at a time when
Hubbard is in between publish• ing two Red Dress Ink novels,
"Lisa Maria's Guide for the Per' plexed," published in June and
"Lisa Maria Takes Off," to be
~ published in April.
It ·is an extension of an
: already prolific career as a writer
• and English professor.
Hubbard laughed humbly at
: Axis' honor. "It's wonderful and
' bizarre at the same time," she
1 said "I was charmed when they
called and told me, but at the
• same time, what does that same
: about Orlando? I really did think
they made a mistake."
Jeanne Leiby, a colleague and
close friend of Hubbard's, thinks
the award is no mistake. "She's
extremely hip," said Leiby, an
English professor and editor of
• The Florida Review literary
• magl;lZine.
During Hurricane Jeanne,
Hubbard sat at her computer
and mixed a compilation of
• songs in honor of Leiby's namesake hurricane to pass the time
, and to cheer Leiby up.
.
The 21 tracks on the CD
, . included songs by Neil Young,
Etta James, the Eurythmics, and
John Fogerty.
Her originality is one of the
' things they most cherish about
her. "She's one-of-a-kind," said
senior Kate Setzer, a creative
writing major and student of
Hubbard's. "She defies stereotypes. I like her because she's her
own person."
A vegetarian, Hubbard eats
•
· ~ Boca burgers with a diet Coke.
A UCF professor since 1995,
she has won the respect of many
of her students.
"She's really funny," said Setzer. 'We always have the weirdest conversations in class."
One day, Hubbard came into
the advanced fiction writing
class and announced that she'd
just come across the weirdest
word in a crossword puzzle, said
Setzer.
She asked everyone to define
the word chu'cklehead and to
use it in a story. "When she
comes up with a weird idea, she
goes with it;' Setzer added
A devout animal lover, Hubbard said she'd like to welcome
• every stray ~at she found into
her home. As it is, she's had to
settle for housing only six: Max,
Bartleby, Isis, Buddy; Bobo, and
Pudding.
They all share a home with
Hubbard's husband, Robley Wilson, who, fortunately, shares her
love of cats.
This compassion defines
many areas of her life. Leiby says
that Hubbard has an ·ecological
sense. "[Her] motto is that if the
1 thing doesn't have a purpose,
' then you create the purpose,''
· she said
,
Hubbard's passion is to
r.,, appreciate the unappreciated

.
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Susan Hubbard, a UCF English teacher, has a collection in her office called the"Gallery of
Questionable Taste." It includes toys from Archee McPhee's, a broken vintage alann clock, and
a metal "Invasion of the Monster Women" lunchbox, and other assorted items:

This is evidenced by her
"Gallery of Qµestionable Taste"
which she has added to since she
was a child It includes random
objects.with seemingly no purpose, that border on bad taste.
"From the time I was very young
I was fascinated by kitsch," Hubbard said. "Some people call it ·
bad taste but I just call it questionable taste. The teetering
back and forth on the brink of
questionable to bad is where
things get interesting;' she said
Along an entire wall of her
office, one shelf is dec:j.icated to
these objects. Included in the
collection are toys from Archie
McPhee's, a broken vintage

ple to get over it whatever it is
and live life to the fullest Don't
wallow in self pity because
you're not married Those things
w ill come but only for people
who get on with their lives. I love
that book. It's out of print and I
swear they ought to bring that
back."
•
She loves shopping thrift
stores for new treasures to add
to her gallery.
Her style is as eclectic as her
collections. Upon meeting her,
most people's first impressions
are that she has unique shoes.
Hubbard has over 100 pairs in
her closet, and would buy more
but has run out of room.
Leiby compares Hubbard to
Imelda Marcos, the wife of the
leader of the Philippines who
fled the country leaving hundreds of shoes in her closet.
"She haS a gallery of questionable objects but there's nothing questionable about her
taste," said Leiby. "She's just got
it: She pulls things together well
that· other people couldn't pull
off." For instance, Hubbard likes
to carry around an oversized
orange purse. "It takes a lot of
confidence to carry a bug orange
purse," Leiby said
Growing up she would play
·school with her stuffed animals,
but was told that teaching was
not a good career choice,
because teachers are ''underpaid
and exploited" In undergraduate school at Syracuse Universialarm clock, an "Invasion of the ty, she finally decided on a career
Monster Women" lunchbox, in journalism, which she purand a plastic gazebo fountain sued for eight years after graduthat spurts out olive ·oil. She ation. Eventually, her itch to
points out each object with great write fiction returned· and she
affection, amidst tickled laughs. went back to Syracuse to earn
her MFA
_
Each object has a story to tell.
Hubbard claims her greatest
She also has begun a collecaccomplishment is yet to be real1tion of unusual canned goods
with "disgusting labels" from ized "I really sense that everyaround the world, including Big thing up until now has been
Eat brand, an "all day breakfast'' preparation. I really feel like rm
in a can that says on its labeL "for working to something that's realinstant gastronomical.gratifica- ly going to make. a difference. I
. tion!" .
·
. don't know what it will be."
She paused and then continShe collects vintage etiquette
manuals. Her favorite in her col- ued, "I really feel that writing
lection, "Live Alone and Like It'' . makes a difference in the world
by Marjorie Hillis was published Even if it's frivolous books or
in 1936, and describes how to funny books, I think they make a
have affairs. It inspired her Lisa difference. I think by their very
Maria novels. Hubbard appreci- existence that you're somehow
ates the theme of Hillis' book. contributing to the culture,
you're inf~ the culture."
Hub~ard said, "[Hillis] tells peo-

(.

·Enroli at Troy University's
Orlando:·Campus to earn your
MSCP, .MEQ, ~SM, MSHRM or MPA:
• Graduat~ degrees on-site
.through convenient night and
weekend classes

• ·Affordable tuition (VA, TA
and Financial Aid also
accept ed)

(

• Earn your degree faster 5 terms per year
• 1000/o ONLINE undergraduate

courses and degrees available
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A fu ture of opportuni~ies,.
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Protester: Board hasn't read plan
FROM Al
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tus of conservation site should
be stricken."
Veundry also protested the
proposed Golf Leaming Center,
a six-hole golf course to be used
by the UCF Golf Teams.
"Central Florida has one of
the highest concentrations of
golf courses in the country," she
said. "Considering the large
number of opportunities here, it
seems that a golf center is not a
necessary element to try and fit
on campus."
A major complaint from
many protesters also dealt with
the availability of reading the
Master Plan. Bar complained
that the cost of the plan at
Killko's amounted to about 27
cents per page.
He noted that actual costs are
only five cents per page. In
pointing this out, he accused the
board of trying to deter people
from reading the plan.
Susan Eberle, a member of
the environmental group, the
Sierra Club, caused a bit of commotion when she crossed the
guardrails and approached the.

board members.
Although she simply wanted
to make sure that each board
member had a copy of her statements, she was forced to return
to the designated area for speakers.
Besides stating the need for
conservation, and the preservation of the Arboretum, Eberle
said on-campus housing was the
most important issue for the
board to consider.
She read many student post.ings regarding UCF housing
from
the
Web
site
http://www.apartmentratings.co
m. The postings confained testimonials from students who said
they had seen students raped,
stabbed, or even shot.
Ronald Brook, a neighbor
who lives directly behind UCF,
·challenged the actual consideration for the public that the board
takes in these hearings.
"I sent a letter last year
regarding the Master Plan," he
said. "Only three board members actually took the effort to
look at it."
Brook then made an accusation that board members have

Other BOT activity
The main issues of the Master
Plan included student housing, parking, and environmental preservation.
Here are some other significant
issues which were approved by the
board:
• Activity and Service Fee increased from
$8.09 to $9.37 per credit hour.
• School of Accounting to be named after
alumnus Kenneth G.Dixon.
• Football team's indoor practice field to be
named after Tony and Sonja Nicholson,
who donated $2 million to fund the
building.
• 20 new degree programs to be supported
through new academic and research
buildings.

not even read the entire Master
Plan.
He then asked the board if
any were not fully aware of all
the proposals in the plan. Much
to his dismay, no board members
admitted to this charge.
Though many speakers felt
strongly about the environment
and conservation of our
resources,
one
student
expressed concern for the state

of student participation at UCE
Joseph Shlpee, a senior
radio/TV broadcasting major,
felt that the need for more
involvement by students is the
only way that UCF will progress
to a more elite university.
''We don't go to school at a
zoo or have endangered species
running around, so I don't think
that the environment is our
biggest problem. If students
were more involved, they
wouldn't get so upset when they
find out about things like tuition
and fees. Ifyou advertised events
like this public hearing, I guarantee you that students would
show up and voice their con·cerns."
Throughout the entire hearing, board members shuftled
around tp get drinks, spoke
silently to each other, and sometimes would not even look at the
speal<er at the microphone.
Although the Master Plan
was passed, issues regarding the
golf course and Arboretum are
still not finalized
The Board of Trustees will
meet again on Jan 18 for a fo1:J.owup meeting.

Distance Learning

SELL YOUR
BOOKS
FOR CASH!
• Instant Quotes
• Competit~ve Prices
• Free Shipping
• Fast Payment
As easy as 1 2 3•••
1. Visit our website and enter the ISBNs .
of the books you want to sell.
2. Ship us your books using our
· prepaid mailing label.
3. Sit back and relax. Your check will be mailed
within 48 hours of receiving your books.

at the University of Florida

We specialize in used college textbooks

Psychology Courses ONLINE.
Register Now for Spring Semester.
Open to students from other universities and community colleges.
Complete these richly ·i nteractive online courses at your own pace and
earn credit towards our bachelor's degree.*

I

Our Courses, Our Professors, Your Home!

i

More than 10 online courses to choose from, In topics such as:

1

» Preparing for Careers in Psychology

1

>>

,

I

www.webuytextbooks.com

Abnormal Psychology

» Internet Addictions
» Alcohol Use/Abuse

Courses fill quickly -- Act now! Enroll today!
Web: www.distancelearning.ufl.edu/psychf
Phone: Brian Higley (352) 392-0601 ext. 415
Email·: Online'Psych@dce.ufl.edu
" Students rnust (eceive approval from their academic institution
t.or transfer of credit. .
To learn mere about distance leamlng cOl..ll'Ses and f)ro~rams available
from UF, Please visit; www.dlstancelearntog.ufl.edQ
··
·

ll

Career Services & Experiential Leaming needs
responsible and professional students to
vofunt~r their time to help with the planning,
registration and setup process of Career Expos
and Job Fairs.
')

Come Sign up at Career Services &
Experiential Leaming. We are located
in the Student Resource Center. across
from he Marketplace Dining Hall.

Tel: 407-823-2361
www.csel.ucf.edu
egould@mail~ucf.edu
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Seasons UCF men's
basketball started
with four
consecutive wins

Seasons UCF men's
basketball started
with five
consecutive wins

Seasons UCF men's
basketball started
with six
consecutive wins

Wins by UCF men's
basketball over
Gardner-Webb in
the three times
they've played

•
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UCF softball is loading up on talented
recruits for the 2006
season, which marks
the first time the
Knights will compete in Conference
USA. Coach Renee
Gillespie has signed
eight early recruits
as she is planning
and preparing to
lose seven seniors,
including team
standout Stephanie
Best, at the close of
the upcoming 2005
season.

Men's basketball tips
off Atlantic Sun
Conference action
against GardnerWebb at 7:30 p.m.
today at the UCF
Arena. The men also
host Missouri-Kansas
City at 7 p.m.
Saturday ...
Women's basketball
takes on Belmont at
5 p.m. today at the
UCF Arena. The
women welcome
Lipscomb at 2 p.m.
Saturday.

"Obviously they're a
team that's playing
with a lot of confidence and feeling
very good about
themselves."
~ UCF MEN'S HOOPS

COACH KIRKSPERAW
ON GARDNER-WEBB

"It comes into play
for the opponent
because they get
juiced and energized
to come and play."
-

SPERAW ON THE

DISTRACTION OF
BEING RANKED IN

MID-MAJORPOllS

•

UCF football won't have to worry about Florida's horrible summer rainstorms once the Nicholson Field House is completed. Construction was recently started and the indoor practice facility is expected to be ready for spring practice.

RAISING THE
Will improved athletic facilities
boost UCF to the top?

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

When it comes to athletic facilities,
UCF evokes a quaint feeling.
The UCF Arena isn't exactly a shining
example of a powerful basketball venue.
Jay Bergman Field is definitely one ofthe
nicer baseball stadiums in the state of
Florida, but its seating capacity doesn't
rival the Rose Bowl. The UCF Soccer
Complex is sufficient for its host teams
and the UCF Softball Complex at least
gives the Knights a place to play.
But the quaint feeling of small-conference teams and small-conference facilities are about to give way.
Over the next two years, UCFs athletic facilities will undergo a whirlwind
of changes that are expected to propel all
, UCF sports into the national spotlight
- The change coincides with the
Knights' all-sport transition to Conference USA next fall. The conference
switch marks the first time in UCF athletics history that all sports will be com-

Gators chomp
women's hoops

peting under the same conference
umbrella
The move to C-USA was one of the
first and many goals of UCF Athletic
Director Steve Orsini and the numerous
new facilities and upgrades are the second wave of his master plan of bringing
UCF into the forefront of college athletics.
"This is something that is going to satisfy the needs of the university, and, yes,
it is going to benefit the athletics programs," Orsini said of the planned athletic region "This is land that was set aside
for athletics, and athletics has partnered
with the university to develop what helps
the students, and we get a wonderful
convocation center. It will be attractive
for students to come to UCF and it will
be attractive for student-athletes to come
toUCF."
Among the new buildings are four
new dorms, which will house 2,QOO total
beds, three parking garages and a retail
PLEASE SEE

NEW ON A12

second straight

•

RedHawks hope to repeat last year~s
· luck with championship win tonight

MATT DUNAWAY

MATT DUNAWAY

Senior Staff Writer

Senior Staff Writer

Guard Francine Houston scored a career-high 14
points, but Florida was able to slide past UCF women's
basketball 67-42 on Tuesday night at the O'Connell Cen•
ter.
The Knights played strong defense and hung tough
early, holding the Gators to 4-of-19 shooting from the
floor. After back-to-back baskets by forward Shelby
Weber, UCF was down 15-14 with 5:25 to go in the first
half.
'
. "In both halves, even if we made mistakes we kept up
our intensity," Florida Coach Carolyn Peck said. "UCF is
a very scrappy team and have proven that they've got
scorers."
UF turned up the jets offensively, scoring on six of its
next eight possessions and finished the half on a 14-5
spurt, taking a 28-19 lead into the locker room.
"They have a very good basketball team," UCF coach
Gail Striegler said. "For us to compete with them we have
to play 40 minutes. We can't give up any easy second baskets or any trarisition baskets."
UCF started the second half strong and closed to 3425 when Houston canned a three-pointer with 15:33
remaining.
"We had some really good spurts out there," Striegler
said. "Now we have to get everybody on the same page."
UF responded with a 13-2 run, giving the Gators a 50-

After a season filled with bumps and bruises, Miami of
Ohio (8-3, 7-1 MAC) and Toledo (8-3, 7-1 MAC) will hook
up tonight in the eighth MAC Championship.
The RedHawks are trying to repeat as conference
champions for the first time since 1973-75, while the Rockets are making their fifth appearance in the championship
game.
Toledo is 1-3 in the championship game, but the four
other appearances were all against Marshall.
For the first time in league history, the game will be
played on a neutral field. Ford Field in Detroit will be the
host for the next three seasons of the champiopship game.
"Even knowing that it was the East's turn to host, I was
very much in favor of a neutral site championship game,"
Miami Coach Terry Hoeppner said. "It's been one of my
personal goals to play in this game, and we've got two traditional MAC schools that have been around for a while."
Both teams have already secirred bowl bids, but with a
foggy b()wl picture the ~C has picked up some extra
bids.
'We don't know where we're going, but we hope to be
going back to Detroit illi MAC champions playing in the
Motor City Bowl," Hoeppner said. "Regardless, people are
working behind the scenes to expose all of the what-ifs."
The RedHawks have won the previous three meetings
between the two schools, and lead the all-time series 42-

WOMEN ON A12

•

Miami looks for

Houston's ·career day not enough to
fend off late first-half run by Florida
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Senior Takira Allen is averaging 10 points per game through three games this season.
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MAC teams trying to ·

MON -WED
4PM - IAM

f

earn invites to other bowl games

THURS - FRI
12PM - 2AM

-SATURDAY
I I AM - 2:00AM

SUNDAY

FROM AlO

12PM - IAM

27-1 with the last Toledo vktory
coming in 1997.
Running back Luke Clemens
broke a 16-1? tie on a 1-yard
touchdown plunge with 14:56
left in the fourth quarter, and
the Miami defense forced four
turnovers claiming a 23-16 vie~
tory earlier this season against
Toledo.
"There's a sense of familiarity wnenever you play someone
" . again," Hoeppner said. "It's like
an extended four-week halftime in which the teams have to
make adjustments. We'll make
adjustrn.ents, but we don't want
to get too cute."
.Both schools have highJ.D. POOLEY I ASSOCIATED PRESS
octane
offenses, and a big rea- ·After knocking off Bowling Green, Toledo must face defend.ing Mid-American
I' :
Conference
son to their success has been at champion Miami of Ohio {n tonight's MAC championship game in Detroit, Mich.
quarterback. The stari.Ilg quarterbacks.rank 'second and' third, receptions to .become the first currently 56 bowl spots. up for
respectiyely, in ,the · MAC . in RedH"!-wk
grab 200· car~er grabs, and. with some major
Pas~ing emciency.
.
. , 'receptions, and 105 receiving conferences unable to fill their
The RedHawks top the East , yards to break into the MAC top allotted spots, bowl commit- ·
,
"
. tees will turn to the mid-major ..
Div,isioh.averaging 33.3 p9ihts ·ten:
't -l .
per game. Josh Betts has done 'a
If 'there is a difference it's conferences. ··
·
·
fantastic job for Miami filling between the two teams' defensMiami and Toledo have
the shoes of the departed Ben· es. Miami leads t4e league with already claimed spots in ·the
Roethlisberger.
·
37 sacks on the season, and Silicon Valley Classic and the
The junior only needs 49 holds the' opposition .to only Motor City Bowl. The MAC
yarqs to,become'ju.st the secopd' 101.'8 yru;ds per game on the champion will take on ConMiami quarterback to pass for ground
·
neeticut from the Big East at
3,000 yards in a season.
The Rockets' offensive line Ford Field in the Motor City
Bruce Gradkowski fuels ,the has allowed only 14 sacks this Bowl.
Rockets attack that posts 35.2 season and has opened up holes
. CBS Sportsline has Northpoints per contest, which is to allow their running· backs ern Illinois (8-3, 7-1 MAC) tak1n
. good enough for 12th nationally. 166.1 yards per game.
ing South Carolina's·spot in the
· Toledo's· defense has stiff- Independence Bowl on Dec.
Individually, Gradkowski is fifth
in ~e nati6t:4 racking up 302.5 · ~ned a_s of late, holding four ·of 28.
yards.of total o~ense per ~3;ffie. · · its last five opponents to under
Marshall (6-5, 6-2 MA.C) has
Both quarterbacks have play- · 25, points. The only offense to already accepted a bid to the
makers at receiver that can turn score.' more than 25 points is · Forth Worth Bowl, and will
a gfinie'in one play.
Bowling Green's attack that take on Cincinnati from Con.,
Lance Moore.is Toledo's all, aver::i,ges more than 40 points ference USA on Dec. 23.
time leading receiver. Moore j:>er game.
Bowling Green (8-31 6-2
tops the .record list .in career .
Kick off is slated for -7:30 MAC) will take on another Cr~ceptio;118 (212), receiving yards
p.m tciday on ESPN. 'J11e Col- USA foe, Memphis, in the. ·
(2,6¥;)). an~ touthdown.~~tch~s lege Game Day crew will call GMAC Bowl on Dec. 22.
(22). He has 80·.receptions·for the game.
Akron (6-5, 6-2 MAC) is the
1,023 yards, and a school-record
oDly other bowl-eligible school
11 touchdowns this season.
MAC Notes
in the MAC, and is holding out
On the other side, Michael
The MAC is looking to pick hope in either the Las Vegas
Larkin enters with a reception up an additional two bowl bids Bo'\IV'l, MPC Computers Bowl
in .48 consecutive games, a to add to the three spots or the Ch1:1mps Sports'Bowl in
NCAA record. Larkin needs 11 aln:ady claimed:i. There are Orlando.
'
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Jumbo Wings

Chicken Sandwiches
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers

.

Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch)
10 (1 Flavor, 1• Ranch)
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch)
.
20 (1 ar 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch)
30 (1 qr 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)
50 (Up, to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch)
75 (Up. 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch)
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch)

......................3.49
.............................:...... 5.99
....................................8.49
...... . .....:.:.........10.99
......................... 16.49
.......................25.99
....................... 36.99
...................:.46.99

.to

served w/Wedge Fries•

$6 99

·substitutions available for,
an additional charge

•

·

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Mustard,
Mayo, Ketchup & Pickle Spear on the
side .

' Pick your Sandwich
'

Grilled Chicken Breast• Fried Chicken Breast• 112 lb Burge(

Pick your Flavor
. Add Celery
........................... ,.................. :...... .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch
........................... .69
' Add fries to any Wing order
...........................1. 79.

Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo ,Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

Fresh Chicken Salads
Wedge Fries
............... .Regular 1,.79
.. ....................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries
................Regular 2.69
......................................Jumbo 4.29
Beer Battered Onion Rings
.. .'.............. Regular 2.19
............................................................Jumbo 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5)
...... .................................4.29
,Fried Mushrooms
............................. ~..4.29
.Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery
.........................99
Garden Salad
! ......... ....................................... 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

· Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

-C hicken Fingers .
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side

Kid'z Menu

...........................................3'. 99
..........................:........: ................5.99
..................................................10.99
.. .................................. 19.99
................................... .46.99

3 (1 Flavor)
5 (1 Flavor)
10 (1 Flavor)
20 (Up to 2 Flavors)
50 (Up to 3 Flavors)

Chicken Finger Basket
5Fingers & Wedge Fries

,

.

5 Wings & Wedge Fries
....................., ... :.........4.99
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries
.................... 4.99

.................................... 89
..........., ........ ................... 2.49

.

.. ................................7.29

20WINGS

& Regular Fries
(any flavQr)

•)
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New facilities make teams more attractive
Expansion plans
for new sports facilities
.

Athletic Director Steve Orsini had a vision
for UCF athletics and has completed the first
task of entering all of UCF's sports into one
conference. In 2005, the Knights begin play in
Conference USA
The other task is to build new facilities for
all ofUCF's sports so each program would be
able to compete on a national level on both
the respective fiel9.s and courts as well as in
recruiting.

With the construction of a new dorm and
an indoor football practice facility underway,
Orsini is seeing the early stages of his athletic project coming to fruition.
The goal for these new facilities is to continue to attract quality students and studentathletes alike and propel each of UCF's
sports to the top of the NCAA
The first tnree phases of the facilities
·should be complete by 2007.

2,000 new dorm beds
.2, 100 parking spaces
400 yards of football fields
14 new tennis courts
4 new diamonds

Number of new fields

I

Aside from the new football indoor practice facility, three additional football practice fields will be added.Two soccer practice fields
will be joined by an additional softball practice field and a new baseball practice field.Additional track and field areas will be added as well.

Changes for
softball

UCF softball will play one final season on their current field as construe, tion on new dorms will force the UCF
1 Athletics ASsociation to build the new
!softball stadium on the opposite side of
, Jay Bergman Field.

\

\\

~
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complex. The athletics association is al~o
donating the old Wayne Densch buildings- ·o
the schoors RO:r.c. program.
''The university is behind us because this #S • •
what the university needs," Orsini said "Thafs
really important. We're adding more ret$1
because the Student Union reta.il is overllo'f- ~ "4
ing. We're adding more parking as we put more
people on campus to live so we don't tax tlie
rest of the parking, which is already taxed as 1ar
as the demand"
;, • •
Perhaps the biggest upgrade being added to
the campus is a new convoeation center, which
will be the new home of UCF's men's and •
women's basketball teams.
..
,. . 1
The seating in the convocation center will ·e
ideal for events silch as graduation or campb5sponsored concerts, but the improvements are • "'·
not being made specifically for basketball. ;
"We decided to go with a capacity that doesn't meet athletic needs, but the commencement
services needs," Orsini said "Right now, that's. • ~
the biggest demand We wish it was for bas~ball, but we're trying to get the crowds.
,
. Orsini admits that the rest ofthe expansions
and new facilities will be very attractive..for ~.~
hosting NCAA Tournament regional evel).ts,
but the landscape of college basketball has
changed in that only full-sized arenas can meet .," I
the needs of NCAA basketball.
Added Orsini: ''We're not going to bUild
another 18,000- to 20,000-seat arena in OrlanP,o.
We don't need that."
..,
And an 18,000-seat arena would definitely
not be ideal for UCF basketball. Both the men's
and women's programs are growing by leaps
and botinds with their success on the court, but ~
attendance increases are not following as quick-

ly.

Proposed/planned buildings and spaces
Convocation center

expansions to the current seating capacity.

Abrand new convocation center will be constructed in the
third phase ofthe new athletics facilities project.The center will
be the home of men's and women's basketball beginning in
2007 and will also provide more seating for commencement
ceremonies and other entertainment-related events.

UCF Arena renovations
The UCF Arena will remain in tact and will undergo renovations as it will become the home of UCF volleyball. Renovations will take place as the convocation center is being built.

Football expansion

Track and field
UCF track and field will also have renovations done to the
current track and will have other areas constructed so the facilities are capable ofhosting NCAA Tournament events.
Men's and women's soccer will also receive two renovated
practice fields where the current practice fields are located. The
UCF Soccer Complex will also receive upgrades to give UCF a
shot at hosting NCAA Regional competition.

Softball stadium

Aquatics complex

While Jay Bergman Field isn't a part of the current threephase athletics facilities project, the program is still in a
"fundraising mode" to raise the necessary money to make

The men and women have already played
one hoi:pe game this season and the undefeated
men drew just 776 in their Dungeon opener.
The women had only 207 in the stands for their
2004-05 home debut
·
.,
The overall project is being broken down
into three phases, which would call for final
completion of the convocation center some
time before basketball begins in 2007. Each "'
phase is being taken care of through bonds and
donations, the latest of which being a $2 million
gift from Sonja and Tony Nicholsonfor the foot- •
ball program's new field house. ·
t
The indoor practice facility will be open in
the spring just in time for Florida's typic~y
bleak summer weather.
..
The problem, though, is universal acceptance by UCF students and alwnni, as well as
local Orlando residents of this new mutually
beneficial project. New facilities bring high •,
price tags and also higher expectations for t}le
teams and the fans. Last season, every UCF
sport averaged attendance far below each"
venue's capacity.
But it's the NCAA Regional events that Orsini hopes will attract the' fans to put fu those
·seats. Hosting these events for baseball, softball, •
soccer, volleyball and track would give each
team an advantage they've never had: home
field in the NCAA Tournaments.
"It would really make us attractive,''. Orsini
said ofluring NCAA events to UCF. ''The oilly
thing we lack now isn't the field quality, it's the
capacity. We'd be attractive for softball because
we're building more than enough than what it ·
would take to host a softball NCAA Tournament event"
Softball will see the biggest immediate j· ·
change, as the team's current field will completely disappear within days ofthe last pitch of
this upcoming season. However, the program
will have a brand new stadium to call home "
when the Knights open the 2006 season. .
Baseball is not a part ofthe thr~ phases, but
the program will see major improvements to ,
Jay Bergman Field in the next few years as the 1
moneyis~ed

Soccer fields

As UCF is on !he verge ofadding swimming and diving programs to its NCAA-competing roster, the Athletics Association
will waste no time constructing brand new swimming and diving facilities. Of course the aquatics complex will be capable of
hosting any NCAA Tournament events.

Other additions

Jay Bergman Field
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF men's and women's tennis will have a new home in
the new athletic region as they will have a new tennis complex
built with 12 courts, as opposed to the sixcourts they currently
play and practice on.The 12 courts will allow the Knights to host
a number of tournaments; including NCAA Region.al events.

While an on-campus stadium won't be built any time
soon, the UCF football team will have an extra outdoor practice
field added to the two that already exist.Construction is already
underway for the prog1am's indoor practice facility, which will
be ready in the spring to help the team avoid any more problems due to Florida's lousy summertime weather.
UCF softball will lose afield atthe close of the 2005 season
to make way for a new student dorm, but the Knights will gain
a stadium in time for the 2006 Conference USA debut season.
The stadium will have a much larger capacity than the current
field and will be equipped to host potential NCAA Tournament
Regional events.

The first Qf four dorms is already being built, part of 2,000 new beds to be added to UCF.

Tennis courts

· Due to the construction of four new dorms and three parking garages, there will be two new roads installed, one leading
from McCulloch tO Gemini and the other leading from the new
road to Orion.

''We're in a fundraising mode to expand the
capacity of the baseball stadium," Orsini said •
''We love what we have, but it was actually built
to expand Now we just have to come up with
the funds for doing that:' .
Jay .B ergman Field currently seats approxi- 1·
mately 2,000 fans, and the stadium's expansion
will eventually push the capacity even higher so
U~F could host a NCAA ~onal event The
optimism behind this expansion is a htJge boost
for the baseball program and its recruiting, but
it also rests on the hopes that people will. fill
those extra seats.
v
Also under way is a brand new boathouse at ·
Lake Pickett for the women's rowing team.
''We really like this plan," Orsini said "This
plan accommodate~ new or improved facilities·'·
for every one of our sports:'

Women prepare for weekend games with A-Sun foes:··
FROM
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30 cushion. During the run, forward Bernice Mosby and guard
Danielle Santos scored 11 of the
13 points.
Mosby netted a game-high 16
points while Santos chipped in
with 10 points. Forward Tashia
Morehead was six-of-six from
the floor and added 15 points in
14minutes.
"They hit some big shots
when they really needed them,
and we went into a: little dry
spell in the second half,"
Striegler said. "Give them credit, they playe d some good
defense."
The Gators dominated in the

paint, outscoring the Knights
22-6, . and forced 21 UCF
turnovers, leading to 15 points.
UCF opens their final season
of Atlantic Sun Conference play
tonight against Belmont at 5
p.m. as part of a doubleheader
with the men's team, and takes
on defending conference champion Lipscomb Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.

Scouting Belmont and Lipscomb
The Bruins are out to a 3-1
start, with their lone setback to
Indiana On Saturday at the
Hampton Inn Classic.
Guard Hollie Davis was
named to the all-tournament
team, scoring a season-high 16
17Pints in the Consolation Gaine

en route to a 63-56 victory over
Chicago State. Davis is averaging 13 points per contest and is
shooting 17-of-52 from the floor.
Forwards Brandi Miller and
Brooke Sunday are both shoot- ·
ing more than 40 percent from
the field and are grabbing more
than !!even rebounds a game.
The two teams split last season's meeting, winning on their
home floors, but UCF has won
four of the .six all-time m eet- ·
ings.
After coming out of the
blocks 0-2, Lipscomb has
responded with two consecutive wins over Birmingham
Southern and Kent State.
Last time out, guard Catie ·
Woo~ put back her own

rebound with three seconds left
to lift the Bisons to a 62-60 win
over Kent State.
Guard and preseason allconference performer Courtney Boynton paces the squad,
posting 12.5 points per game,
and has led the Bisons in scoring in three of the first four
games.
In the paint, forward Penny
Jones is averaging 8 points per
game while shooting a scorching 58 percent from the field.
Forward Katie Beth Pate adds 5
points while grabbing a teamhigh 8.2 rebounds per game.
Lipscomb leads the all-time
series 4-0, but two of the four
meetings have been decided on
the final pos~ssion..

t
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Senior center Ali Robe~ leads UCF women's basketball with 11 blocked shots this season'l

<l
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CENTER,COURT- UCF vs. GARDNER-WEBB AND UMKC

State & Nation

Bulldogs pose an early
test for undefeated men
boards in the Bulldogs' 82-64

Men look to take
early lead in A-Sun
Conference standings

win.

Campbell couldn't be
stopped down low, hitting eight
of 10 on the night, as UMKC
gave up a 57.6 percent clip from
the field in the second half.
Josh Peppers, Anthony
Williams, and Marcus Johnson
shouid get plenty of open looks
underneath the basket on Saturday night.
They're looking to improve
on their combined 47.7 percent
field goal percentage for the
season.

JEFF SHARON
StaffWriter
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Utah Coach Urban Meyer is a hot commodity in college football as Notre Dame looks to steal him away for the lrish's vacant coaching job. ·

• lrish hope to luck out

guys, I try to avoid it," Meyer
~ -1., '
SALT LAKE CITY
said. "You.can only avoid it for
Notre Dame is looking for a so long. I'm not going to have
new coach, and Utah's Urban a team meeting to discuss it. I
think our guys ar.e still
"' i ·~- Meyer could be among the top
candidates to take over college focused."
The 40-year-old Meyer has
: football's most glamorous pro~gram.
been mentioned for other jobs
'P
Meyer, a Fighting Irish as well. He's declined comassistant for five years, could- · ment on the Florida opening
10
'
n't avoid answering questions ever since Ron Zook was fired
last month. Meyer has only
~· ·'•on the t,o pic after Tyrone Will; it ,ingham was fired Tuesday.
said he and his family are
Meyer has a clause in his con- happy in Utah, and he plans
"' 'tract that allows him to leave on coaching here a long time.
Meyer left Notre Dame for
' " - to coach Notre Dame without
~~a buyout.·
his first head coaching job,·at
"I have great respect for Bowling Green. He quickiy
, that university," Meyer said turned around the Falcons,
going 8-3 and 9-3 before mov01t : ·Tuesday after leading his fifthranked Utes (11-0) through ing to Utah in 2003. The Utes
-practice. "That's the reason it's were 10-2 last season.
"He's a great coach and he's
in my contract.
;..
"I think a lot of people look obviously had a lot of sucinto it more than what it is. I'm cess," Utah quarterback Alex
"sure that this is going to spark · Smith said. "Whenever you're
~ :a lot of discussion, but I'm just · successful, somebody's going
, trying to get a team ready to to want a piece of you. Right
now, they're going to want.
play in a bowl game."
While Notre Dame (6-5) him."
• was reconsidering whether to
play in the Insight Bowl, Utah Tigers and Cocks suspended
COLUMBIA, S.C. - Six
• is set to become the first nonBCS school to play in a Bowl Clemson players and six
South Carolina players were
~ _ Championship Series game suspended one game by their
most likely the Fiesta Bowl.
"
Meyer isn't the only poten- conferences Monday for
• tial candidate to surface. Oth- brawling during a game
'ers include California Coach between the in-state rivals
' ,Jeff Tedford, Iowa Coach Kirk Nov.20.
The Atlantic Coast Confer;Ferentz and Tampa Bay Bueence and Southeastern Con"' caneers Coach Jon Groden.
Tedford has had success at ference handed down the puna scho'o l with ·high academic ishment.
"The actions of these susexpectations similar to Notre
ik Dame's - Ferentz was hired pended student-athletes vio' , at Maine in 1990 by current late the letter and spirit of the
- Notre Dame athletic director SEC and NCAA rules and reg,. Kevin White - and Groden ulations of sportsmanlike con' was mentioned prominently duct," said SEC Commissioner
in the Notre Dame search . Mike Slive. "These suspensions
:- three years ago.
· · .
are intended to send a clear and
f--~ Gruden grew up in South unequivocal message to all stuBend and his father was ·an dent-athletes in the Southeast"--a ssistant under former Irish ern Conference that this conduct will not be tolerated now
coach Dan Devine.
' ,,. Meyer, though, is the top or in the future."
Both schools declined bowl
name right now. He talked to a
'few players who asked him invitations last week as punish,, about the Notre Dame open- ment for their teams. .
· Clemson's Duane Coleman.
ing. The coach declined to say
.. whether he would be interest- Nathan B~nnett, Brandon Cannon, Roman Fry, Maurice Neled if the school called.
"I guess I'm one of those son and Anthony Waters were

;

suspended. Cory Groover,
Tommy Sharpe, Nick Watkins
and Bobby Williamson will
receive letters of reprimand.
It will be up to the team to
decide when the players will
serve their suspensions. The
Tigers open the season against
Texas A&Mon Sept. 3.
The ACC also said senior
tailback Yusef Kelley, seen kicking a South Carolina player
who lay face-down with his helmet off, would have been suspended but does not have any
eligibility remaining.
ACC Commissioner John
Swofford commended Clemson for its immediate action last
week. The conference said it
did a thorough review of video
footage before handing out the ·
suspensions.
"The A.CC is compelled to
take this action because of the
nature and seriousness of the
situation," Swofford said. ''What
took place in the South Carolina-Clemson game has no place
in college football or any other
sporting event,"
For South Carolina, Daccus
Turman. Jermaine Sims, Freddy
Saint-Preux, Woodly Telfort,
Moe Thompson and Charles
Silas must sit out the seasonopener against Central Florida
onSept.3.
The SEC also · said three
other players - Matthew
Thomas, Taqiy Muhammad
and Jamacia Jackson - would
have been suspended if' they
had any eligibility remaining.
South Carolina's Thompson
said Monday night the team
learned of the discipline at a
meeting witli new coach Steve
Spurrier.
"I try not to look back at it
because it's very frustrating,"
said Thompson, a defensive
end.
Spurrier said he didn't think
he'd tack on additional penalties
for the Gamecocks involved.
South Carolina Coach Lou
Holtz, in his last game after 33
seasons, and Bowden tried to
break up the braw~ but the fight
stretched nearly 60 yards along
the field.

Four-0. Not a had start.
Kirk Speraw's UCF Knights
survived a tough test against
other mid-major basketball
competition in Fairbanks, Alaska, and then showed no ill
effects from jet lag, as they
throttled
Puerto
Rico'..
Mayaguez by 45 in their home .
opener.
The Knights continue ·their
three-game home stand this
week with a quirk of the sched- ·
·· ule, as they open the confer. ence slate against . GardnerWebb on Thursday before
heading back out of conference
for the first of a home-at-home
against Missouri-Kansas City.
A pair of wins would give UCF
its b.e st ever start under Kirk
Speraw.
Let's break it down ...

Gardner-Webb (2-1,0-0 A-Sun)
at UCF (4-0,0-0 A-Sun)
7:30 p.m. today, UCF Arena

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Kingsley Edwards leads UCF in minutes played.

Conference USA foe East Carolina by 40 and hanging tough
with Arkansas until the Razorbacks put them away by 16.
UCF will have to stop the
Dogs' hot outside shooting they hit 10 3-pointers per game,
bested only by Troy. Brian Bender is currently fourth in the ASun in 3-pointers made per
game, just .25 per game ahead
. of. UCF's point guard Gary
Johnson.

Key matchup: GWU's Brian Bender,
against UCF's Anthony Williams.

When UCF has the ball •..
It must do a better job of
rebounding the basketball.
The Knights are ·outreboundillg their opponents by
12 boards per game, but those
numbers are inflated by a 57-20
trouncing of Puerto RicoMayaguez on the glass.
The Knights were outrebounded in all three games in
the Top of the World Classic,
and this season, the highest
rebound total put up by a UCF
frontcourt player was the six
boards Will Bakanowsky
hauled down against AlaskaFairbanks in the season opener.
Three of the Knights' top
four rebounders thus far this
year are guards. Gardner-Webb
currently ranks second-best in
scoring defense behind UCF
and is one of four A-Sun teams
with a positive rebounding
margin. But that margin is just
.3 boards per game, so UGF will
have to limit Gardner-Webb's
second-chance opportunities.

When Gardner-Webb has the
ball. .•

Bender averaged 17.5 points
and five boards per game
against ECU and Arkansas last
week, including six of 13 from
beyond the arc.
· His outside game could
pose problems for the 6-foot-8
Williams, who is a better interior defender than outside stopper. Look for Kirk Speraw to
adjust his lineup and switch
Josh Peppers or Marcus Avant
over to guard Bender if he gets
hot from outside.

Key matchup: UMKC's
backcourt against UCF's backcourt
Temple had a horrendous
night against MSU (three of 13
field goals, two of nine 3-pointers, ll points), and is looking to
bounce back this week against
Eastern Illinois on Tuesday
night before coming down to
Orlando.
Gary Johnson and Kingsley
Edwards will be put to the test
on defense against Temple and
Howard, and Justin Rose, who
was impressive against UPRM
(7 points, eight boards), might
get some minutes in the lineup
if the game remains close.

Notes ..•
UCF's Johnson and GWU's
Bender are the only two A-Sun
"Players of the Week'' in 20042005 ... Last year at the Dungeon, UCF needed overtime to
tame the Bulldogs, 87-79 ... The
two squads don't hook up again
until February 24th, in the nextto-fast regular season game
before the A-Sun Tournament.

UMKC (0-1) at UCF
7 p.m. Saturday, UCF Arena

Notes ••.

When UCF has the ball .••

It must hit from long dis-

It must get production from

tance to hang around with the
Knights. The Btilldogs lead the
A-Sun in scoring offense
through three games, and they
have taken good care of the
ball, leading the conference in
assist-to-turnover ratio.
They ·have been an earlyseason surprise, slamming

its interior players. 'A lthough
Mississippi State's Winsome
Frazier racked up 30 on the
Kangaroos in their season
opener, the meat and potatoes
came from Lawrence Roberts
and Marcus Campbell, MSU's
two best interior players, who
combined for 33 points and 24

This is the first-ever meeting between UMKC and UCF
on the hardwood ... The same
two squads hook up again in
Kansas City on Dec. 18 ...
UMKC is just · 2-4 all-time
against current A-Sun teams ...
The Kangaroos advanced to
the semifinals of the Mid-Cori. tinent Conference last season
before falling to Valparaiso.
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)logs of War Spank old timers
· lntimate frisbee dual
~~turns into battle of
· words and blowout
.

•

BRENT BOOSTROM
Contributing Writer
~.

It has to get better results
from its perimeter players.
Guards Brandon Temple ·and
Mose Howard and Forward
Brandon Lipsey finished a
combined eight of 32 against
MSU, including seven of 22
from 3-point range.
When UMKC shot just 22.7
percent from beyond the arc in
the second half, things fell apart
for the Kangaroos.
Meanwhile, UCF's threepoint percentage defense has
been stellar in the first four
gamesi as the Knights have held
their opponents to less than 27
percent from the great beyond,
including a seven-of-28 performance the last time out
against Puerto-Rico Mayaguez
and just two of 13 for Utah State
up in Alaska
Last season, Lipsey and
Temple combined to hit 38 percent from beyond the 3-point
arc, and UMKC as a team shot
just under 36 percent from
three-point range.

Club Sports

"

J

When UMKC has the ball •••

UCF's ultimate frisbee
squad, Dogs of War, scored a
huge 21-11 victory over Hall of
Fame this past weekend.
The gamesmanship began
before the first pull. UCFDogs of War's Shane Steward
was talking smack as soon as
he walked on the field to Hall
of Farile's Bob Carroll, saying
that the game has passed the
old man by.
The first point .went on for
a long time with each side having three chances to score, but
not punching it in near the
goal line. After another
turnover by .HOF, Steward
threw for the first score past
Carroll to put the Dogs up 1-0.
HOF eventually tied the
game at four apiece, but the
Dogs made a huge run, taking
an 11-4 lead at the half.
The offense continued to
pour on in the second half and
the Dogs held their commanding lead throughout the game,
bersting Hall of Fa.D:)e' by ten.

The Dogs' young players, as
well as their veteran core, are
poised for a strong run in the
college series in the spring.
This year's team resembles
the early-1980's Dogs of War
squad that qualified for the
second~ever college national
championship.
The final week of men's
league had total of 26 different
players from the prior weeks.
If leagues are to succeed and
grow, this league will need
consistent turnout .from all
participants.

Wrestling thrives at Clemson
UCF Wrestling continued
its season on Nov. 13 by participating at the First Annual
Clemson Open. Teams from 10
schools competed, with the
Knights winning by a 62-point
margin over second-place
Limestone College. Other
notable colleges such as Georgia Tech, University of Georgia and Marion Military Institute rounded out tlie field of
competitors.
The Knights captured
seven championships out of
the 10 contested weight classes. Paul . Rothenberg (141pound division) jump-started
the Knights in the finals,
claiming a p~ over his Lime-

stone College opponent. Jason
Balma (149-pound division),
Bryan Guider (157-pound division) and Jayson Patino (165pound division) continued the
winning ways for the Knights,
as each claimed the title at
their respective weight classes.
·Defending NCWA National
Champions Todd Hauser, as
well as James Myers and Tom
Lawlor, clinched the team title
for the Knights with their
championship performances..
Other Knights competing in
the finals but coming up short
were "Boo-Boo" Miller, Chris
Featherstone and Scott Lawson. Jesse Pinson and heavyweight Jarren Williams also
claimed third-place trophies
for UCF.
.
At the Southern Open in
Chatannooga, Tenn., the
Knights came away with only
two first-place finishes.
Todd Hauser won the 197pound division, and Tom
Lawler claimed the 285-pound
division title.
Next up for the Knights· is
the Carolina Open in Chapel
Hill, N.C., on Saturday.
Information on the UCF
wrestling team can be found at
http://www.ucfwrestling.net ·
or http://www.n~a.net. ·

FIVE POINTS

Soccer Center
Five-a-Side INDOOR SOCCER
Adult leagues * Open Scrimmages Sessions
Kid's Bb~thday Parties * OPEN 7 DAYS. A WEEK
·(407) 328-9141· ~ 1719 State Rd. 419 * Longwood
www.Spointssocc.e r.com
$30 OFF

Deposit for a team in any league
With this coupon

·\
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Dating show a big
mistake on campus
T

he first reality show to ever
film at UCF - the WB's.
Big Man on Campus - is
debuting on Dec. 15.
The show, which follows 15
women competing for a chance
to date the "Big Man on Catnpus," is set to air only six shows.
WB has an option to purchase more, if the ratings are
good. But"it looks like the show
may be set up for failure. To put
a television show in between
seasons is a vote of no-confidence - producers and studio
executives assume that the show
needs as little to compete with
as possible.
This could be good for UCF.
Based upon hints from the
sworn-to-secrecy cast, the show l
is looking to be mostly an
embarrassment to UCF and the
students who attend it.
The show's premise is bad
enough - 15 girls moon over
, some guy, carefully selected by
theshow'sexecutives,hopingto
be the one he chooses.
Women are demeaned
enough on television. Desperate
for marriage - or an anonymous commitment - most
"reality" television shows allow
women to preen and fight over
some 15-minutes-of-fame man.
They beg for a chance to

become famous. Instead, they
are mostly testaments to the
.s tereotypes of women being
petty, gold-digging grifters.
The women on the show are
not being promoted for their
academic qualities or extracurricular activities, but their
anatomical properties. This is
clearly evident in the statement
from Producer Mike Fleiss that,
"These are 15 of the hottest girls
you will ever see."
The supposed "equal-opportunity'' shows - The Bachelorette and others - show
women to be pretty much the
same way.
These shows are fine when
they are entertainment on television featuring anonymous
women.However, Big Man on Campus features a representation of
the UCF campus. The entire
country (or at least the thousands who would watch a WB
reality dating show) will judge
UCF based upon the images
presented to them on the show.
Though the UCF women on·
the show are very likely not
crazed prima donnas, there is no
doubt that a reality TV show is
going to portray them in that
manner.
This will turn up a whole

host of students that UCF may
not necessarily want - men
who are hoping that most
female UCF students are hot
and easy, and women who, well,
1
'
are.
,:
There's a reason that the
show's producers didn't take it
to another, more well-known
universicy. The presidents of
Princeton or even the University
of Florida would very likely pay
money just to avoid the ,t ype of
bad publicity that this sort of
show will provide.
The only hope for UCF now
is that the show goes
unwatched, the WB doesn't
order any more episodes and
the fine students that UCF is
trying to attract (those who
would also bring in research
dollars and prestige) are not the
·types to waste the day away
watching reality shows.
Perhaps after seeing the
results, UCF will not sell its reputation - and that of its students - so cheaply.
At the very least, some scholarships may come out of the
deal with the WB.
Let's just hope that those
scholarships recogniz~ true
effort and are not just a chance
to get mor~ negative recognition.
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Bush canoodles
with Canada
I

n an attempt to repair relations with Canada, President
George W. Bush has been
visiting the country all week on
a publicity tour.
Relations with our northern
neighbors have not been
smooth the past few years, as
the decisions of the Bush
administration have drawn
harsh criticism from many within the usually reserved Canadi~
an government.
On Tuesday, Bush visited
Ottawa, where he received a
hospitable welcome inside the
news conference. Outside, it
was a much different story.
A large crowd gathered to
protest the presidential visit.
Many marched with signs labeling Bush an "international terrorist" and demanding the end
of the war in Iraq.
The crowd mostly chanted
"Go ,home Bush," while engaging in shoving matches with the
riot police. This scene shouldn't
have been too unfamiliar for
Bush, who has been greeted
with protests worldwide over
the past few years, most notably
in France and Germany.
The visit was orignially
scheduled for 2003, but the trip
was cancelled after the former
Prime Minister Jean Chretien
denied a U.S. request for Canadian troops to participate in the
invasion of Iraq.
Now that Chretien is out of
office, retired in December
2003, Bush has seized the
opportunity to try and change
Canadian public opinion.
Carolyn Parrish, Canada's
parliament representative from
Toronto, has been slamming

Bush and his policies in the
media.
She told reporters after
Bush's re-election that the
results clearly showed that
Americans were "completely
out of step" with the rest of the
world.
Prime Minister Paul Martin,
'head of the Liberal Party, ·
removed Parrish from the parliamentary caucus this past
month, because of a television
promotion with Parrish stomping on a Bush doll.
Since Sept. ll, 2001, Canada
has been moving further away
from associating itself with
American ideologies - as have
many other countries.
Right after the attacks when 33,000 American travelers
were stranded in Nova Scotia
due to the closed airspace Canadians reacted like any
neighbor would.
Citizens offered passengers
their homes, beds, showers and
warm meals to try and bring
any comfort to the shocked passengers.
What a difference three
years can make. Now there is
little communication and political hostility between the two
nations.
Bush, though, dismissed concerns about strained ties
'
between the United States and
Canada. He's decided to recognize the feelings of the people
inside the conference instead of
the protesters outside.
He said he could understand
the viewpoint of the Canadians
who opposed the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003, but added,
"I'm the kind of fellow who

{
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READER VIEWS

Free the Pegasus _
When I first came to UCF, nothing guarded the mighty Pegasus on the Student Union's
floor. But over the last few years, the Pride
and Tradition Committee has roped off the
Pegasus from mid-summer through Homecoming to encourage students not to walk on
the school seal. This year, though, the Pegasus
is still protected from pedestrians a month
~er Homecoming.
Supposedly, ifyou walk on the Pegasus,
you won't graduate. But I've never been a fan
of this particular "tradition," primarily
because of its tenuous status. Ifnot walking
on the Pegasus were a tradition, there would
be no need to rope it off: students would
enforce it like other traditions, through peer
pressure and personal choice. As it stands, the
Pride and Tradition Committee has to erect a
barrier around the Pegaslis to keep students
off.
Furth~r, the Pegasus is located in the center
of the Student Union, where thousands of students walk every day. And everyone has to
walk around it. When the ropes were not
present, the Student Union was less congested and traffic flowed faster, helping students
arrive at class on time.
I'm writing this letter as a public protest
against the ropes around the Pegasus. I want
them removed so that the tradition of not
walking on the Pegasus can live or die on its
own, like all traditions should.
-G.GORDON WORLEY Ill

does what he thinks is right·and
will continue to do what I think
is right."
During this time of American
imperialism, our administration
is starting to feel the pain and
hardships of fighting a war individually.
The U.S has organized more
troops from other nations in
this Iraq war than Canada supplied in the first Gulf War. But
Canada's absence is felt more
financially as the U.S. defecit
grows.
Bush and Martin agreed to
put forth an effort "in a practical
way toward common goals,"
including tightening border
security and trade agreements.
The Canadians are still upset
over the U.S. ban of Canadian ·
cattle that was imposed after a
case of mad cow disease was
reported in Washington state in
2003.
Martin believes that the issue
has been resolved and "a favorable decision to Canada should
be taken as quickly as possible."
It is small issues like this that
have built up a divide in North
America.
As much as we don't want to
admit it, Ameica needs Canada,
and Canada needs the United
States.
Economically, each country
is struggling. By working
together, they could limit their
losses.
Iraq is something that has
caused a lot of strife for the
Bush administration. It is time
the administration stopped trying to rationalize its reasoning
for the war and try to begin to
repair the severei:l relationship.

Coverston comeback

Apparently my comments in a recent article about the role of religion in politics hit a
nerve with some students. I find that encouraging. These are issues that deserve critical
thought and civil discourse. But I find .i t less
encouraging that the comments printed evidenced a lack of thoughtfulness or civility.
Mr. Taylor is correct that Matthew's
Gospel reads "Blessed are the poor in spirit."
However, he wrongly presumes that my comments about Jesus and the poor referred to
Matthew.

t l}

In the very next Gospel, Luke has Jesus
saying, "Blessed are the poor for the kipgdom
- of God is yours." And he goes on to say, "But
woe to you who are rich, for you have ·
received your consolation." (Luke 6:20, 24).
Most Biblical scholars see the spiritualized
version in Matthew as a development Of
Luke's original version. Clearly the Jesus Luke
presents is not a supporter of unbridled capitalism. Nor was he focused on the next world
but rather a kingdom of God in this world ·
here and now, in which the lives of the poor
were actually blessed.
Mr. Hankins asserts that, "The liberals are
now trying to make themselves out to be
Christians." Such a statement suggests that
somehow Christianity is the province of conservatives.
One would wonder why that would be and
upon what basis one wciuld make such an
assertion. So far as I know, no one has delegated to anyone, conservative oi; lil;>eral, the right
to determine who is a true Christian.
And the presumption of the right to make
such judgments demonstrates no small
amount of hubris, one of the seven deadly
sins.
One final comment. Mr. Taylor's quip
about a priest and philosophy instructor being
"a supposedly credible ·source" is a rather
cheap shot unbecoming of a civil discourse.
Not only is it a rather classic logical fallacy, it
really does evince a failure to take seriously
another of Jesus' teachings, the Second Great
Commandment: love your neighbor as yourself (Matthew 22:39).
That means treating another with the same
respect you would demand for yourself. In the
law profession in which I practiced prior to
attending seminary, we had an old joke: "If the
facts aren't on your side, argue the law; if the
law isn't on your side, argue policy; if policy
isn't on your side, call your opponent names."
I'd hope that our university community could
do a little better than that, even when we disagree.

(,
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- HARRY COVERSTON
Professor of Religion, Humanities(Philosophy of Law

The Future encourages commentsfrom readers.Letters tothe editorshould not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them on line at www.UCFnews.com or taxthem to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).
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'What do you think ~he
Master Plan really is?'
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LAUREN DIAMOND

AISHA DENSON

PATRICK ALGAZE

Civil engineering

Marketing

Film

"To take more of my money - as if
they don't already have enough of it."

"I have no clue. Maybe a better football team."

"To keep me in school aslong as they
can."
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JEREMY DILMORE

AMANDA BROWN

ELISHA NASH

Civil engineering

Civil engineering

Business

"Go to www.fp.ud.edu to find more
informatio~That's what I did."

"Tomake my campus aconstruction
siteforever."
~

"I guessto keep building moreuntil ·
they run out (;f room."
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

AD RATES

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: ( 407) 447-4555
By Fax: ( 407) 447-4556
. By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

trentcal 31oriba hture Seminole Chronicle

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

...Al..J.t;o

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

We offer the
best ·college
student jobs
in the area•••

Are·you looking for
a .Job that offer's•••
Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Relaxed Atmosphere?

Bartenders wanted .
$300 ii day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
..Special Event Sales••
Creativity, drive and a pcoven sales
ability will make you a strong' candidate
for this position. Outstanding
compensation and the opportunity to
work with America's top corporations,
producing product launches, incentive
meetings, and themed events. In this
high profile role in which you will
establish new partnerships and
strengthen existing relationships through
persistent sales efforts. Enthusiasm and
a strong desire to excel are required.
Please fax or e.-mail your resume,_
· including salary history to:
pbarnhart@theeventsource.net
or 407-857-7666

'·

Exciting New Positions Available!
Day, Evening, And Weekend shifts
Average Pay $14 Per Hour
· .Walking Distance To UCF

Fliers needed, $6-12/hr
Apply ~t California Chicken Grill
107f5 E. Colonial Drive.

COMPUTE!f TECHNICIAN - Computer
Technician needed for a small, Central
Florida Computer Network Support
Organizatibn. Company partners with
Intel, Microsoft and other leading
developers of Computer Networking
products to provide only the highest
quality systems to our customers. Duties
include on-site and remote technical
support for Computer Networks in local,
small and medium sized businesses,
assembling of top quality Personal
Computers and File Servers plus Data
and Voice Network Cabling. Gain
experi.ence in the Computer Networking
field by working with our experienced
MCSE staff. Outstanding·opportunity,
flexible hours. Reply via e-mail with
resume to computer~r@ aol.com.

Inbound Customer Service Agents
Outbound Sales Agents

To Answer Text Messages on Your
Cell Phone! Get 1 to 3 messages per
week. It's FREE. It's easy. Opt in @
www.PollCast.net

Steaks, Seafood & Great Times!
High Volume Restaurant
NOW INTERVIEWING FOR
NEW LOCATION:

•Administrative Assist.
•Prep Cooks
•Line Cooks
•Dish Washers

Selling advertising into one of our many publications
Cross selling into other magazines
Renewing current ads for existing CU$tomers

--

Rouse Rd.

Technol0< ical Ave.

For more information call

407-e96-0124 ext. 2970
or stop by our office at
3451 Technological Ave #7
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Tr.
UCF

•Servers

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

•Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
•Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
·Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Drivers ~

GET PAID CASH

Look no further, Auto Trader Magazines
·
is the place for you.

~
~

PAYMENT METHODS

PT or FT sale~ reps needed. Outside
sales, self motivated. Market
embroidered cloth ing & imprinted
speciality items to businesses, schools,restaurants,hospitals, etc. Draw plus
commission Fax brief resume & objective
to (407) 339-3959.
Foot Models Wanted! Win up to $1000.
Easy & Free to Enterl
WWW.BERRYPICKER.COM
The World's Most Delectable Website!
You could be Picked!

3 times a week, Altamonte Springs
area. $75/week. Need ASAP
Call 321-422-0189
Home workers neededl
Earn $1500+ weekly sending envelopes.
Mail $4 and a self-addressed stamped
envelope to 5720 Harbor Chase Circle #2
Orlando, FL 32839
Pool Service Tech Assistant Needed.
Flexible hours. $7/hr +
No experience necessary.
Training provided.
Please call 407-384-9333.
MUSICIAN/CHOIR DIRECTOR WANTED
for Sunday Morning Worship Service at a
predominantly African American Church,
located in E;ast Orlando. Please call:
(407) 894-7316 or (321) 662-4269.
Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 • $125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
.examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Call Today
407-823-5163

•Bussers
•Bartenders
•Hostesses

TUESDAY- SATURDAY
' 2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Be a part of the
growth of this exciting
restaurant.
·

Apply in person:
1008 Willa Springs Drive
Suite 110
Winter Springs, FL 32708 ·

·Vacation /Planners
DINNER & LUNCH SHlm
NOW AVAILABLE!
DAY ONE MEDICAL AVAILABLE!
CONSERN STUDENT LOANS
PAID VACATIONS
BAHAMA BREEZE
8849 International Drive, Orlando
8735 Vineland Avenue, Orlando
499 E. Altomo~te Springs, Orlando '

www.bahamabreeze.com

Attention Performers and Theatrical Technicians

··~·

~arr1ott. ~~

VACATION CLUBSM
IN TER N A T I O N A L

Part Time:
Mon- Fri 5:30-9pm
• Earn up to $20 an ho·ur
• Potential $ I000 bonus
• Sales experience preferred

·We take care
of our associates:
•Associate discounts at
Marriott properties
~ Paid training
• Career growth
• Fun & friendly work
environment

Busch Gardens of Tampa Bay is seeking talent for a wide variery of
live shows. Entertainment positions include: dancers, singers, actors,
acrobats, gymnasts, variery acts, costumed characters, technicians,
instrumentalists and I to 3 person acts with personaliry plus. Visit our
web site often for audition tips and additional audition locations and
times. Auditions are held in Tampa Bay on the first Wednesday of
each month in 2005.
Busch Gardens' new Broadway
s~le show Katonga has been
featured in Backstage and Varie~.
This show has multiple casts
and will run for several years.
Busch Gardens continuous!.Y
seeks performers who could play
a part in this spectacular show.

---i::>tlr~
call 813-987-5164 or visit:
PJ .I'
www.BuschGardensTalent.com
GARD·EN5.
Excellent Benefits! Find out more.

8403 South Park Circle Suite 600 •Orlando, FL 31819
(corner of John Young Parkway & Sandlake Rd; Behind the. Super Wal-Mart)
·~

- ' - =TAMPA BAY, FL

You must be 18 years old to app!Y. Busch Gardens Is an eQ1Jal opportunity emplo/er and supports a safe and drug free workplace. Applicants
for positions In eve~ BEC Job classiOcatlon will be subject to testing (both pre and post employment) for the presence of Illegal drugs.

l

lrrTfl1 HELP WANTED:
I~ General

Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
outgoing and energetic people. Please
apply in person inside at
7561 West Sandlake. Rd
(407)248-0707

EXPERIENCED SERVERS NEEDED
To work at Dakshin Indian
Restaurant at the Crossroads Plaza in
Lake Buena Vista. Flex sched.
Housing offered. Excellent pay.
Please call 407-448-3672.

''The Homeworker Opportunity Guide" is
your ticket to financial freedom! For more
info, send $5.00 plus a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Homeworks 15841
Pine Blvd. #186 Pembroke Pines, FL
33027 or call 1-866-904-WORKS

GET PAID TO DRIVE A
BRAND NEW CARI
Now paying drivers $800-$3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.freecarkey.com

Kid ~s Nite Out

Spend your summer in a la(<efront
cabin in Maine . If you're looking to
spend this summer outdoors, have fun
while you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no further. Camp
Mataponi, a residential girls camp in
Maine, has female/male summertime
·, openings for Land Sports, Waterfront"
(small crafts, skiing, life guarding, WSI, ·
boat drivers), Ropes Course, Tennis,
Horseback Riding, Arts & Crafts,
Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics, Dance,
Photography, Group Leaders & more.
Top salaries plus room/board & travel
provided. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WILL BE CONDUCTED 1/28. Call us
today toll free at 1-888-684-2267 or
apply online at
www.campmataponi.com.

Valet parking attendants needed for tfle
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131.

LOVE PETS?
FT groomer/PT kennel help in Oviedo.
Experienced only. Pet Bowmque.
407-366-8187.

TUTOR NEEDED
Algebra and biology for high school
freshman. In my home near UCF.
Female preferred. 407-365-5283
HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

CIVIL ENGINEER
Position avail for entry level civil
engineer to work on commercial
projects. Responsibilities will incl
drainage and utility design, permit
coordination and client contact.
Please fax resume to HB Associations
at 407-740-7900
·
1

Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for .interview.

I NOW HIRING I
I

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Spring Semester
Monday, Thursday, and/or Friday shifts
5:30- 7:30a ..m.and10:30-12:30 p.m.
Truck/SUV helpful but not required.
E-mail Brian@UCFnews.com

- - (entral 3l=loriba :future Seminole Chronicle
1

Now HIRING
I

r

ADVERTISING REP
UP TO $1 S PER HOUR
Strong work ethics and excellent communication skills.
Fun and fast paced environment. 15 - 25 hrs per week.
Hourly base plus commission. Fax resume.to
407-447-4556 or e-mail Markl@knightnewspapers.com

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
Call 407-628-3844.
PT ICE DELIVERY DRIVERS
For Central Florida restaurants & events.
Evening weekends - flex schedules.
Class "D" License, 26K GVW experience
and good driving re.cord required.
Fax resume to: 407-296-8118
or apply in person.
Action Ice, LLC dba Winter Park Ice
1920 Commerce Oak10 Avenue
Orlando, FL 32808
407-296-8300

Close to UCF
• flexible nhedules to fit Students
• guaranteed salaries • paid training
• weekly paychecks • hourly bonuses • $9·
$19 aug comm. • no exp. necessary
~ bilinguals for Orlando office

$ J00 sign on bonusl
Referral bonrisl ·

Call now to set up an immediate interview
UCF Area 407-673-9700 o·r Orlando 407-243-9400

·Mather's helper needed for 2 YR. old
twins. 5 mins from UCF. Must be avail.
M-F 2-7 or MW all day, F 2-7. Pay based
on exp. Approx $8-9/hr. job begins
January 5. Email resume and exp. to:
twinmommy1120@yahoo.com.

Cheerleading and Self Defense
Instructors to teach children, Self
Defense Instructors must have black
belt or be military trained. PT
evenings. Great Pay. Must have car.
.
1-866-273-2292
.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $649 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or ·
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

UCF AREA HOUSES
3, 4, and 5 bdrms. New homes. All
appliances and lawn services incl.
Low rent, leases avail today. For
more info call Ryan at 407-383-891~

HOME FOR RENT!
Mins from UCF, cleari 312 w/ den.
All appliances and large fenced yard.
Call Melissa w/ Legacy RE Group
407-275-9595

Earn Extra Cash for the Holidays '
Buy your gifts for 50% off and earn
money too! Become an Avon Rep. and
earn 50% profit on most items. Only $15
to start. No min, no inventory.
Call for details: 407-977-3044
TIRED OF LIVING PAYCHECK TO
PAYCHECK?
Simply complete the form online to get
more information. Visit us at:
www.911PlanB.net
.Holiday Cash? We need books and book
scouts, NOW. Collect books/bring in on
your time/pace. Book Treasures Used
Bookstorec 7616 University Blvd. (5 miles
from UCF). Info Gregg, 407-678-2982.
Also register for $100 x-mas cash!
Used Car Lot 'for rent. Hfgh traffic,
located in Oviedo. Established 15
years. Call Robert@ 407-977-4533
MAKE MORE $$$ NOW than after you
graduate. Part time 2-8k weekly
potential. No selling, NO JOKE!!!
If serious call 1-800-705-0536

UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/2 split plan, Winter Park schools, very
clean. Fenced yard, remodeled
kitchen/bath, wood floors, fireplace, and
garage. $1175/mo. Call Bill 407-678-2160
ROOM FOR RENT- 3/2 Beautiful home 4
mins from campus. Garage/yard/large
kitchen/big screen TV/internet/furnished.
No smoking. Clean, neat. Avail 12/15.
Will do one semester lease.
$450+ half utilities. (407) 928-2129

Awesome Brand New Home
Great rooms avail Jan, near UCF, pool,
tennis courts, lake. $500/mo, yearly
lease. Call Sherry/Todd @
954-753-3032 or 407-482-4969

ROOM FOR RENT
Avail. Dec 15th, start pay Jan 1st. 1
mi from UCF in quiet neighborhood.
31212 incl w/d & Internet $385/mo
plus 1/3 util. Call Lisa 954-547-1911

WATERFORD LAKES NEW HOME
4 Bd/2 Ba, 2 car garage.
Great Loc<).tion! $1 ,400/mo.
http://46460.(entclicks.com
or call 407-310-6583

College Park 1st floor duplex, 1/1.
Remedied, A/C & laundry incl. $590 + util
per month. Pets okay. Screened in
porch, Off-street parking. Avail.
immediately. Contact 407-719-5457

.

'

UCF AREA 2BR/.2BA Apartments for rent
within 1 mile of campus. $950/mo.
including water. Pool & tennis court!
Call 407-484-0343

1 room in a 3/2 apartment for rent.
Cable, Internet, & all utilities incl.
~.)
$400/mo. furnished except bedroom
Looking for a clean & responsible
person. Call Adam @ 954-655-8212
, . UCF AREA Apartment For Rent
Goldenrod, $495/mo, 1/1 condo, upstairs . tof.•
with balcony. Appliances included.
Water/sewer also included.
.
386-775-7093. Please leave message'.
~

2BR/1 BA within walking distance of
UCF campus. Includes W/D.
$650/mo. Please call 407-852-3951

FREE RENT
1 ·& 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

HOME ON LAKE PRICE
51212 behind UCF. Skiable lake,
newly renovated bathrooms, lawn
maintenance incl in rent.
407-488-9656
BEAUTIFUL STONEYBROOK HOME
3/2/2, gated, brand new
on 1Hh fairway. Free
basic cable. $1400/mo.
407-252-7449 o'r 407-273-8550.

•

Please applJ 9AM·4PM M·f

-111-1311
lk Ins welcome!
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FOR RENT:
I~
~ Apartments

_C rossword

Beautiful 3/2 apt. for sublease. Only
$1025/mo. 8 mi. from UCF. 'H alf of Dec
FREE! Great indoor storage closet,
amenities, nice people & pets OKI 1st
floor w/ W/D hook-ups. 561 ~512-9104

UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room w/ private bath.
New W/D, cable. $425 + 1/3 utilities
Cali 407-971-6805

Walk to School

1 NS roommate, (F preffered) to share
downtown Lake Como 3/1 apt. home
with quiet couple and dog. Rent incl. all
utll (Internet, cable) except phone.
$425/mo. 321-591-0869.

2 BD/ 2BA in a Triplex. W/D. Directly
across the street from UCF. $700/mo.
Call 407-872-6277
FREE RENT (no bills at all) In upscale
College Park - In exchange 20hrs/Wk
chlld care. Private studio, flexible
hours. axe ref req. UCF students
only. Call Mellnda at 407-423-2021

..

)

,.

.

Free rent through February
No move-In fees!
Jefferson Lofts Apartments: 412
Lease ends August 2005
Call 813-681-6062

Less than 1O mins. away from UCF
$250/mo. plus util. 1 small rm avail. for F
to share with females in 4/2 home.
Clean, quiet, W/D, furnished. N/S, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751
1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included + Internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnew~4me@yahoo.com

.

Looking for 2 roommates in beautiful
4BR/3BA with pool. Includes Internet,
Cable, & W/D. $500/mo. Close to UCF
and Waterford Lakes. 407-497-6919

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED

212 in JeffersoA Lofts, $6041mo Incl
all utll, ethernet, W/D, private
reserved parking. Gym & game room.
954-494-6711
$100 OFF 1ST MONTH RENT
No move-in fee, no deposit. 2/2, free
UCF shuttle, ethernet, cable, HBO, and
util all incl. W/D & alarm system.
GREAT PRICE IN A GREAT AREA!
Call 321-544-2745
2 rms for rent, 2 miles from UCF. Big
home w/pool, $395/mo. w/ util. Contact
Steve 305-281-3104 or 407-736-0064. .

UCF AREA • 2 mins walk to campus.
Share home with fellow students. Split
utilities. W/D. Rooms in spacious housesl
Priv bathroom - $450/mo. Share
bathroom - $375/mo. 407-625-0238
Room for rent in 2/2 townhome, located
2 miles from UCF. Big bedroom,
· own bathroom, living room w/vaulted
ceilings, w/d included for $495.00
+ half utilities per month. Contact Amy
at 321-662-6366.
Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806.
TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
1 immediately, 1 Jan 1st. 4 BD/3 BA,
pool tables, spa, 5 mins from UCF
$500/mo. everything incl.
Call 941 ·685-3954

j

Female needed for great apartment!
Nice and clean room with priv. bath in
The Gatherings. W/D. $445/mo. utils.
included. Lease ends July 2005,
Call 954-648-7355.
Sublease at Tivoli Apts. Available Nowl
$398/mo. Lg. priv. room w/ bath. Walk-in
closet. Close to UCF and Shuttle serv.
W/D. Ethernet, cable included. Only 2
great roommates. Call 407·616-1541 .
Apartment for Sublease: University
House $430/mo. Utlls & Internet Incl.
Prvt bath, Wiii pay the 1st month's
rent. Contact Ash for more Info @ .
850·685·2601

BOARDWALK APARTMENT
Private bd & ba In female 414.
$490/mo Incl all utll. Brand new
fully-furnished. H_alf·off Dec. rent.
Call Kate 386·503·3943

WANTED IMMEDIATELY:
(

3 roommates for a 5BD/3BA home. $500
mo. All util;o incl. In Tanner Crossing, 2
mins away from UCF.
Call Ashley@ 727-534-5852"

..
•

..

UCF-Cypress Bend
4 Two-Story Homes - 513 and
413/1 One Story. Gated/Brand New
2004. M or F roommates. Rooms for
$400/mo + utll. $600/mo for Huge
Master. Photo: Owner - Anette
407-716-0848, e.g. Photo Ad
for Nicole

Room For Rent

..
\'.':'

House 5 mlns from UCF. $280/mo +
1/4 of utlls. Avall ASAP
Call Austin @ 407-739-1710
FEMALE TO SHARE WITH FEMALE
4/2, large pool home.
$475/mo plus half utilities.
Call 407-657-5116
1 Room for rent • Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $325/mo"_incl. util.
• 10 minutes to SCC, 20 minutes to UCF, .
Oviedo area. Call Pat 407-366-3536
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF In
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
Incl. 954-816-3127

Rooms avail in beautiful 4/2.5 home.
Directly behind UCF on conservation
land. $550/month incl rent, utils, high
speed ·internet, cable and furn. if needed.
Avail Now Contact Matt @
954.445.·4100.
1 rm avall In a 4BD/3.5BA in a huge
beautiful lakeside home. 3000 sq. ft.
Avail In Jan $405/mo + 1/4 Utlls.
Right behind campus. Econ Woods
Contact Danlel @ 407·466·1274
Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212·629j.
Brand New House seeking roommate
immediatelylli 5 mi. from UCF. Prvt.
room, bath, hall in 3/2 fully furnished
home, W/D, hi-speed Internet. Alarm,
nearby trail. Responsible candidates
only, no pets. $500 incl. util. Month-tomonth. Contact Lori at 407-977-4979 or
407-365-8875
Room for Rent • $400/mo. incl. util &
basic cable, Internet access. Security
Deposit. Located behind UCF, only 1O
. min. drive. Plenty of parking. 1/4 acre of
land. Call Steve at 407-267-4982.
UCF AREA-Female to share furnished
312 house with female $600/mo utll.
incl. Also incl. cable, pool, office.
Serious student or professional only.
Call ASAP 321·277·3851.

UCF Cypress Bend
Majestic 2-story home. Gated, brand
new 2004 by lake and comm pool.
413.5 plus bonus room. All
appliances. 2 rooms avallable: $410
& studlo·lil~e master bd $550.
Nicole: 407-797-6621

3 HOUSEMATES NEEDED
Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside
home. 5 nilns from UCF. Everything
incl: all util, maid service, gardener,
wlreless web, w/d, etc. $600/mo.
·can my cell 561·213·1805.

Room Avallable In UCF Area Home
Located In Ashlngton Park. $510/mo
Incl all utll, W/D, Internet/cable.
Big kitchen & pool w/ waterfall.
Avall ASAP. Lease runs through Aug.
Call Kelley at 407-616-1874.
University House-avail mid-Dec;Private
bd/ba. i\11 utlis incl,cable,internet;shuttle .
to UCF;pet allowed;only $479/mo-half
off first month;
Cali Melissa 561-628-6514

Room for rent: Northgate Lakes
1 M needed, 4 BR, private bath, utils
incl, washer/dryer/spatious patio, across
the street from campus. $475 a mo. obo
Call Andrew @ 305-522-4348
PEGASUS CONNECTION
One month FREE Rent. No move in
fees. 1 F for 212. Private BR/bath. Utils,
cable, internet, W/D, free tanning &
shuttle. $575/mo. Near UCF. Lease until
Aug. Call Laura: 352-258-.8980

Pegasus Pointe - FalVSpr/Sum
Terms. 1 unit avail. In 212, 'w/ UCF
shuttle Utlls + W/D incl Fully
furnished, NO MOVE IN FEES Only
$595/mo. Call: 786 597. 0297

NORTHGATE LAKES
F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 ·avail Dec 12.
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees.
First month FREE. Call Sarah @
321-501-1363
4/4 Apt. at Jefferson Commons.
Rent is at last years rate!!! $485/mo. incl.
everything, utils. internet, furn, & shuttle.
Contact Adam 727-385-6403 or call
863-860-6671 .
Pegasus Pointe Apartment
Summer term, Available in May. Female
needed for 4BR unit. Quiet & private, will
pay transfer fees. Call 321-604-9029

F#>?f_ PP/~&e././
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BEDROOM AVAILABLE ASAP
One female roommate wanted for a 4 •
bdrm apt at Boardwalk on Alafaya.
Fully furn. Plus electric, Internet, and
cable. Room A $470/mo.
407·810-4082

Get $440 CASH Todayll
Takeover lease. Master BD w/ prvt BA,
all utils and internet incl. Located in the
Gatherings. No deposit. $440/mo.
Cail Melissa @ 727-278-8957

Incentives $$$ Must Sublease
Transferring out of state. 3bd/3ba,
2nd floor, Pegasus Landlrig. Avail
Dec 15 UCF Afflll11ted Housing. No
transfer fees and 2 mos rent free.
Incl all utlls, W/D ethernet and
shuttle. Call 954-270-3922.
Take over my lease at Pegasus Pointe!
Male only. $450/mo.
I'll pay all transfer fees!
DECEMBER RENT FREEH!
321-443-4522 or jpuglia@cfl.rr.com
Move-in at Pegasus Landing. No Movein fees! Graduating early. Close to
campus w/ shuttle service. $500 per mo.
Need to be out by January. Will give
$200 at move-In. Call 386-299-1155.
A Bargain!
Sublease in Pegasus Connection
(Jefferson Commons)
Contact Carla at 561-843-9119

BOARDWALK APARTMENT
One month FREE RENT!
No move In fees!
1 M wanted for 414. Private BR/bath.
Utlls, Internet, W/D furnishings,
cable TV. $490/month.
·
Near UCF. Lease until Aug.
407-435-6418 or
shotwlzard@yahoo.com

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for Female/Private Rm a;: Bath
WO/Internet Access/Cable/Utils/furnlshed
$490 per month/ (407)482-0597 or
Nicciw3@hotmail.com

,.,

at University House. We offer a wide variety of floorplans and amenities
that fit every lifestyle, Hurry in today and get a free membership to

•

Napster's online music community when you sign a lease. You'll also be
entered in

•

a draWing to win a 42" Plasma TV

- so don't miss out!

DOWN
1 Tub hangers
2 Showy shrub
3 Mall
surroundings
4 Meadow mom
5 Arid
6 Keenly
perceptive

C 2004 Tribune: Medi• Service•, Inc.
All rfghta reserved.

7 Prescribed
amount
8 Saw the show
9 Winter vehicles
10 Skin openings
11 Infamous tsar
12 Catch one's
breath
13 Cinnabar and
galena
18 Dilficult
obl(9ation
22 Palliates
27 Allen or Curry
28 Creator of
Captain Nemo
29 Some pianos
30 A Gabor
31 Argon or neon
33 In stages
35 Bikl nl part
36 Show on the
tube
37 Buffalo Bob or
Bubba
38 Periodical, briefly
40 Guacamole
ingredient

Presented by

Student Credit Cards!
Reward Credit Cards!

(REDITFN.COM
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT!

EJ[il

[9][11]

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!
41 Continuous
44 Kids
45 Surgical
knife
46 Goes into
47 Genller
48 Annoying fits

50 "Modern
Maturity" org.
51 Faithful
52 Spilled the
beans
53 Montreal player
57 Period of history

Please see solutions in next issue - Mon. 12/6

PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
Roor:n in 4/4 for M or F, $400/mo incl all
util, high-speed internet, free shuttle. No
move-in fees. Lease runs Jan. 1st • July
31st. Call 407-529-4618 or 407-362-2399.

Will pay all move-in fees!!
1 F needed for a 4bd/4ba. $490. All utils
incl, digital cable, internet, 3rd floor,
$490. Call Gall@ 407-902-8848
gailskis@yahoo.com
Sublet @ University House
$439/mo lease ends 07/31/05
UCF shuttle, utilities, cable & ethernet
included. Available for Spring '05
Call 1 {321) 720-6752.
Room avail. in Northgate Lakes Dec.7
in 4/2 move in date flexible. $420/mo. +
Dec. FREE RENT util, cable, internet,
incl. If interested please call
239-293-8384
Sublease private bdrm with 4 guys
in 5 bdrm house. New neighborhood,
close to campus, huge backyard on
lake. $395/mo includes'utillties,
cable & internet. 954-471-7888
NO MOVE IN FEE BEFORE DEC 15
F needed to sublease until Aug. ·
$439/mo. Utils, internet, W/D and cable
incl. New carpet. Individual Leasing.
Call Alicia @ 352-428-8423

Jefferson Lofts Apartment
1 M needed for a 4bd/2ba, cable,
Internet, security system and all utils
Incl. Pools, basketball courts Avall In
Jan $500/mo. Call 407·617-8484
Room avail in 3/2 Home. Female, Priv.
bed/bath. N/S or drinking. All util. + W/D
incl. $400/mo. Walk to VCC / 10 min. to
UCF. Student friendly environment!
407-399-2437 or cecemichelle@aol.com
Riverwind apts. $500/mo F
4/4 nicely furnished/decorated
Contact Emilee (954)553-9348 or
Riverwind Apts:(407)359-2815 regarding
Apt. 3· 120D. Avail. b4 Spring Sem (Jan).

Jefferson Commons Apartment

No matter wha,t your style is, you'll find an apartment that's right.for you

ACROSS
1 Finish lines
6 Promos
9 Nixon's Agnew
14 Conductor Seiji
15 Perp's captor
16 Paramour
17 Storage facility
19 Eradicate
20 BPOE member
21 Preceding
occurrences
23 Hiio handout
24 Parisian street
25 Labels
26 Christmas
employees
28 Ornamental jar
29 Plead
32 Tonlc's' partner
33 Seeger and
Sampras
34 Ms. Gardner
35 Ointment
37 Fathers
38 Business degs.
39 _Grande
40 Modify
41 Protest vole
42 Actor Carney
43 Moral weakness
44 Two-way switch
47 Lug along
48 Chip off the old
block
49 Bled in the wash
50 E-mail additions
54 Pismire
55 Pleasant smell
56 Being
58 Governed
59 Well-suited
60 Fast-food
request
61 Ballplayer
Guerrero
62 _Angeles
63 Personal
histories

- 1 F needed to sublease In a 414.
Avail mid DEc. Utils Incl, prvt bd &
BA, cable and Internet Incl. $490/mo
Call Ashley @ 407·306·8496.
A nice & clean one-bedroom apartment
for sublease. 5 minutes walking dist<1nce
to UCF. Sublease goes from Jan. until
June. $450/mo. (Water included). Lease
can pe extended later. Call Fuyu @ '
407-380-5325 or fliu@cs.ucf.!ldu.
HIGH POINT CLUB APARTMENTS
Avail in Dec. 111, $645/mo incl ail util.
Amenities incl pool, fitness
center, pets welcomed. '
Call Yvette 561-762-1035
Jefferson Lofts sublease available in
January. F wanted for brand new
apartment! Private BR & BA, Security
system, all util, cable, & Internet.
Call 954-401 -4309
ADDISON PLACE APARTMENT
1/1, half mile from UCF. $565/mo incl
water. UCF shuttle, pets allowed, pool,
laundry. Avail Jan 1st, date negotiable.
Cali Andrea 407-658-1648
$100 OFF 1ST MONTH RENT
No move-in fee, no deposit. 2/2, free
UCF shuttle, ethernet, cable, HBO, and
util all incl. W/D & alarm system.
GREAT PRICE IN A GREAT AREA!
Cali 321-544-2745
We both benefit from you taking
over my Pegasus Connection (JC)
leaselll Avail. 'mmediately wtth no
move-in fees or rent until January!
321-432-9330 or 321-726-0168
Half off Mar.ch rent! College Station apt,
$400/mo. Ethernet, HBO, all util. incl. M
needed. Priv bath, fully furnished. Avail.
beginning January. 407-625-6148 or
klugemark@hotmail.com
Pegasu$ Connection sublease, 3rd floor,
4/2. Very clean apartment. Fully
furnished, all utilities included. Pool, gym,
computer cpnter, and shuttle to UCF.
OoPrEpcHiKc;>O@aol.com, 305-586-9790

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
*******WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM********
*******Moving NEED TO SELLlllll*******
Extending Kitchen Table w/4 Chairs $50
Sofa & Love Seat $50
Glass Coffee & 2 Glass End Tables $50
Contact Sabrina@ 407-737-4056

CAR AUDIO
Band pass box with 2 8·1nch
Rockford Fosgate sub-woofers &
1000 watt 4-channel AIP.l11e amp.
Like new, $225. Call 401l?'36-1116

·'f!WW.SpringBreakJravel.com

1-800-618-6186
SPRING BREA~ BAHAMAS
CELEBRITY PARTY CRUISE!
5 Days $2991 Includes Meals, Parties!
. Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau,
Jamaica from $4591
Panama City & Daytona $1591
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

10!
TVs from $10!
Police seized property!
For Info 800-747-9372 ext. M383.

WOOD GAZEBO FOR SALE

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

12 feet, like new, must see!
$1,200 or best offer.
Call 407·678-6085

. $189 5-Days/4-Nights
$239 7-Days/6-Nights
Prices include :
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.

99 Black Cheverolet Cavalier RS
Coupe. Cold A/C. CD Player. All new
filters and tires rotated fecently.
Great condition. $3250/obo. Call
386·627·1418 for more info.

Appalachia Travel
f-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com

PT Cruiser Wagon 2002 (Candy Red)
Immaculate condition. On time
maintenance check ups. New 11res.
A/C CD/cassette player. Automatic.
Runs perfect. Selling price $9,500.00.
407-366-2573

WE WILL BE'AT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro from $969
VIP Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Earn a Free Trip; Cali 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbrazil.com

$5001
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1·800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

SPRING BREAK IN THAILAND
UCF AREA HOME
Luxurious 212 villa with office/utility
room. Mint condition. Mins from UCF.
Call 407-592·5619.

FREE LOVABLJ:: KITTEN!
Black kitten approx. 8 months old needs
a good home ASAP. Great personality!
Shots included! Cat was found and
need~ someone to love her. Please call
407-443-9257 or email
MMartinson13@hotmail.com for picture
and info.

.

1O days for $950!
Tour island of Phuket with a UCF student
Accomodations, tours, & meals included
Tickets to shows, parties, islands & more
407-766-0578 or tektravel@yahoo.com.

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK
$189° 15 Davi{ 4 flights
0

Sf39°0

1 oavst & Niuhts
Prices include:
,

Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the islon~ al your choice of ten resorts.
fJee V.l.P. party package upgrade.
APPalaellla Travel

1-800-861-5018

www.Bahamasun.com
We'll beat anv Package Price!
Must book before Dec 1• '04
We can help you!
Safe, Effective Personal Training
ONLY $20 per session!
. 407-970·5431

WANT TO BE A ROCKSTAR?
Is your band missing that one piece?
Think someone needs your skills? Get
your band's name out there. Call Rene
every Fri. 407-447-4555 #209. 10·5pm.
FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.
Customize your headrest with c ustom
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash
Kits, Car Candy. We come to you!
Visa/MC accepted - Lou @ 407-461 -9222
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! new# (407) 353-6528.

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start - Spring 2005.
MWF 10a.m. - 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
Comp. skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-847-0788 or Purple@kua.net
WE BUY USED CELL PHONES!!!
**'TOP MONEY PAID***
Call 407-383-9251
We also have replacement phones.
Attention all Bachelor of Arts &
Science Graduates! .
I need graduation tickets for Fall 2004.
I will pay for tickets!
Anyone who has extra please call
Ebonni at 407-625-4830
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Get Paid to Play!
The Platinum Poker Club
www.PPCSignUp.com
Promo Code: VK001 , Use your Promo
Code to receive a Limited lime Offer.
Offering tournaments and live ga'8sl
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The gradual demise ·of Orlando's
. most splendid theme park
-PAGElO .

Let British rock
band be your Muse
-PAGE 2

yideo game sequel
deserves a Halo

Rosenstrasse not so
rosy, but brilliant

-PAGE 8

-PAGE 15

MATI HEDGECOCK/THE INDIE
n
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HAPPENINGS

A-Muse-ing·
band to
rock HOB
Muse to bring original, yet
accessible alt-rock sound
RICKY SURILLO
Staff Writer

D

eclare this an emergency, because
Muse is coming to House of Blues.
Hailing from England, the band has ·
gained lots of popularity throughout
Europe and just recently snagged two
Euro MTV Awards. Muse (formally
known as the Rocket Baby Dolls) joined
The Cure on select dates on the summer
Curiosa tour but had to cut it short due to
bassist Chris Wolstenhome's injured leg.
While many bands from England try to
gain popularity in the states and don't
make it, Muse has already released several singles on this side of the Atlantic and
done well. The question then becomes,
"Can they keep it up?" But it is quickly·
answered on~e you listen to their music.
Taking strong influences from Radiohead
and Nirvana, Muse creates unique, enticing music that entrances you into a state of
bliss.
Each member effuses talent most other
musicians can't touch with a 10-foot pole.

COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS
Mu~e's influences may be readily apparent, but their unique distortion-filled rock provides a fresh wave in the

Singer Matthew Bellamy can wail with the
best of them (sounding very similar to
Thom Yorke), and he also plays piano
flawlessly and .can crunch out guitar riffs.
Wolstenhome plays bass with such amazing precision that he could make Flea jealous. Drummer Dominic Howard keeps
the beat with his metronome-like playing.
Muse also does what most bands try to
shy away from. It_. drowns everything vocals, guitar, bass - in distortion. While
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mainstream alt-rock ocean. See them tonight with The Exit.

this would be musical suicide for most · playing images behind them while they
bands, Muse gets away with it, and it actu- sing and play almost flawlessly.
·
ally works well.
Muse may be a semi-unknown band
With three CDs under its belt (four if for now, but that probably won't last long.
you count the live/b-sides one), Muse So do yourself a favor and see the group at
isn't a newcomer to the rock game. But the House of Blues tonight, and you can be
band is definitely a breath of fresh air wJth one of the cool people that say you saw
all the horrible Nickelbackish bands cur- Muse before they got big. Supporting act
rently out there. Muse is also one of the wi).l be The Exit, and tickets are' available
few bands whose live show;s might be bet- . at www.HOB.com and http://www.ticketter than their re_cording.s, with screens master.com for $17.50 plus service charge.
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Savor this, friends, for after this . most likely will never see and don't
we have a week-long drought before care about? Check.
.
you shall next drink from the font of
.All the usual staples are here, like
entertainment known as the indie.
"Real Life for Real," and even the
We'll· be back for Dec. 16, then "Scene Report" rears its emo head
we'll see you next semester.
once more, a Loch Ness Monster
Until then, revel in the random with plugs, red stars anq bad makeup.
geekiness that is this issue.
Video games? Check.
Also, thanks to Meg- . at
Action figure? Check.
fisticuffs.org for letting us borrow
Wrestling book review? Check.
the photo of Travis Morrison.
Reviews of foreign films you
-BRANDON HARDIN
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PENINGS
CALENDAR

CAMPUS
Mari Ani Camchong -Student
Art Exhibition
Dec. 2, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m., free
Visual Arts building
Room 205
407-823-4240

EVENTS
Christmas in the Park
Dec. 2, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
Central Park, Winter Park
North Park Avenue and West Morse
Boulevard
407-645-5311

North Park Avenue and West Morse
Boulevard
. 407-623-3363

Weavers Annual Holiday Show
Dec. 2 to Dec. 5, various times, free
Donnelly Park
North Baker Street and East Fifth Avenue
Mount Dora
352-242-9685

Christmas in the Square
Dec. 4, 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., free
Downtown Sanford ·
West 1st Street and South Park Avenue
407-330-5697
Christmas~ the Critters Open

House

Ice!
Dec. 2to Jan. 2, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., $7.95$16.95
Gaylord Palms Resort
6000 W. Osceola Parkway
407-586-0325

Dec. 4, 3 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
Back to Nature Wildlife Refuge
18515 E.Colonial Drive .
407-568-5138

Swing into the Holidays

Dec. 4 to Dec. 5, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., $6
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
407-295-3247

Dec. 2 to Jan.1, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., free-$5
Harry P. Leu Gardens
1920 N. Forest Ave.
407-246-2620

Tree Lighting Ceremony
Dec. 3, 6 p.m., free
Central Park, Winter Park .

Market Pro Computer Show

Pet Fair 2004
Dec.4 to Dec.5, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m:, $8-$10
Loch Have Park
2416 N.Mills Ave.
407-514-2118

St. Cloud Art Festival
Dec.4 to Dec.5, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,free
Downtown St. Cloud
9th through 11th Streets
407-892-6916

-Reptkon
Dec. 4, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., $5
Central Florida Fairgrounds
4603 W. Colonial Drive
407-295-3247 .

SHOWS:
Muse(rock)
Dec. 2, 6:30 p.m., $17.50-$19.50
House ofBlues.
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Travis Morrison, Beauty Pill
(!!'!die)
Dec. 2, 8 p.m., $8 .
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Rascal Flatts (country)
Dec.2, 7:30,p.m., $27.75-$34.75
TD Waterhouse Centre
600 W. Amelia St.
407-849-2020
PLEASE SEE

CrtSferS® Presents ...

CALENDAR ON i4

CrlSferS®
FRESH

SALADS

AND

Every-thing Voll Need
-to Know Abou-t .College.
Of course, your college career will be a wonderful voyage of discovery.
You'll _h ave new learning experiences, expand your conscim~sness with .
new courses, meet"new people fromjust about all over the world. But one
of the most important things to learn is how to stay healthy and how·to get
me food. You're in luck There's a Cripsers restaurant right near the UCF campus ...
and that's where you get the free food. See? You learned something already.

: FI?ee S'1Veets!
'

I
•

If you're a sweet freak. you'll love our creamy cheesecakes, rich layer cakes, cookies, .and brownies.

And then there are all the sundaes and milkshakes made with delicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.

WATERFORD LAKES
. 555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

WINTER PARK
ph (407) 673-4100

ORLANDO
ph (407) 48;2-4727

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. 11 AM -·a PM

MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM -· I 0. PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

Find out about Crispers restaurants, our growth and career
opportunities at www.crispers.com
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a,n~ enj0y one of

gquf'.Q'.l~t salad or hearty staekeg
sao~w~c.Q over $-4~0Q.
""

I
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REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

Use t:he ·coupons. Come t:o Crispers.
· _ Get free food.
436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

Br,"ini J~,1;hj~ couppn

I ' ou~:aytr.agt?ous des~e~ts FREE ~ith
y,gyr- gurcl\ase of any gar:-d~n-fres~

College isn't all fatburgers, pizza and substandard subs. Not when Crispers is so close to UCF. .
Crispers i~ your quick. delicious alternative to fast food, where you can stoke up on garden-fresh
gourmet salads, hearty stacked sand\.\riches. and a dozen tempting soups, all made fresh every
single day

\ce."fl
ALA FAYA
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Pul"<;q~,e ~ny

fresh gourmet salad-or ,hearty
over" ~4.09 ~d w~'ll give
yo9 .a fREE sha~~. (:One, ·or sunda~ made with
cjelic;:;?,ll$ Pul;>li'X Rr~111ium le~ s;:r~m.
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HAPPENINGS
CALENDAR ,'
FROM

Lostprophets (hard rock)

i3

Dec. 7, 7 p.m., $15-$17.50
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Aaron Jarvis, Dave Ewing, Mick
Crowley, Ken Chiodini (rock)
Dec. 2, 10 p.m., free
The Peacock Room
1321 N.Mills Ave. ·
407-228-0048

·

Sound the Alarm, Remedy
Session (punk)
Dec. 7, 6 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Marilyn Manson, Slunt (rock)
Dec. i, 8 p.m., $35-$37
Hard Rock Live
Ci~Walk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Velvet Revolver (rock)
Dec. 8, 7 p.in., $42.50-$65
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlando
407-351-5483

Sevendust, Magna Fi, Bobaflex
(hard rock)
Dec. 3, 7:30 p.m., $22.50-$25
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

,

ART
12 x12

The New Left, Steve Bequett
(rock)
·

Dec. 3, 5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., free
D.MAC
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200

Dec.3, 9 p.m., $10-$12
The Social
54 N.Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

The Chain
Dec. 2 to Dec. 4, various times, free
Southeast Museum of Photography
Daytona Beach Community College
1200 W.lntemational Speedway Blvd.
386-?54-3080 .

Battles, Euphone (indie)
Dec. 3, 9 p.m., $7
Will's Pub
1850 N.MillsAve.
407-.898-5070

The Adorables (rock)
Dec. 3, 8 p.m., free
Austin Coffee and Film
929 W. Fairbanks Ave.
407-975-3364

Marc with a"C'; Bucket of Nails
(indie)
Dec. 3, 9 p.m., free
Hullabaloo Music and Movies
114S.Semoran Blvd.
407-677-0059

Landing on Land, Watch Me
Disappear (rock)
Dec.3, 10p.m.,$4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Fireflight, Distance (rock)
Dec.3, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Supervillains, Ten New Toes, The
Obscene, The Corks (punk)
Dec. 4, 5:30 p.m., $7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Supervillains,Junkie Rush (rock)
Dec. 4, 9:30 p.m., $7
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Jade Fox, Madness, Ya-Ya,
SoulWHAT (hip-hop)
Dec. 4, 9 p.m., $5

Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

37W.Pine St.
407-999-2570

Mystik NRG (reggae)
Raw(rock)
Dec.4, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Terri Binion and the Bible lJelt
Orphans (Americana)
Dec.4! 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N.Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

High Water Marks, Plain Jane
Automobile, Euphoria's Way, Marc
with a"C" (indie)
Dec. 4, 9 p.m., $8
Back Booth

Dec.4, 10 p.m., $5
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

Pete White, Mindi Abair, Rick
Braun(jazz)
Dec.5, 7 p.m., $19.50
House ofBlues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Voodoo Glow Skulls, Big Dand the
Kids Table (ska)
Dec.5, 7 p.m., $13
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

White Bitch, Raybong (eclectic)
Dec. 5, 10 p.m., free
The Peacock Room
-1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228-0048

Color Interpretations -All in
Mediums ·
·
Dec. 2to Det 31, various times, free
Gallery on Virginia
1003 Virginia Drive
407-898-8343

Scatter the Ashes, Salem, Classic
Case, Fire at Will (punk)
Dec.5,8 p.m.,$7
Back Booth
37W.P.ine St.
407-999-2570

Elegance in an Electronic Era
Dec. 2to Dec. 14, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., free
New Moon Community Gallery and Studio
51 N.Bumby Ave.
407-334-3468

Korn, Skindred, Instruction
(metal)

FestiveART

Dec. 6, 7 p.m., $39.75
Hard Rock Live
CityWalk at Universal Orlan.do
407-351-5483

Dec. 2to Dec. 22, various times, free
Crealde School of Art
600 St. Andrews Blvd.
407-671-1886
PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR ON i5

Your Home Away From Homeu

1
'

Come Study orSocialize/HaveFun

Our Sefedion OfForm-Fitted, Athletic, Ringer, ~
Tanks, Sleeveless And BareFront T-Shirts As
Well As Accessories Will Get You Noticed Anywhere!!!

{$:1.6!1t><~t

WOh Purchase of Poninl, Soup or Solod
Not valid with any other otters.
·
Wiilt-Ooupon, &11ires 12-31-04
AK
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SPECIAL
LUNCH
MENU
CHOICE OF ONE:

Wonton Soup (stuffed with chicken and shrimp)
·
or
.
Chicken Spring Roll
or

Small Mixed Salad
(topped with house vinaigi-ette dressing)

PET FAIR 2004

The annu~I Pet Fair held at Loch Haven Park will
tommence once again at the Orlando Science Center.
There will be plenty of events during the fair's twoday run, including pet competitions, Arabian Nights
Horse Show, exotic animal shows, educational venues
on pet health, carnival rides, live music and much,
much more.
. Saturday and Sunday from rn a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tickets are $8 in advance and will be available at the
door for $1 O. If you're an OSC member, your first two
tickets are free; any ticket after that, however, will be
$8. There will be free parking at the .Florida Hospital·
Parking Garage-on Alden Road. Also, for your
convenience, there·will be a free continuous shuttle
service available all day. For more information call .
407-514-_2118. ltwill be a howling good time! · ·
FROM

i4

Mitch Hedberg, Stephen

Morse Museum of American Art
445 N. Park Ave.
407-645-5311

Lynch
Dec.11, 7 p.m., $~7.50
Hard Rock Live
Cit}'Walk at Universal Orlando,
1000 Universal Studios Plaza407-351-5483

Visual Spirit
Dec.2,_6·p.m. to 9 p.m., free

Meet the Artist

Orl~ndo Museum of Art

' 2416 N.Mills Ave.
407-896-4J31

~

Our Daily Bread

"-

UPCOMING -

Dec.Ho Dec.4, 10 a.m.to4
p.m.,free
Southeast Museum of
Photography
Daytona Beach Community College
1200 W. International Speedway
Blvd.
386-254-3080

The Magnetk Fields,
Darren Hanion (indie)
Dec 9., 5:30 p.m. ~nd 9.p.m., $20
Rollins College, Annie Russell
Theatre
1000 Holt Ave.
407-646-ilOOO .

Out of the Fire: The City
of Orlando Pottery
Studio Artists

Dec. 2 to Jan. 1, various times,
ftee-$3
......

.....

Afrika_Bambaataa (hiphop)

. Guided By Voi~es, bloom ·
(rock)

OP.en Mic Night
WithRamei

Friday Night

Sweet Kisses
Saturday · Ni~ht

Pec.15,8 p.m., $45-$55
.King Center for Performing Arts
3865 N.Wickham Road
321-242-2219

Dec. J1, 9 p.m., $12
The Social
54 N.Orange Ave.
407"246-1419

Heather_ Fiieaman
· 10 p.m ... close · ·

---...--$3 cover---

SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

~

401-211•1665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida
;,.

:!'

Karaoke

wEDNESDAYS

10 p.m. - close
-------- -$3cov~----

KC and the Sunshine
Band, The Village People,
The Trammps (pop)

Isis (noise)

·<:t

,

Dec. i3, 8 p.m:, $18-$24
Ta bu
46 N. Orange Ave.
407-841-1258

Wanda Sykes

I

TH~~!~m. 4 .. B11.m.

- Dec. 12, 9 p.m_., fr~e-$10
House of Blues
-_ Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

_Dec. 10, 7 p.m., $32.50
Hard Rock Live
CityWalkat Universal Orlando,
lOOO Universal Studios Plaza
407-351-5483

Dec.2 to Dec.17, various ti~es,
free
COfv1MA Gallery
813 Virginia Drive
407-376-1400

Sculpting Nature: The
Favrille Pottery of L.C.
Tiffany

Dec. 3, 7 p.m., free
Crea Ide School of Art
600 St. Andrews Blvd.
407-671-1886

SUNDAY

-\

.

(At 408 & E. ~olon1al)
~

"'

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

407-382-8201

CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE:
Salmon-with Black
.bean sauce
Golden brown Salmu n.fisb ft/et
served witb Black bean sattce.

or ·
Thai B.B.Q Chicken
Timi style marinated chicken breast
Sl,!n}ed with cbili garlic sweet and
sa11r sauce on the side.

or _
· Shrimp Eggplant Basil
Stir-fried sin-imp, eggplant, onipn, bell
pepper, sweet basil with s~et cbili
paste simce.

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT
- Scott Joseph; Orlando Sentinel
Foodie Award 2003

MUSIC
INTERVIEW

TheZutons
ready.for
big time

Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Nov. 21-27
1.U2
How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb
2~ Gwen Stefani

Love, Angel, Music, Baby

3.Eminem
Encore

Quirky Liverpool band ·
lands on Killers tour

4.LilJon
Crunk Juice
5.Snoo~D~g

R&G: T e asterpiece

EMILY JANE SCOTT

.
S

. _Staff Writer

6. New Found Glory
·
This Disaster: Live mLondon

eeing them onstage as performers,
The Zutons look exactly the way they
sound: They play danceable surf rock
that sounds straight out of a horror movie,
and they represent it with long hair flipping
everywhere, angular cut black outfits, good
time harmonies, and · a · perpetual
Charleston dance - and that's just their
saxophonist, Abi Harding. Put this kinetic
sax axer in the mix with four fellow Liverpudlian rockers, and you've got one of the
best live shows in the Orlando area in
recent memory.
With Harding, the band is-made up of
lead vocalist and rhythm guitarist David
McCabe, lead guitarist Boyan Chowdhury,
bassist Russell Pritchard and driunmer
· Sean Payne. With all of the kinetic energy
·and hand-clapping sing-alongs in their
show, no one in the House of Blues on Nov.
22 could deny that a great time was had
watching and listening to The Zutons especially in -comparison to the somewhat

7.Jimmy Eat World
Futures
8.GreenD~

American I iot

9. Fantasia Barrino
Free Yourself
10. None More Black
Loud About Loathing
11.Nirvana
With the Lights Out
12. Nine Inch Nails
The Downward Spiral (Deluxe Edition)
13.Chariot

Eve~hing's Alive Everything's
Breathing Nothing _

14. Pearl Jam
Rearviewmirror
15.Mae
Destination: B-Sides

18.MosDef
ANew Danger

Our resident reporter of
the scene poses this query

19.Moving Units
Dangerous Dreams

Staff Writer

RICKY SURILLO

20.Nelly
Suit

M

usic is a wondrous thing. It can be
used to change your emotional
state, express your feelings toward
something or, obviously; taken at face value
for entertainment Somewhere, there's a saying that goes "music makes the world go
'round." There seems to be another great
thing that is seemingly coming out of music as
well; maturity.
While this may not make a lot of sense, it's
something worth looking into, especially in
the ever-popular scene. Every good theory
needs good experimentation So.here is one to
try.
This is Oriando, so there are plenty oflveal

21. Number One Fan
Compromises
22.Usher
Confessions
23. Tom Waits
Real Gone
24. Ray Lamontagne
Trouble
25. Various artists
Enjoy Every Sandwich
-!'II

"'

their style in a very comfortable, affable
way. When asked what motivates them
onstage, he said, "Partly it's because we
enjoy the music w.ie're playing, partly it's for
the crowd ... it drains you when the crowd
doesn't give back."
The band formed in 2002 in Liverpool.
PLEASE SEE

ZUTONS' ON i7

Does maturity blossom earlier in Scene kids?

17. Me First &the Gimme Gimmes
Ruin Johnny's Bar Mitzvah

1'

stoic Killers that soon to followed. That ·
audience participation and love of music, of
course, is what The Zutons are all about.
"If people are there to see you.and you're
not enjoying yourself, it's a qit s***tier,"
Payne said. Speaking with what he calls a
"Celtic" accent that is often mistaken as
Scottish, Irish or Australian, Payne answers
questions about his band, their purpose and

SCENE REPORT

16.LeJigre
This Island

I

COURTESY SONY

Zutons lead singer/rhythm guitarist David McCabe performs at a recent show. ·

~

shows to go to. Pick one at rand~m and attend
it Now here's the tricky part - watch how
everyone acts with one another and then
compare it to how you acted when you were
in high school The point of this is that kids
who grow up with the scene around them and
listen to obscure bands early on tend to be
more mature early on ,
Of course, this doesn't apply to everyone.
There are plenty oflittle brats running around
inside and outside ofshows. No, this applies to
those specific kids that are 14, yet are more
mature than kids that are 18. It may seem odd,
but they are out there. 16-year-old Diane
Destefano has her own theory about maturity
in the scene.
''I think the kids in 'the scene' used to be
more mature becau'se they were all straightedge and had a lot more self-respect than they
do now," she said
The straight-edge that Destefano refers to
is kids who don't drink, do drugs or have sex

without being in love. While a lot ofkids break
edge every now and then, it's good to know
that morals can still exist in a scene like that.
But it's hard to tell an immature individual·
who has been in the scene from an immature
individual who goes to shows because a band
member is cute. After all, maturity doesn't discriminate. What this theory refers to is not the
14-year-old girls who listen to Good Charlotte
while wearing shirts that say "PUNK RAWK''
on them. Those kids don't count, and they
don't even belong to a scene anyways, at least
not this one. If Jeff Corwin hunted out scene
kids, this would easy for him to find Jeff Corwin does not hunt scene kids, however, but all
hope is not lost A lot of the times, for kids to
get into music, it's usually because of their
older brothers or sisters. If more siblings
would take the time to introduce their little
bro or sis to certain aspects of the scene, then
maybe, just maybe, they can be mature at a
younger age. Do it for the kids.

MUSIC
Zutons' idio~yncratic hoqe:J:"~surfbodgepodge forces ·paradigm shift
~..,,..,.

FROM i6

According to Payne, each of the· band
members had been playing in different
bands .in the area and each found themselves not compatible with these other
bands. Through the Liverpool music
. scene, they all gained a mutual appreciation for the way one another played, and
"it all worked out."
While there is a great deal of buzz
about the band's e~ormous appreciation
for cheesy horror flicks, Payne said this
isn't what brought them together.
'We like a lot of offbeat films, Hitchcock, and the occasional :B-movie is
good," he said. People think we're
. obsessed with B-movies, but we're not.
The name [of the band] doesn't mean
anything."
Though the artwork on their album
cover and Web site l)lay belie this, The
Zuton's musical style speaks for itse1£
Payne spoke about the size and depth
of the Liverpool music scene. "We're
never in Liverpool anymore, and here
each state .is the size
o( England. Liver,
.

.

....

.

pool is so small, and not a lot of bands the next cllbum, but that it will feature
[there] are putting out ,records." Payne ·· ''whatever comes out, really." He added that
said.that in the UK, The-Zutons are often the band would love to come back to a place
compared to
Franz -Ferdinand, like House of Blues and as a headliner.
While they would be happy just to come out
Razorlight and The Futureheads.When it comes to defining a genre, and tour the states again, "If we do get, our
however, Payne gave the idea that he and
the rest of the band, as well as the press
and the radio, have a much harder time
with that. "I don't like categorizing
music. People who just do whatever they
want, I like that." He cited Beck, the
Beastie Boys (''You could call them hiphop, but Paul's Boutique...") and N.E.RD.
as examples of such. While some may
hear The Zutons and immediately make
an influential connection to The Rolling
Stones1 Payne said that their influences
include "good songwriters ·who have a
good feel for the music," including The
Stones, James Brown, Neil Young and
Sly and the Family Stone. He listed
Queens of the Stone Age as one band
he'd like to see while touring in America.
As far as future plans, The Zutons will
be recording next year. Payne said the
band isn't looking for a new direction on

own crowd, that would be amazing." For
those about to rock, we can only hope that
The Zutons get their wish.
And in case you were wondering, lead
guitarist Boyan Chowdhury's moustache is
not real, despite appearances.

~·
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SONY MUSIC & PARK AVE. CDs
PRESENT THE
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BEST OF -2 004

GUITARS • AMPS • PRO AUDIO
DIGITAL KEYBOARDS • DRUMS
PERCUSSION • MUSIC SOFTWARE
BRASS & WOODWINDS • DJ GEAR

SHEET MUSIC & MORE!

LIFE

OMFG

ao
Long.review short: Bow
down to your new god

COURTESY ROCKSTAR GAMES

The sounds
of early '90s
San Andreas
Though good, the box se~
p~es against _
Vice City
IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

BRANDON HARDIN
indie Editor

t

HAL02

~ BY_Bungie·
~ Genre: First-person shooter
~ Release date: _
Available now

ow do you follow up a game
that slowly became a
videogame phenomenon,
taking root everywhere from frat
~\ houses to basements where 30·-.: ,., , t;·_ year-olds who still live with their
,;
'· parents reside?
Creating a sequel with more
weapons, maps, vehides, and
online support is a good place
to start. That was the plan for
making Halo 2 better than its
predecessor. And it seems to
have ·worked, with more
than $125 million ·m ade and
2.4 million units-sold just the Sound and video
first day.
The biggest complaint with Halo ,
Here's a look at Halo 2; it's · 2 comes from the video. It takes
weapons, new features, high- about 5 seconds after the screen has
lights and shortcomings loaded in-game to fill in all the detail,
(which are very few in num- likewise for cut scenes. But this.is a·
ber).
very small problem, and since this is
the biggest complaint, we're in good
Campaign mode
shape.
Storywise, Halo 2 picks
Vehicles like ghosts and banshees
up almost exactly where now sound much inore substantial,
the first Halo ended; one as does gunfire and grenade blasts.
of the rings was
Not that you'll be able to hear any
destroyed, and Master
PLEASE SEE HALO 2 ON i9
Chief (that's you)
.
\
• ,\

\
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escapes the blast.
You begin the sequel under attack
from the Covenant, and soon find
yourself on another Halo ring, trying
to save the Universe from being
vaporized. Simple enough.
In the style of the first Halo, battle
your way through hordes and of enemies charging their plasma pistols in
anticipatiqn of your arrival; feel free
to bring along a friend for cooperative-mode asskicking.
The campaign mode is fantastic
- good voice acting, a solid storyline
and plenty of action.
Unfortuna,tely, it's rather short,
about 10-12 hours of playing time on
an easier difficulty setting, and the
ending is infuriatingly inconclusive.
Oh well, at least we know there will
be a Halo 3, right? And there's always
Legendary difficulty should you feel
like a real challenge.

COURTESY BUNGIE
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ith the recent release of a new
Grand Theft Auto, it looks as
though a tradition is beginning
with the Tuesday release of another soundtrack box set with most of the music
.included in San Andreqs. Music helped
define the virtual·'80s setting of the previ-ous game in the series, Vice City - does
this new soundtrack do as good a job of
perfectly encapsulating an entire decade?
When the first box set was ·unleashed
two years ago, it was a revolutionary step
forward toward getting non-gamers drawn
into a game called Vice City. Sure, video
game soundtracks had existed long before
Vice City, but few made any sort of significant impact on a U.S. audience. Almost
every Final Fantasy may have its own original soundtrack, but few gamers learned of
the series through its ·music. ·
· But when the Vice City television ad hit
with "I Ran" playing in the background, a
lot of people took notice. Several million
people. Quickly, Vice City more than doubled the sales of its predecessor, Grand
Theft Auto 3. It also temporarily made· A
Flock of Seagulls cool .again. In the game,
seven virtual music stations played some of
the biggest hits of the decade of androgyny,
and even non-gamers fell in love with it.
The San Andreas soundtrack has some
high expectations to live up to1 particularly
since most gamers are familiar with the
music of its setting, the early '90s. Does the
new soundtrack capture the music we
grew up listening to?
Well, sort 0£
The inclusion of hits from Boyz II Men,
En Vogue and Bell Biv DeVoe harkens back
PLEASE SEE

...
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Women provide
wings of desire
'

WingWomen
service he_lps
out shy men
SHARON PARE
· StaffWriter

T

he antidote for every
dating foe men suffer
from? Wingwomen!
In "this world, many men
suffer from either egotistical
cockiness or mysterious shyness, both of which every .
woman finds to be a drawback.
The egotistical types tend to
·have no shame when trying to.
meet women, which in the end
results in them being a com-_
· plete turn-off. The shy types
who get cold feet approaching
women, never get anywhere
. because they never talk. Both
of these types of men are the
ones that could use wing-

women:
WingWomen is a professional escort service. The men
who hire these women pay $50
an hour for their services.
Now, you're thinking, that's·
pretty cheap! Well this isn't tjie
type of "professional escort
service" that initially comes to
mind.
These wingwomens' duties
are to exclusively escort these
socially inept, lonely, single
mert (or Brad Pitt look-a-likes
who ~e, much too intimidating to walk up to) around bars
: and lounges and help introduce them to other women in ·
the vicinity.
While the wingwoman and
the potential date talk, the
wingwoman introd~ces her
male companion and then disengages from .the conversation, leaving 'just the guy and
the potential date to talk.
If the pairing doesn't work,
the wingwoman and man find
a new woman and start the
process anew.
Shane Forbes, 29-year-old
graduate student and computer programm~r ·founded
WingWomeil' in New York, ·
and has spread the franchise to
Miami. Why does Forbes
believe that this tactic will

...

The indie now has full access to the Future's
archives, so each week we're bringing you an old
editorial cartoon. This gem turned up on Nov. 28,
1995. It's the worst piece of turkey humor we've·
seen since that "gobble gobble" scene in Gigli.

.

work? Simple.
.
Picture this: As a guy alone·
in a bar, you meander toward
two attractive, yet unapproachable women by yoilrself in hopes of getting phone
numbers. Girls will typically
find-this sleazy and send you
on-your way as lonely as when
you got there.
But; if you have your wingwoman with you, she Call be
the one to spark the conversation with these two women.
She can- say "nice shoes" to
your prospective dates without the two women feeling as
if she has just hit on them. You
can·easily be included in the
conversation without looking
distasteful.
On the flipside, let's assume
that you feel you'll get
nowhere with your wingwoman on your appointed
meeting. You will then be
refunded your full $50 if you
are not satisfied in the first 25
minuteS:
"I wouldn't use it," said senior and marketing major C!aig
Watson. "Even if I'm 50 and
single and can't get · a date,
introverts neea it. It'd hurt my
pride. People who are· scared
to talk to people need it. I don't
care how beautiful you are, all
she could say is 'no' while l
move on to the next one."
"Dude, this wingwomen is
whack," said senior · and
molecular and microbiology
major· Azelynn Crisostomo.
"Why can't these guys just go
out with their girlfrie·n ds or
find a home girl? I think it's just
weird, especially for people
our age. Maybe for guys in
their 30s."
But let's forget the men for
just one second. WingWomen
can be for you too, ladies!
The bottom line ~ regardless of whether you t1llnk this
service is desperate or helpful
- is that if your WingWoman
is a success; she has become
your gateway to futm:e rendezvous with other women or
non-committed,
short
moments of fornication.
For those interested in ·
startirig fn1.nchises right here
in Orlando go to ww\v;wingwomen.com.
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SHAVED MY HfAD
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CFF ARCHIVES

Halo2 runs rings around Halo
iinportantly the plas,ma sword.
Devastating at close range, the
plasma sword is not to be .taken
lightly. Or through the stomach.
A few old .favorites are different. No more scopes on pistols, .
and they're weaker. The needler
is more powerful. The shotgun
reloads slower, but is stronger.
That's the price of progress.

no motion sensor. Havoc ensues
as everyone tries to kill t)J.e ninja
before he racks up enough kills to
win; by taking out the ninja, an
opponent becomes the ninja, giving him the chance to win.
~ult: Get a bomb into the
enemy base. But oh yeah, if you're
carrying the bomb, you run·slower and can't fire a weapon. Have
fun there, target.

Multiplayer .
· · This is the real heart of the
With far too many other new
game. Get up to 16 people togeth- things to list, your best bet to get
er on a LAN, or hop on XBox Live . an accurate representation of
Halo 2 is ·to play it yourself. Rent,
to battle foes around the world
Here are a few standout game or find a friend who has it.
variants:
Failing those options, I'll be
FROM i8
N'mjaliaut: One player is the happy to show you the ropes of
of that when your friends are · ninja, invisible with a motion sen- this great game - and the sharp
swearing at you (or you at the_m) sor. Everyone else? Visible with end of a·plasma sword.
in multiplayer. :

Weapons

-.

Finally, players can hold two
weapons at one. About time the '
chief realized he could use his
left arm for more than throwing
grenades. This mcikes some fun
combinations. Try out different
things to see what works best.
There are also new additions
in both. human and ' alieri
weaponry. There are now alien
sniper rifles, grenade launchers,
a scoped assault rifle, arid most

.THE' BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATIOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!
M-R 10-6 I FRI 9-5:30 .
SAT 9-4:30 SUN Closed
407-6.81 ~671 S~

f$1-~0Cf1
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OFF!..
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The rise and frill ·

opene,d. o
ec. 19, 1993. The Genterpieces of
park were about 60 scale
models of Iainous Chinese landmarks,
such as the~orbidden City and a halfnille.loµg · at Wall. 'Ihe park also fea~· sho
rreet performers and aerobatic shows.
TIJ.e $100 million pa,rk, which was ·
MATT HEDGECOCK
owned and operated by the China Travel
St~ffWriter
Services, a Chinese government travel
agency, opened to large crowds and posalt Disney World, Universal itive reviews. About 3,000 people turned
Studios and Sea World all have out for Splendid China's grand opening,
at least one quality in common surpassing expected turnout.
-1
rides. Tourists love rides, and the
However, hints of some of the park's
parks with the best rides usually get the problems surfaced on the first day. One
most visitors. So what happens when a mother told the Orlando Sentinel on
opening day that "kids got a little bor~d
theme park doesn't have any rides?
Splendid China was a 76-acre Chi- looking at the statues." Though Splendid
n~se-styled park and gardens that
China later added a children's play area,

of the .ride-less ·
China theme park

W

..

the park never had·any rides.
"I told the local managers [when
Splendid China, opened] that it will not
be successful here, because it was too
passive," .said Ab¢1am Pizam, Dean of
the Rosen College of HospitalitY Man. agement. "You go through and look at the
exhibits and look at the beautiful replicas,
and while it was an enjoyable [park], it
does not match the normal tourist style: ..
where you can interact and participate."
Splendid China was also continually
dogged by protesters. The group Citizens Against Communist Chinese Propaganda objected· to the inclusion of
landmarks located in previously sovereign nations, such as the Potala Palace in
Tibet or Genghis Khan's Mausoleum in
Mongolia. CACCP claimeq that the
inclusion of these landmarks was an

attempt to legitimize Chinese; oc~pa
tion of these areas.
Despite the solid opening, attendance
declined rapidly. Company executives
reported to the Orlando Sentinel that by
the late ·1990s, the park averaged about
400 to 500 people a day, which dropped
to 200 to 300 people by 2000.
The park and adjacent land were to be
sold for $56.5 million in 2000, but the deal
fell through. Additionally, the former
president of the attraction, Sunny Yang,
was flown back to China and placed
under ~ouse arrest, partially for his mismanagement of the park.
''Yang purposely made the park look
like it was failing so he could be the agent
in a sale [of the park] where tqete would
PLEASE SEE
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Action,
packed
Rerun figures, poor
.
.
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MARVEL LEGENDS 7
svToyBiz
Genre: Action figure
Release date: Available now

MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

A

s men like Rodney Dangerfield
and Martin Scorsese have taught
us in the past; even legends can
make mistakes. Such is the case with Toy
Biz's Marvel Legends Series Seven, a big
step back for what has become one of
action-figure history's greatest lines.
v--. ~ - ~~ ~; ~
The line consists of six figures, three
. '
of which have already existed in one or
.several other forms: Weapon X Wolverine (there are several Wolvies out there
already), Ghost Rider (a bulkier v~rsion
came out in series three) and Silver Centurion Iron Man (a standard Iron Man
with other variants was one of Legend's
inaugural figures). If you already have
another version of these characters, save
your money unless you're a completist.
There's not enough of a difference to justify purchasing what is essentially the
same figure twice.
To round out the line are two Avengers
who have recently met grisly deaths Hawkeye and the Vision - and X-Men
arch nemesis Apocalypse. Only .the
Vision, who's just a repairited Archangel
figure with a cape slapped on, is worthy
of purchase, since ifs highly unlikely we'll ·
see the beloved synthezoid molded in 6inch plastic again. Apocalypse is massive,
befitting the shape-changing mutant's
monstrous physique as portrayed in the
comics. It's still amazing·that _T oy Biz can
manage more than 30 points of art.iculated poseability on even the chunkier figCOURTESYTOY BIZ
ures. Hawkeye, the standout of the set,
equipped with one of his trademark bows Clockwise from top: Buy Apocalypse now, Weapon XWolverine is in the buff, Ghost Rider is still flaming, Hawkeye is right
and a menagerie of trick arrows plus a on target and Iron Man looks like he's practicing for mime school in Ma_rvel's latest action figure series.
rocket stallion, couldn't be better (save
If you're able to find Hawkeye, the
for the fact that, coincidentally enough, three of the remade figures in a case each,
making it near-impossible to find and Vision and Apocalypse pick them up; you
he's a bit bow-l~gged).
Perhaps Series Seven's biggest prob- purchase the figures worth purchasing! probably won't see them for long, and
lem doesn't have anything to do with This isn't a mjnor quibble among collec- each character is a valid addition to any
articulation or accessories. The biggest tors, but a continuing dilemma that needs toy or comic fan's collection of Marvel
gripe is with the uneven case ratios. Basi- to be remedied if the line will be a suc- heroes. But definitely don't scrobnge up
callY, Toy Biz decided to pack the three cess. What's the point of making a prod- the $40-plus these figures go for on eBay
new characters who haven't been made uct if the consumer isn't able to pick it up and other sites. They're not that legendary.
·
before with one per case of 12 and put in at a reasonable price?

NOT JUST SEX

Is it love ~~
or fantasy?
DANADELAPI
Staff Writer

I

n college you meet a lot of people. ,A nd
they are people from all over - from
places you think could only be real · the
movies. It's a strange thing how people can
come from two totally different worlds and
one day meet. Before that moment, you
never even thought this pel'Son existed.
There's Scotty from Michigan, Rachel
from Ohio. Guys from West Palm Beach or
Jacksonville. Girls from New York or London. College is a mix of people who in real
life have no business meeting. But they do, in
some surreal notion of fate and destiny.
So here we are living in this fantasy of
relationships defying the miles, breaking
cultural ban;iers and finding true love in
unexpected places. But, I wonder, when during all of this do relationships become eal?
· When feelings and events can be so surreal it is ruird to tell the difference between
what's genuine and what's fake, between
love and lust But one can't really exist without the other. You can never.k now love without having felt lust Both have to exist simultaneously unless you want a flat, simply
agreeable relationship.
1.ately I have seen more and more of my
friends use the word love when referring to
their significant other. But they never can
seem to define what it is that they love about
the other person. Is it their conviction? Their
intelligence? Morals? Humor? Their soul?
No, more often than not, the answer I get is
that they can sit and watch 'IV toge~for
hours. I can do that with my dog. Seems·it is
more of a comfort in saying a word that carries so much meaning than in actually feeling it. Call me a skeptic, but if you can't
describe it, how do you know if you really
feel it? That what you have is real - everything the cliches say about love. Then again,
we wouldn't be so cynical about it if it wasn't all that it's cracked up to be.
But what if there is no such thing as ''real
love''? Anything in the relationship world is
truly subjective. What may be real in my
mind may not be real in yours. Just because
I saw a connection and felt a spark doesn't
necessarily mean you felt it too. If th~lier
person didn't see it or feel it, it may not e\ren
really be there. Except for in your own head,
that is. And that is where we feel most comfortable - in our own heads, in our own
worlds where we cultivate meanirigful, fulfilling relationships based only on what we
perceive as real.
Ultimately, real relationships are built on
things outside of this c~llege fantasy life we
live in. The feelings have to be mutually
reciprocated or else the relationship is only
real in your own mind. While that world
may be a great place to live, it doesn't always
mean you are a part of someone else's. And
that is what separates fantasy from reality.
-:;....
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Living a life On Edge
Edgy wrestling biography goes beyond the mat
t'ADAM COPELAND
~ON EDGE
,
~ BY Adam Copeland

Remnants of
China remain
in Orlando

• Genre: Autobiography
Release date: Available now
MICH'\EL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

D

uring WWE's Attitude
era of the hlte '90s early
'OOs, a few young tag
teams stole show after show in a
vanety of death-defying bouts,
including a series of brutal
tables, ladders and chairs
matches. One of the participants in these matches, a Canadian lad by the name of Edge, is
still with the company today
and recalls these times, as well
as the rest of his life, in his autobiography Adam Copeland on
Edge.

Unlike many other wrestling
books, the authorial name used
on the spine is not the one that
has helped sell out arenas;
instead it's Adam Copeland,
E~ birth name. This is fitting, since Edge spends a great
deal talking about lif~ outside of
the ring. Usually the "rise to
fame" part of an autobiography
is work to get through, but
Copeland knows how much to
put in and never gets overly
emotional. He came from a
poor background without a
·father, but tackles his upbringing with gusto and humor. From
an early age he had an escapist

front of crowds of 50-70 people,
while still juggling jobs and rela- ·
tionships back home. Sacrifices
were made and risks were
taken, but all the hard work paid
off for Copeland, who was able
to make enough of a name for
himSelf to land a job with Vmce
McMahon's WWE (then the
WWF).
There's no ghostwriter here.
This is stream-of-consciousness, blog-like Writing, and it
works, making the book one
FROM i10
that could even be enjoyed by
non-wrestling fans. The second
be personal gain for him," Splendid China
half of the book less likely to
public relations manager Al Riley told
· appeal to those non-fans, as it
Amusement Business Magazine in 2001
just details Copeland's feelings
"In my opinion, and I may be wrong, but
about matches. Once you get
in my opinion it's releasing responsibility or
the fame and career you were
not taking responsibility and just blaming it
looking for, where do you go
on a third part)r; it's always easy to point fmfrom there? Being only 30, he
gers..." said Dr. Ady Milman, professor at the .
hasn't gone through too many
Rosen College of Hospitality Management
rough patches in his wrestling
Even after Yang left, the park's future
career, though the ones he has·
looked far from splendid Weeds were growendured got less attention than
ing in tm the miniatures. Street performers
they could have.
and dancers no longer populated the streets
He doesn't give too many
(the park employed only 40 people when it
details about his divorce, which
closed, as opposed to 500 when it opened).
gets about halfa page ofdescrip- · · And the strict cultural angle was lost when a
tion, but he does talk extensive·Cheeburger Cheebµrger restaurant was
ly about the year-long reeupe!f:lopened inside the park in 2001.
tio.p. from severe neck surgery
Splendid China fmally closed on Dec. 31,
he went through last year.
2003, just a few weeks after its tenth anniverOn Edge is the most honest
sary. However, its unfortunate outcome was
and entertaining book put out
never really in doubt
by a WWE wrestler since Mick
"It was a museum! It was an outdoor
Foley's duo of autobiographies,
muse'um. And it should have been a theme
Have a Nice Day! and Foley is
park," Pizam said
Good. It's certainly more draNearly a year after it closed, Splendid
matic and engaging than anyChina is still standing, but the withering
thing WWE has put on televi-.
Florida climate and three hurricanes have
sion in the last few years.
:not been kind to the defunct attraction.·
· The park's opulent front gates are faded
and pallid. Inside and outside the park,
brown vegetation grows wild. Vmes snake
over ~d through walls. Street lights leading
to the parking lot are toppled and broken,
likely victims of Charley or one of his sisters.
track of AFI covering "Head
A quick peek over the wall surrounding
Like a Hole" and a bonus DVD
containing an extended intro
the park reveals the fate of the models.
Though undoubtedly much worse for wear,
to the San Andreas game.
. Cool stuff ___..:. .e xcept for the
most of the miniatures still appear to be
fact people payfug for a fullstanding, silently waiting for visitors who
blown box set don't get the
will never come.
bonuses.
The entrance sign's twin dragons on US
Unless
some
drastic
192 still stand, their chipped, weathered grins
changes happen in the next
leering in the hot Florida sun - gaudy gravefew weeks, many may find
stones marking the place where China tried
themselves disappointed with
to squeeze itself into Orlando's crowded
tourism business.
·
·
this latest compilation.

COURTESY WWE

mentality and became fixated
with the fantastical - listening
to KISS, reading Spider-Man .
comics and watching all the
wrestling he could It's the last
form of entertainment that
turned from a simple delight to

an aspiration.
The young Copeland and a
group of friends (h_icluding former tag-team partner Jason
"Christian'' Reso) traveled on a
number of ''winter death toilrs"
across Canada to perform in

Bbx set lacks bonuses of lesser CD compilation
FROM

i8.

to the days of spazzing out like
a dork while doing the "Roger
Rabbit."
But not ~as well-captured is
the alternative selection of
music. In a decade where
grunge defmed the alternative
movement, the choice of
alternative bands in San
Andrea.$ seems questionable.
DeJ?.~che Mode, Soundgarden
,..,._

and Danzig attracted their fair Priest, REO Speedwagon and
share of success, but they big name after ~ig name, San
don't make up for the gaping Andreas often sounds limited
hole in this playlist. Where are in comparison.
our Smashing Pumpkins,
Other oddities surround
Pearl Jam and Nirvana?
the release of a more streaniRockstar Games may have · line.d (read: cheaper) two-CD
been limited by their ties with soundtrack as an alternative
Interscope in terms -of what to the eight-CD box set. The
music they could include in biggest hits from each of the
their new game. While Vice game's eight virtual radio staCity had Blondie, Michael tions are .crammed onto two
Jackson, Hall and Oates, Judas CDs - along with a bonus

the
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Swollen
Colin in
biopic~Oliver

Stone's big-budget debacle
shows us Alexarider the Grating

MATT HEDGECOCK

.
T

Staff Writer

here's n~ question about the-colossal impact that
Alexander the Great had on the course of history.
·
. Tutored by Aristotle, Alexander quickly rose to the
ranks in the Macedonia army. He became king when he was .
20. He conquered the known world before he was 30.
But who c9uld've guessed he Was so damned whiny?!
Or at least that's what Oliver Stone depicts, if we are to
take his bloated sword-and-sandals epic Alexander as a factual biopic. Even if the real Alexander was as emotionally
he didn't have to contend with comical pererratic, odds
At top, Elliot Cowan, left, and Colin Farrell, right, battle over
which side has the silliest helmets. At right, Farrell's Alexander
formances, dreadful dialogue and an oppressive serise of
. . the Great may have a bigger mane than his horse.
boredom that permeates near every image of the film's 3hour running time.
The movie opens after Alexander's (Colin Farrell) beyond kissing, and most ofthe time it's just Alexander-a nd
untimely death with Ptolemy, aka "Expositorious Max- his lover Hephaistion (Jared Leto) making goo-goo eyes at ·
i.mus" (Anthony Hopkins) recounting the events of each other.
·
.,
Alexander's life.
The battle scenes are visually impressive, but 'are too
Or some of them anyways. The script glosses over a few and far betw_een, especially for a 'flick about a man
number of significant battles and events that should be · famed for his militacy prowess. Fans expecting Gladiatordramatized, but are eschewed in favor of quasi-incestuous type action will be disappointed to say the least.
banter between Alex and his mother Olympias .(Ang~lina
Oddly enough, the typically controversial St~me avoids
any sort of political or ethical analy$is of Alexander's globJolie).
Stone even suggests that the sole re~on for Alexander al exploits. The film opens with· the postul~tion that
to head off on his journey of conquest was to get away from Alexander really was great, despite his ·penchant for waghis mother! As loopy as .that sounds, it is fairly accurate. ing wars with no discemable pillpose or objective. There's
Three h01..rrs of Jolie's Natasha Fatale accent and snake- still a great deal of controversy about whether Alexander
fondling and I felt like fleeing to west Asia too.
should be revered or reviled - alas, Stone missed out on a
'"· Farrell does an okay job as the simpering; sulking con- · potentially engaging subject. .
queror, but more often than not ·his bad dye-job mullet
. Alexander is a film that is uillikely to please anybody.
ends up stealing the scene~ With a bette~ character, his per- There aren't enough battles for action fans, the characters
formance may have even appeared Oscar-worthy, but_ aren't good enough for draina fans, and the film is too Jong
Stone seems to think making Alexander bisexual and men- to ~ven get most people in the door.
tally unbalanced is a substitute for healthy characteriza- _ On the plus side, the film's likely box office failure could
sound the death knell for ponderous, big-.budget historical
tion.
.
.
Ah, yes, the gay scenes. Easily the most publicized part epics. Though it would have beeri nice if it had ,h appened
of the film, they're actually quite tame. It never goes . before we had been subjected to Troy and King Arthur.
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MOVIES
Presented by

FILM REVIEW

***•.

COMING TO DVD - DEC. 7

The Matrix
Regurgitated
Or how about Rehashed?
Or perhaps Recycled?
BRETT.RYAN BONOWIU
Staff Writer

The Ultimate Matrix Collection

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Oct. 29-31
All doll!.l[_figures in millior:is
RANK· FILM- WEEKEND GROSS .
GROSS TO DATE ·WEEKS IN RELEASE • SCREENS

1. National Treasure- $32.2
$87.3 ·Two weeks· 3,017
2. The lnaedibles- $23.6
$214.3 ·Four weeks· 3,683
3. Christmas with the Kranks- $21.6
$30.8 ·One week• 2,819
4. The Polar Express- $19.4
$81.5 •Three weeks • 3,650
5. Spongebob Squarepants Movie- $17 .8
$58.8 ·Two weeks· 3,212
6.Alexander- $13.7
$21.8 • One week· 2,819
7. Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason- $6.2
$32.0 •Three weeks· 2,450
8. Finding Neverland- $4.7
$7 .8 ·Three weeks· 2,112
9.Ray-$4.0
$65.1 • Five weeks· 2,020
10.Aft~e Sunset- $3.1
$24.3 : Tfiree weeks· 2,819
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. ALAFAYATRAIL,407-977-1107

After the Sunset (PG-13)
7:4010:40

Alexander (R)
12:00 4:00 8:00 9:20

Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason (R)
12:10 2:50 6:50 9:50

Christmas with the Kranks (PG)
1~:00 3:10 4:20 6:50 7:30 8:009:4010:40

12:1oa

Ooser(R)
12:1012:503:004:201:101:509:4010:3012:1oa

Fade to Blade: (R)
1:104:301:io 10:2012:5oa

Finding Nevertand (PG)
· 12:404:101:io 10:1012:40a

The Grudge (PG-13)
10:50

I Am David (PG)
1:io 3:501:109'.so 12:ioa

lne lnaedibles (PG)
12:20 12:40 1:10 1:303:20 4:00 4:30 5:00 6:30 7:00
9:3010:1012:3Ga
..;.: ,

PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON j17
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Afun Jamie Lee Curtis and a basically bored Tirri Allen star in the inoff~nsiye holiday.cash cow Christmas with the Kranks.
..

,;.

:

.

·Fanlily film offers positive
Krank Juice.for the holiday
The~e

are worse ways of spending Christmas ~an this

CATHLEEN RAFFETY
Staff Writer

E

very holiday season ushers in maxedout credit cards, those white-lighted
robotic deer families, and, of course,
heartwarming Christmas-themed movies for
the whole family to enjoy. And while Christ.._
mas with the Kranks is certainly no holiday
classic, it's still sure to give viewers some good,
clean holiday fun.
Luther Krank (Tim Allen) and Nora Krank
(Jamie Lee Curtis) are Christmas junkies,
sometimes spending in excess of $6,000 on the
holiday. But when their daughter Blair (played
by Julie Gonz.alo) decides to spend Christmas
away from home, Luther convinces his wife to
skip the usual festivities and instead spend the
money on a luxurious Caribbean cruise. The
idea sounds wonderful, but . Mr. and Mrs.
Krank are soon faced with the wrath of relentless Christmas-loving neighbors as w~ll as the
prospect of their daughter returning home on
Christmas Eve. The plot seems simple enough,
but add a marriage engagement, a poli~e chase
and real Christmas magic, and you'll have a
jumbled, .c heesy mix of slapstick humor and
true meaning.
Curtis gives a great performance, adding a
lot of energy and quirkiness to her role. She
seems genuinely excited as the zany Nora,
.which is more than can be said for Allen He
seems bored and unenthused most of the time,

a disappointing turn for the man formerly
known as Santa Glaus. Dan Aykroyd, playing
Vic Frohmeyer, the most unyielding of all
neighbors, gives a noteworthy performance
with his amusing Minnesota accent and nasally voice. Plus, like Curtis, he looks like he's really having a good time. Physical comedy rules
throughout the Kranks, offering mildly humorous events such as Mr. Krank falling from the
roof and Mrs. Krank involved in a frantic
supermarket race. The laughs are predictable
and have very little subtlety, but childrel) will
love them. In fact, anyone who enjoys silly
slapstick humor will get a kick out of the film's
·
jokes.
Amidst the film's chaos, there are messages
about unselfishness and togetherness, not to
mention the importance of holiday cheer. The
concept of rebelling against commercialism
loses steam as the movie progresses, but we
soon find out that that's not what the film is
truly about The ideas of giving and neighborly love are blunt and, as always, cheesy. But the
bottom line is that the movie does offer some
good lessons, no matter how they are relayed
by the actors or events.
If you're in the mood for a lighthearted family flick, then have an early Christmas with the
Kranks. While it's hardly.destined to become a
holiday classic, it's still cute, and children will
enjoy it. Ifinnocent silliness isn't your bag, then
this movie probably isn't for you. It could make
you cranky.

Just in time for the holiday shopping
season Warner Brothers is releasing The
Ultimate Matrix Collection. Encapsulating
almost everything anyone ever wanted (or
needed) to know about the world of The
Matrix, this 10(?!)-disc set is exactly what
will be purchased this holiday season for
many horny 13-year-olds who still just
can't get enough of that rave scene in
Reloaded.
Disc one features The Mgtrix along
with an all-new digital transfer and a written introduction by the Wachowski Brothers.. Since the brothers prefer to stay mute
about their own film, two new commen- .
taries by philo.s ophers and critics are
included
Disc two is the already released The
Matrix Revisited, which includes 17
behind-the-scenes and making-of featurettes. ·· ~
Disc three houses The Matrix Reloaded,
also aleng with a new digital transfer, a
written introduction by the Wachowski
Brothers and two more new commentaries by philosophers and critics that are
obviously smarter then everyone else. -..
Disc four includes The Matrix
Reloaded Revisited, with 21 behind-thescenes and making-of featurettes and 23
extra scenes shot for the Enter the Matrix
video game.
Disc five, The Matrix Revolutions,
fucltides another written introduction by
the Wachowski Brothers ... and two new
commentaries by philosophers and critics!
Disc six, The Matrix Revolutions Revisited, includes 29 behind-the-scenes and
making-of featurettes showing just how
they made this truly crappy end to the
Matrix trilogy.·
Disc seven, The Animatrix, includes ·all
nine short films.
Disc eight, The Roots ofthe Matrix, provides two new documentaries about the
making of the films.
Disc nine, The Burly Man Chronicles,
documents all the craftspeople behind the ·
Matrix world.
Disc 10, the cleverly named Zion
Archive, houses everything else. Production assets developed for the Matrix universe, concept artwork, storyboards, drawings, music videos and all those annoying
TV spots and trailers from all the Matrixrelated things. Remember green Powerade?
L
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FILM REVIEW

War·tale a

wonde_rful
women's
picture~
Rosenstrasse a harrowmg,
uplifting World .War 2 epic
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

R

osenstrasse, the latest masterpiece from
·
COURTESY SAMUEL GOLDWYN FILMS
German auteur Margarethe von Trotta, is a Svea Lohde plays the young Ruth,_here extracting a doll from the rubheartbreaking rumination on memory, an ble of a recent bombing. The Nazi flag stares godlike from above.
absorbing story of the perseverance oflove, a mystery, and a German history lesson rolled into one
expertly shot, ~cted, edifed and designed picture.
yet often overlooked, facet of the Nazi epidemic:
At the forefront is a common theme in the cin- mixed marriages between Germans and Jews.
ema of von Trotta: the resiliency --and power of Lena reflects on how she and Ruth would wait for
women against seemingly insurmountable odds. days, despite cruel guards and death threats, outBut in some of her collaborations with husband side of a converted prison in Rosenstrasse where
Volker Schlondorff-like his Coup de Grace (1976) Lena's husband and championed pianist Fabian
and their co-directed effort The Lost Honor of resided, along with Ruth's mother and countless
Katharina Blum (1975) - the sympathetic and for- other victims of mixed marriages.
ward-thinking heroines are at the service of devBut the film's depictions of Nazi horror don't
astating plots that martyr them in the films' cyni:.. stop there - von Trotta shows-scenes of Third
cal tirades against wartime love and the media, Reich cruelty tinrelated to the plot, weaving in
respectively. Here, however, the most recurring characters suffering from similar forced abandontheme is hope; cymcism is replaced by simple .ment. The subplots add to von Trotta's meticucare and patience, proving that uplifting fil~s can lously designed atmosphere of Nazi Germany, a
be just as painstakingly real and unsentimental as cold palette of blacks and blues contrasting with
glum message films. While the film is a harrow- the comparative brightness of present-day New
ing and depressing tearjerker on many accounts, York.
one is ultimately left with ·a sense of satisfaction
It's appropriate for a film so hung up on the past
and completeness at the end of the engrossing that the opening credit montage shows a sea of
two-plus hours of Rosenstrasse.
gravestones, relics of one of the most awful times
Von Trotta has the difficult task of weaving in world history. But in Rosenstrasse, reflecting on
together multiple stories that are generations the past has the power to heal, not hurt, and the
apart with the deft use of flashbacks. To under- film is an endorsement of the necessity of ancesstand her half-German, half-Jewish mother Ruth's try and the secrets it can reveal. Even more signifsudden pronounced embrace of Judaism at the icantly, it shows that the ramifications of the Holo· film's opening, daughter Hannah encounters a caust are still relevant and .still affecting families
mysterious woman who proves to be a crucial who choose the route .of "ignorance is bliss" to
link''between her mother's hush-hush pa$t in avoid the past.
.
Nazi-occupied Germany and her current miserOne may wonder why so many German films
able state. Specifically, the link involves Lena Fis- tackle the subject of the Holocaust. But iri its very
cher, a woman who took a young Ruth under her nature, film can help preserve memories, particuwing when the Nazis raided the area of Jews. larly when they're as grounded in reality as RosenRuth's mother was taken away, as was Lena's hus- strasse. Rosenstrasse, more than just ariother Nazi
band. Lena was spared only because she was movie, provides a strong example of the need for
Aryan. Hannah must learn more, so she travels reflection and the problem of suppression in its
from her home in New York to Berlin to visit stirring evocation of the unyielding tenacity of
Lena, now 90.
women.
And so the film presents another devastating,
Opens tomorrow at Regal Winter Park.

.
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MOVIES
Chew on this,
theater owners·
BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ
Staff Writer

I

Abloody Naomi Watt~ stars in writer-director Scott Coffey's satirical Hollywood comedy Ellie Parker, set to debut at the 2005 Sundance Film Festival.

Utah jazzed up for Sundance
gling to break an .oral fixation for his brought down by scandals; Frozen
thumb.
Angels, an examination of scientific ·
·Watts, who co-starred in last year's and social ramifications of humandramatic entry We Don't Live Here Any- reproduction research, from filmmakmore, stars in writer-director Scott Cof- ers Eric Black and Frauke Sandig; and
fey's Ellie Parker, a comic tale of a bud- Ellen Perry's The Fall ·o f Fujimori, a
ding Hollywood actress.
chronicle of the fall~n Peruvian presiDAVID GERMAIN
Linney, star of past Sundance grand dent.
Associated Press
prize winner You Can Count on Me,
New this time is Sundance's worldOS ANGELES - Sundance Film appears in writer-director Noah Baum- cinema dramatic competition, added
Festival veterans Naomi Watts, bach's The Squid and the Whale, a to help foster U.S. interest in films
Laura Linney and Patricia Clark- divorce drama set in 1980s Brooklyn. from overseas.
··
Among those films are John.
son are returning with new movies to Jeff Daniels co-stars.
Clarkson, whose Sundance films · Leguizamo in Cronicas, about a Miami
the nation's top showcase for indehave included The Station Agent and . reporter tracking a serial killer in
pendent cinema.
.
Organizers on Monday announced Pieces ofApril, appears in writer-direc- Ecuador; Peter Mullan and Brenda
16 ti~s each in the festival's competi-· tor Craig Luca$' Dying Gaul, co-starring Blethyn in On a Clear Day, following a
tions for independent American dra- Peter Sarsgaard in the tale of a screen- man's attempt to swim the English
mas, U.S. documentaries and world- writer in a three-way relationship with Channel; and Brothers, featuring Cannie Nielsen in a story of a family copcinema dramatic features, plus 12 a movie executive and his wife.
Also among dramatiC contenders is ing with a husband's dispatch to war in
entries for world-cinema documentaries. The festival runs Jan. 20-30 in Lonesome Jim, directed by Steve Afghanistan.
Park City, Utah.
Buscemi,.about a 27-year-old man who
World-cinema
documentaries
"The quality of the competitions is moves back to his dysfunctional par- include Pirjo Honkasalo's
3 Rooms
as strong as we've ever seen," said Fes- ents' home after failing to make it on ofMelancholia, which probes the contival Director Geoffrey Gilmore. "The his own. The film stars Casey Affleck flict in ·Chechnya; Werner Herzog's
range of different kinds of work coming and Liv Tyler.
·
Grizzly Man, about bear activists Timthrough this year is going to be surprisThe documentary competition othy Treadwell and Amie Huguenard,
ing to a lot of people."
includes Why We Fight, .a study of the mauled to death by a grizzly in Alaska
Keanu Reeves headlines the cast list forces behind the Iraqi war and Amer- in 2003; and Sean McAllister's The Libamong the dramatic competition, play- ican militarism from director Eugene erace of Baghdad, about a famed Iraqi
ing a dentist in writer-director Mike Jarecki; Enron; Ask Why, Alex Gibney's pianist holed up in a hotel while await~ Thumbsucker, about a boy strugexploration of the corporate giant ing an American visa.

Sundance Fihn Festival ·
announces lineup for
annual January event

L

The

have a pitch for movie theaters around the globe,
and I think it's an interesting concept. Please ...
·
read with wide eyes.
- When purchasing food from the concession stand
one of the things I find most appalling (besides the
lugubrious prices) is that I tend to finish my m;unmoth popcorn and so-dee pop before the opening
credits unfurl Now perhaps ~ have an overanxious
appetite, and maybe the fact that rm a glutton doesn't
help eithei; but for the love of me if rm going to pay
the same price as a movie ticket (sometimes more)
for food thafs only going to entertain me for 25 minutes, I want to pay a discounted rate.
I feel that ·the food I'm served should entertain
me for as long as my movie lasts. If I'm seeing Half
Baked or Elephant (each running about 80 minutes)
I want some grub that's going to satiate my enormous appetite until the credits roll. Now perhaps
I'm asking for too much. Perhaps my overwh~lming
thirst and hunger can only be contented by a film
that is good It seems my hunger rises after particularly bad movies such as The Grudge and Oliver
Stone's acid trip biopic Alexander. All of this probably stems from the fact that since my pants are so
layered with fat, my wallet doesn't have any room
for cash (read: I'm poor, fat and lonely).
There are those who bring their oWn to the theatre.
You know -the type. The ones who line their pockets
with. Airheads, Twizzlers and cheeseburgers from
McDonald's in their pockets. They sit next to you, and
you hear the rattle of their soda can top and ah abrupt
pop as they try to discreetly feast on their contraband
And thafs all fine. But rm looking for something more.
I don't want to cheat the theatei; I want to haggle them.
Regardless of my small wallet and large gullet, movie
theater food is priced for an upper income bracket If
rm not pulling in six figures, I shouldn't be pulling Skittle residue from my teeth during the flick.
One time I actually saw ~ young couple with a
child attempting to use food stamps at the theatre.
They wanted a small popcorn, and they received
nothing. Foolish pride, one might say to that example, but riddle me this: In a society constantly being
told by the media that it's fat, constantly being
hounded for being overweight, why would moVie
theaters only offer the most unhealthy (have you
seen that ''buttery topping?") items? Again it comes
d9wn to a simple greed factor, and that greed factor
is money. Lots and lots of money.
Maybe everyone should follow the outstanding
example of that Chili's restaurant and its bottomless tostado-nacho-type things. And have them
cost the same as the movie costs. Eighty minutes of
nachos. Seeing Alexander? Three hours worth of
nachos. Perhaps there could be a timer on the casing in which the nachos were enclosed.
All I'm asking for is my time. Or my money.
One of them is worth something, and with the
price gouging that takes place now I'd hate to
think that an extra-large soda is more valuable
than a film like The Grudge. Sadly it's the way of
the world and the wallet of the consumer.

....
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DVD REVIEW

Stephen Lynch brings hilarity on new DVD

Live at the El Rey worth
seeing for new fans and
. Lynch devotees _alike
BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

W

hen one mentions a _singing
comedian, thoughts of Weird Al
Yankovich may immediately pop
into your head Well, it's time to clear those
thoughts from your mind, because there's a
new guy in town. Enter Stephen Lynch. He
has the voice of a platinum-selling artist and
an attitude to go with it - and not the poppunk/emo ''I hate everyone, I do it for the
music" attitude either.
Perhaps the best way to descnbe Lynch's
style is ''unpr~ctable:' His songs start out
as innocent and slightly sweet ballads but
soon take a turn for the worst; a turn for the
worst that will leave you in tears of laughter.

But enough talk; it's time to see for yourself
with Lynch's first.live concert DVD, Stephen
Lynch: Live at the El Rey.
The DVD comes packed with a 16-song
concert (ipcluding six previously unreleased songs), backstage footage, bonus
songs and even commentary by Lynch himself
Upon hearing the first song, "Not
Hom~" you'll quickly catch on to Lynch's
unique style. The song begins with a heartfelt story of a significant other having to
leave for a day: ''You say that you're leaving
... the company wants you to fly to LA I So
what will I do?'' The answer: for one thing,
cross-dressing, and that's the very least. And
why ... "it's more fun when you're not
home." That short _introduction opens up
the crowd (and home viewers) to a night full
of acoustic ac;colades ·and bittersweet surprises.
The next song, "Baby,'' creates tlie image
of one of nature's sweetest miracles: the
birth of a child But in Lynch's world, things

aren't so sweet. Again after the touching
introduction, a chorus of "damn, that's an
ugly.baby'' hits, and well, you can probably
guess where it goes from there.
By now, you're just about ready for any
twist or turn. Well, fasten your seat belts
because it's definitely going to be a wild ride.
There are plenty more songs that will make
you laugh and cry, some both at the same
time. Topics range from "special" friends
and family to love and superheroes. And for
those who have heard Lynch's songs before,
he throws in plenty of new lines to make this
concert a one-of-a-kind experience.
But if the DVD leaves you craving more,
then be sure to catch Stephen Lynch at Hard
Rock Live on Dec. ll. Lynch joins the king of
random thoughts, Mitch Hedberg, for an
unprecedented blend of comedy and
acoustic rock 'n' roll. A limited amount of
tickets remairi at $2650 each and are available at all Ticketmaster locations and the
Hard Rock Live box office. Stephen Lynch:
·Live at the El Rey is available in stores now. _

MOVIE TIMES
FROM

The lnaedibles (PG)

i14

11:55a 1:05 2:35 3:35 5:206:15
7:559:0010:3511:35

· National Treasure (PG)

It's a Wonderful Life

12:00 1:003:00 4:10 6:30 7:00 7:40
9"3010:0010-3012:30a 12:50a

11:00a 11:45

National Treasure (PG)

The Polar Express (G)

12:251:25 2:15 3:204:104:506:10
. 6:507:308:55 9-5010:2511:50
12:25a

12:1012:30 2:40 3:30 5:10 6:40
7:5010-.2012:40a

Ray(PG-13)

The Polar Express (G)

12:00 3:306:4010:00

12:05 2:20 4:30 6:55 9:05

The SpongeBob SquarePants
Movie(PG)

Ray(PG-13)
11:55a 2:556:059:1012:15a

12:2012:50 2:50 3:40 5:10 7:30
9:5012:20a

REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORLANOO AVE.,407-628-0163

After the Sunset (PG-13)
8:1510:40

Alexander (R)
12:404:25 8:05 9:1511:50

~ng Julia (R)
1:254:05 6:409-3512:10a

Bridget Jones: The Edge of
Reason(R)
1:05 4:20 7:159:5012:25a

Christmas with the Kranks
(PG)
12:0012:35 2:40 3:10 5:10 5:45
6:407:509:2510:1512:00a

Ooser(R)
12:151:15 2:45 4:10 5:25 6:SO 7:55
9:3010:3512:05a

Finding Neverland (PG)
12:05 2:35 5:057:4010:20

IAm David (PG) ·

Saw(R) .
12:15 2:40 5:00 7:109-3012:05a

Seed of Chucky (R)

The lriaedibles (PG)
11:50a 1:00 2:30 3:55 5:15 7:00
8:00 9-5510:45

LOEWS UNIV. CINEPLEX
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-3374

After the Sunset (PG-13)

· National Treasure (PG)
12:301:20 3~45 4:45 7:108:10
10:0511:15

12:05

Alexander (R)
12:0012:30 3:20 3:50 6:10 6:40
7:159:4010:1010:40

The Polar Express (G) .
12:0012:50 2:25 3:15 4:40 5:30
6:55 7:4510:30 .

Bridget Jones: The Edge of
Reason(R)
12:50 3:10 5:358:1510:3012:35a

Ray(PG-13)
12:20 3:40 7:0510:25

Rosenstrasse (NR)

Christmas with the Kranks

(PG)
12:101:10 2:25 3:25 4:40 5:40 7:00
8:0010:1511:2012:30a

12:25 3:30 6:45 9:45

Seducing Dr. Lewis (NR)
11 :Soa 2:205:001:3510:1 o

Ooser(R)
12:001:00 2:30 3:30 5:00 6:05 7:30
8:2510:0010:4512:15a

Shall We Dance? (PG-13)
1:103:50

The Spongebob Squarepants
Movie(PG)
12:45 3:00 5:207:3010:0012:15a

Finding Neverland (PG)
12:40 2:50 5:05 7:20 9:35

The Grudge (PG-13)
12:45 2:45 4:45 6:45 8:4510;50

,....

·~

.

12:201:15 2:10 3:15 4:15 5:15 7:20
9:15

War of the Wortds (G)
12:00a

ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
1300 S.ORLANOO AVE.,407-629-1088

Sideways (R)
Friday: 4:00 6:45 9:45
Saturday: 1:004:00 6:45 9:45
Sunday: 1:004:00 6:45 9:45

D.MAC
39 S.MAGNOLIA AVE.,407-992-1200

Incident at Loch Ness (NR)
Friday: 2:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
Saturday:2:30
Sunday:2:30 7:00

. 9:2011:40

IAm David (PG}

11:55 2:15 4:507:209:4012:20a

12:55 3:05 5:10 7:25 9:4511:55

The SpongeBob Sq~rePants
Movie(PG)

, e

All listed times are fur the weekend and

subject to change

RAMBLINGS
THE GEEK LIFE

Losing
the news
Good news for people
·w ho like bad neWs
.MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer

I

've always respected my father moreso than any other man. He teaches me
an invaluable amount of information,
inspires me to be a better person, yadda,
yadda, yadda. And he taught me something else last week.
I noticed that he had stopped his
weekday ritual ·of 4:30 p.m. Crossfire, 5:00
local news, 6:00 News Hour with Jim
Lehrer, 6:30 Nightly News (unless Brooks
and Shields are on News Hour past 6:30),
and 7:00 back-and-forth switching
between Hardball and the rebroadcast of
the previous night's Daily Show. Going
from all that news coverage to quitting
cold turkey in a matter of a week is a bit
.extreme, but damn if he isn't a happier ·
man because of it.
I asked him why he stopped watching
the news, and he told me: "We tried, we
sandwich and some instant ing like a virus in the minds of
lost and I don't care anymore. rve realmashed potatoes as my fabu- the populace, I find myself back
ized that being happy is more important
lous holiday meal, but such home, enjoying all the comforts
than caring about a world that gets worse
things meant little to me at the it has. to offer. Comforts like
and worse everyday." .And you know
time. We traveled through cacti cable, 56K Internet, a bed, a full
what? He's right once again.
and mountains and desert and kitchen, and all the other
In this column rve gabbed about
.swamp as we flew onward, niceties we did without thanks
what's wrong with entertainment and
completing our grueling trek. to our microscopic budget
dabbled fa politics, but have never tried
God, I wish I was back on
· Three days from California to
to write in a motivational manner. Well,
the road ..
Fort Lauderdale is quite a feat
·t hat's.not entirely true. I tried to get you
· And so now, as the manic
PLEASE SEE HOME ON i19
to date Gary Coleman back in February, ·
c~ cheer starts spreadand duriJig the months leading up to the
election, I tried convincing you to vote on
behalf of someone who gives •a damn,
about the democratic process, but let's be
honest, doing those things really won't ·
change your life for the better. What I
propose today will.
the world's population is capa- · tempted to utter "literally' to
-Now, I don't see myself as being very
ble of caring less. Ah, but ,i f describe something, don't Or,
·persuasive or insightful, as . I lack the
you've gotten to the point use "figuratively' instead,
imposing nature and massive presence of
. where ifs impossible for you to because that's most likely what
Tony Robbins, but hey, if I can get at least
care less, go ahead and shout it . you really mean.
one person to thlnk a little dif(erently by
out to anyone who'd listen.
Your/You're. Ah, the dreadthe end of this week's column, rn be
That's big news. We want to ed
contraction.
They're • pleased. And as a plus, this advice is free.
hear about that Tell the w<;>rld, toughies, I know, but it is time to
The thing of it is this: We're going to
loudly and proudly, that you master them. If you can tackle
die soon. The average life expectancy is
"couldn•t care less!"
"can't" and "don't" then
about 77 years old, last I heard. That's a
"I was literally starving to ''you're" shouldn't be too hard
rather short time when you think about it,
death ..." Now, not to cast doubt See, you're- is shorthand for
so as Morgan Freeman so eloquently put
on the people around me, but ''you are" while your is the posit, "Start living or start dying."
every time rve lieard someone sessive form of you. Simple,
One way rve found to do· this is to filsay they were literally dying of really, but quite confusing in
.ter out the negativity (you can still read
embarrassment or lack of food, practice, as every time a friend
me). Ifs been drilled into the ground to
they've looked pretty damn writes "your so crazy!" in an
the point that the message is ineffective,
good for a corpse. A good rule
of thumb to follow: If you1re
PLEASE SEE LIGHTENING ON i19,
PLEASfStE ·THE ON i19

Home.not so sWeet home

Technology rules, but so.does being one with nature
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

.

'.

Y

et another Thanksgiving has come and gone,
but thanks to my road
.. trip I managed to avoid
all the ickiness that entails. My
constant companion and I left
San Francisco, a gorgeous
utopia of alternative lifestyles
that beckons to me from across

this wide nation, and booked it

home at an incredible rate. Cal. ifornia, Arizona, New Mexico,
J'exas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Arkansas and finally Florida all
rolled beneath our wheels. We
barely noticed that the fabled
turkey day had come and gone
as we sped across these vast
United States. Which, in my
book, is as it should be.
~ think I had a refried bean
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CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

Your an· expert with you're grammar
tions with friends! This guide is
· that useful. Enjoy. And use it
wisely.
·
·Adding a "z" to the end of
random words - or in place of
DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer
an "s" - is not cool Go ahead
and take a few seconds ,to get
ecember. A time for hol- over that shock before continuiday cheer, insanely ing. Ready? "Z"s are perfectly
crowded
shopping happy with their place in words
malls and finals. Yes, ifs almost · like "zoo," "dazzling" and
time for those pesky little tests _ "pizza." Honest. They don't
everyone's been dreading.
enjoy their time at the end of
But fear not, friends! For I "dudez," dudez, so please stop.
If you "could care less," why
have put together a little guide
to grammar, spelling and word bother telling me? That's not
usage that will help the frazzled . news'. I could care less, too. In
student with final essays and fact, at any given moment, rd
inst~1t messenger conversawager that at least 98-percent of

Your/you're and
mtrre mistakes!

D

•
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The.news
•
It's the long and short of the Internet. is
a snooze
Web sites both
well-endowed
and inadequate
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

D

oes size matter? On the
Internet, the answer is a
solid
affirmative.
Whether it's the size of your
hard drive or your record-breaking uptime, the geek world has a
million and one standards of
measuring what's been dubbed
as the "e-penis." For some, the
comparator of choice is the
length· of their homepage's
address. Disregarding both tact
and my poor editors who· have
to try to word-wrap them, this
week's Web Less Traveled takes
a long, hard look at the candidates.

your head into the keyboard in
frustration, it's actually the name
of a town in North Wales. Its literal translation is "The church
of St. Mary -in the hollow of
white hazel trees near the rapid
.whirlpool by St. Tysilio's of the
red cave." The town's tourist
board decided to change their
name to something ridiculously
!f>ng as a publicity stunt. Of
course, they also needed a Web
page. Thus, here it is. Enjoy, I
guess, this claim to the ''world's
longest single-word domain

ri.ame:'

.

Http://www.thisisthelon9estdo-

ma1nnamethe~isanditss1xtyseven
char~cterslong.com/

Http://www.llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwymdrobwyll-UantySiliogogogoch.com

Boasting a full seven more
characters than the above, this
domain name was also purchased purely for the sake of
being long. Even though he
admits it was a stupid idea, proprietor Benjamin N. Schwartz
figures that he's already got the
thing, so he "might as well keep
it."

Although this site's URL
looks like the result of bashing

·Http://abcdefghijklmnopqrstu-

Home has
benefits too
FROM

i18

In a second i would trade the pale
yet cozy security and luxury of a
warm house and fresh food for the
harsh rigors of long-distance travel
Without so much as a glance back I
don't care if it means spending every
Christmas under a cold winter sky,
alone with a can of beans. There is
something pure about dropping the
chains of luxury that tie us to the
working world and keep us addicted
to material things. When .you don't
have those things, what really matters
is the adventure and the experience,
and the people you meet and the
world around you
There are things I wouldn't want
to do without, of course, though I am
loath to admit it. I brought my Game
Boy Advance SP with me, and I couldn't survive without my iBook And my
CD player, and a backpack full of
books and other assorted gizmos.
So !JiaYbe l wasn't as willing to dis-

vwxyzabcdef_ghgklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefgh1Jk.com/
Because 67 characters is the
longest allowed length of a
domain name, this is as long as
things can get. No amount of
excitement could possibly create one of larger size. At this
contender, people can sign up
for a free e-mail address. Why
have Hotmail when you could
have "The World's Longest
Alphabetical Email Address?"
The page even has a list of "features" such as: "People have a
hard time typing in your e-mail
address;' "Companies think that
your e-mail address i,s fake," and
"Some e-mail software cannot
be configured!"
I didn't think any e-mail
address could possibly be more
ridiculously long and worthless than my ch764743@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu and its cohorts
from our lovely campus mail
system, but I was wrong. Bum-:mer?

Http://hugeur1.com/
Not to be outdone, the "bigger =better'' camp has responded quickly to the tinyurl crew's
"It's not the size, but what you do
with it" ideals. HugeURL allows
users to type in an address and
receive an equally functional,
but far less useful, 500+ character rendition Be afraid Be very
afraid. Also note the owner's
request that people stop linking
to "that Goatse guy." I! reminds
me why I love the Internet.

Http://tinyur1.com/
Unbelievably, huge addresses
have spawned a counterculture

connect ·as I thought. Some inner
technophile is still quite in love with
the digital world, and there seems to
be very little I can do to prevent or
change that. In fact, there isn't mueh .I
would do to change that. I adore technology, so there! I guess I am just a
regular girl after all, not some sort of
wild adventure willing to sacrifice all
to trek through the mountains and the
jungles of some obscure continent for
the rest of my life. Can't I do both?
Maybe there is a way I can combine the two, spending half my life
reveling in technology, taking it all in
and·playing every video game as it
comes out and hacking my way into
nirvana. Then, somehow, I can leave it
all behind for months and months at a
time, and live life as we humans were
meant to - hunting and gathering in
some distant comer of the world
Each lifestyle is true in its own way.
The warm embrace ofhome and family has its place, as does the wild reckless life of adventure, but the percentages vary by individuals:
Perhaps all of humanity would
benefit from a little bit of both worlds.
There is rarely any extreme that
would appeal to anyone, or that's even
healthy. If Buddhism has taught us
anything, it's' that.

•

of kids trying to own the smallest URLs possible. Function and
metaphorical sexual prowess
collide in an epic battle for control of Internet cultural trends.
For those seeking function,
there is tinyurl.com. It offers a
service where you can paste in a
long URL and receive some~g like http://tinyurl.com/6
to tell a friend instead It keeps
you from having to read an
impossibly long Mapquest
address to your mom over the
phone because she's not hip
enough to use AIM like normal
people.

•

Light~nillg never
FROM

FROM

i18

but the truth is that the news relies on
fear and sensationalism. And it;s iust
freaking depressing. Be selfish. ·are
more about falling in love, keeping
your grades up and doing things you
want to do before you croak.
Focusing on your own life is more
important than finding out who got
whacked in Iraq. Terrible things have
always happened, and they will continue to happen, regardless of how
knowledgeable you are of them. The
whos, whats, wheres, whens, whys and
hows may change, but the basic issues
remain the same.
If you really want to know something, there are plenty of places t ook
for it, and if you feel you'll be missing
out by not being informed daily, then
don't give it up. And if you fmd something unique and interesting in the
news that doesn't have anything to do
with rape or death, let me know,
though I doubt you'll be successful.
With a new year coming up and the
season of happiness upon us, do yourself a favor and block out the noise.
Make it that resolution you might actually be able to follow.

strikes at all

i18 .

AIM window, my first instinct

is to ask "my so crazy what?''
.Honestly, it's a big mess, so let's
practice. Just write this out a
· few times ·o n any available
chalkboard: "Indie Robot, your
dorm room is the shiznit!
You're so phat!"
Lightning i,s a natural weath. er event. You'll fmd it accompanying thunderstorms and
harassing children who have
fmally realized that thunder
isn't dangerous, but lightning is,
and it's probably coming after
them at that very moment.
Lightening, however, is not.
With the exception of Michael
Jackson, no one in the history of
the world has ever been hit by
"lightening."
ATM is a group of letters
that stand for Automated ~eller
Machine. PIN is a group of letters that stand for Personal
Identification Number. See
what happens when saying

•

•

'~TM Machine" or "PIN Number?" It's quite redundant. And
very wrong. Just ·ask for ·t he
ATM next time, and everything
will ·beiust peachy. 1bat's just a

•

•

.

little FYI information, from me
to you
"Gutting'' is an actual verb.
In Braveheart, it's what they did
to crazy Mel Gibs0n's characte~
William Wallace. "Degutting,"
on ·the other hand, is not.
Frankly, it just sounds bizarre,
because I believe degutting as the opposite of gutting would have to entail forcibly
shoving intestines back into a
person And, really, wh~es
around with the extra intestines
needed for such a task?
(If you can actually answer
this· question, · stay far away
from me.)
Stick to the basics, people,
and justgut, all right?
There you have it. A starter's
kit for more coherent conversations-t}lat's small enough to fit
in any wallet or purse, making it
the perfect cheat sheet for that
fmal essay. Bonus points.to anyone who can find a way to work
ATMs and gutting into an essay
on Kant.·
~..1
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Make the most of your shopping trips. Just use

ShopLocal at OrlandoSentinel.com the fastest, .
~

~

easiest way to find deals at stores near you.
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Enormous
Bra Fouri.d

Sales Of Guys Gone Wild
Video Disappointing
see ENTERTAINMENT page 4C

Area Horse Hung Like Horse
see OUTDOORS page 90

Above: The enonnous bra

HERKIMER, NY-An enormous bra
was found in the gutter near the corner of
East Lester Street and Jefferson Avenue
Monday. The owner of the bra is not
known at this time.
The off-white, 48DD Just My Size bra,
with its contoured cups and reinforced
six-hook back closure, was discovered at
approximately 9:30 p.m. by a pair of
Herkimer County Community College students.

"Me and Jeremy were' coming back f~
the sub shop and, all of a sudden, we v.
like, 'Whoa-what is that in that puddl~
the curb?"' Craig Mccrae, 19, t
reporters. "Jeremy was like, 'Holy ~
dude, I think it's some kind of humong
bra."'
"This giant fucking bra was just laYi
right there in the gutter/' said Jere
Reznicki, 20, who noted that he ah~
stepped on it. "I was like, what the hell1
Reznicki said he and McCrae stood s,
ing at the bra for several minutes, enc
aging passersby to "check out the
bra," before continuing on their way ho,
leaving the iten:J. unmolested.
Herkimer police officials said they h
few leads in the case.

w

see BRA pa

Posters Of Naked Women
Fail To Draw Real Naked
Women To Dorm Room
BRAMP, KS-A trio of
posters depicting scantily clad
women, hung recently in a
Bramp State University dorm
room, have been found to have
"little to no effect" in facilitating the presence of actual
naked women in that room, a
Bramp State housing department study reports.
The posters, manufacture~
by alcoholic beverage companies as promotional items,
were intended to establish a

fun, party-like atmosphere, in
which the presence of naked
women would be suggested
and encouraged. But their
actual effect was "minimal if
not entirely nonexistent," the
study's findings indicate.
"The thinking was that these
posters woufd set a tone;'
freshman Chad Drubham said.
"We enjoy beer here in Selham
Hall West room 508, and we
share an equally enthusiastic

see POSTERS page 6

Short-Distance Relationship Too Much Wor

THE NEW LONGER LAST/NS
AXEEFFECl

GASTONIA,
NC-After
four months together, sales
manager Jack Petrakis, 29,
and paralegal Justine Froeger,
26, reported Tuesday that
dating someone who lives in
the same building isn't worth
the hassle.
"Everyone warned me that
these short-distance things
never work out," said Froeger,
who recently spent a night
with a friend in nearby

Left Froeger and Petrakis run into

each other yet again.

Charlotte just to escape
stifling proximity of
short-distance boyfriend."
I thought I would be differ
that my love would be str ,
enough to handle the 1
than 1,000 feet separat
Jack from me."
Froeger, who lives in a o
bedroom on the fifth floo
Manning
Towers,
Petrakis, who occupies a
dio on the fourth, met in
building~s laundry room l
September.
see RELATIONSHIP p
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.
bars and parties," the 32-year-old said. "For
some reason, no men seem to respond to
that description."

1man Ejected From
~d In Cracker-Eating
cident
~VINE,

CA-Citing"insufficient looks,"
ules Hausner, 31, threw Amy Glass out
1is bed Monday after catching the 27r-old consuming Saltines. According
Hausner, Glass was not attractive
~ugh to warrant special in-bed crackering privileges. "Had she looked like
.udia Schiffer, I most certainly would
re let the transgression slid_e and
~wed her to stay in my bed and get
;mbs all over the sheets," Hausner said.
tt she doesn.'t, so I had no choice but to
k her out."

•IND/C/DWF Wondering
hy She Can't Find
~meone
~INNEAPOLIS-Susan Stenerud, a
orced, white, non-smoking, non-drinkChristian who has placed "~ountless"
~onals ads over the years, wondered
ud Monday why she can't find someone
cial. "All I want is to find a DID-free
rND/C/SWM who shares my strong
rals and doesn't waste his time going to
1

he OMIOM presents

Girlfriend Dumped After
Forwarding Stupid Link
GREAT FALLS, MT-Amanda Manis
was dumped Monday after forwarding
boyfriend Anthony Madrid a link for the
humor web site LunaticLobsters.com. "I
was convinced that I had· found my soulmate, my kindred spirit, the woman I
could grow old with," Madrid said. "Then,
out of nowhere, Mandy e-mails me this
stupid link. When I saw those Flash-animation cartoons, I knew it was over."
Madrid has previously dumped girlfriends
for owning roller blades, buying Vegemite,
and watching Craig Kilborn.

Ugly Man With Huge .Penis
Unsure How To Get
The Word Out
AUBURN., ME-Overweight and balding Ira Groff, 37, is unsure how to get the
word out about his 11-inch penis. "In theory, I could fumble around in my wallet
for something and then-whoops!-an
extra-large condom falls out," the acne-

-

ating Tips
e dating world can be a bewildering place. Here are some tips to
elp you navigate the perilous waters of love:
Ladies: Your date's salary divided by
your own equals the base you should
let him get to on the first date.
If you are overweight and socially
awkward, consider"online dating."
You can go on a dragonslaying
adventure instead of to a movie, play
games on Pogo.com instead of dancing, and masturbate instead of having real sex.
Do not bathe for several days prior
to a datt: to get your pheromones
good and strong.
Never date a married person, unless
he or she is just about to leave his or
her spouse and simply waiting for
the right moment.
When planning a romantic candlelit
dinner, the right music can create the
perfect mood. Put on The Best Of
Spike Jones to create a freewheeling,
anything-goes atmosphere.

•Maintain a casual, "Let's just have
fun" attitude until the other person
starts seeing someone else. Then let
the tears and accusations fly.
• Remember: There's only one way to
console a widow.
•To make a lasting impression on a
first date, declare yourself his or her
eternal soulmate and propose mar- ,
riage.
• Why don't you ask that· Julie girl ou ·
She's a lovely girl. You're practically
35, for God's sake. Fine, rip your
mother's heart out.
• If you are a princess being courted
by a low-born but beloved suitor, be
sure to elude the watchful eye of the
lord high chamberlain.
,
• Instead of going out tonight, punch .,
yourself in the nuts three times and
the heart twice. This will save you
approximately $75.

.
scarred Groff said Monday. "But that
would come off as staged." Groff has also
pondered wearing tighter pants, leaving
penile-reduction-surgery brochures around
his workspace, or sporting a button that
reads, "Ask Me About My Huge Cock."

Peeping To~ Tired Of ·
Watching Pe~ple Watch
Television
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO-Jonathan
Hargrove, a Colorado Springs-area peeping Tom, expressed exasperation Tuesday,
when a fifth consecutive victim did noth- ·
ing more with her evening than watch
hours of television. "I thought peering in
on strangers would be more, I don't know,
exciting," said the 44-year-old Hargrove,
speaking from his hydrangea-bush hiding
place. "I guess I somehow expected other
people's lives to be more sexy or interesting than mine." Hargrove did note, however, that Big Brother 2 is "really starting to
heat up."

B~autiful

Nurse
Gives Teen ·Enema
HUNTINGTON, WV-A routine stay at
Huntington General Hospital turned

humiliating Monday, when Bradley Fiddich, 17, received an enema from shapely,
smooth-skinned nurse Stephanie Goodwin, 22. "Oh, my God, I want to kill
myself," said Fiddich following his
degrading encounter with the ·attractive,
single Goodwin, who rolled him over and
inserted an enema tube into his anus,
draining the contents of his colon. "I can
never look at another girl as long as I
live." Fiddich noted with alarm that while
conversing with Goodwin, he learned
that the nurse's younger sister is in his
science class .

Slow-Motion Woman
Emerges Glistening
From Pool
LOS ANGELES-An
unidentified
woman in her early 20s emerged from a
large, backlit swimming pool at approximately one-third normal speed Monday.
According to witnesses, the woman,
accompanied by sultry saxophone music,
began emerging from the pool at sunset
with incandescent pool lights highlighting
the droplets of water running down her
lithe frame. Upon ex~ting, the woman
reportedly closed her eyes and slowly
le~ed her head back in preparation for
toweling-off procedures. r.4
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Give The Gift Of News
This Holiday Season.

I Think I'm Going About This
Cat Breeding Thing All Wrong
Last October, my dear wife Lois passed
on. The first few months after her death
were extremely difficult for me, as I
missed her very much. Then, one day, my
·pastor
recommended I take up
a hobby to help
me get my mind
off things.
Now, I've always
been what you
might call a lover
of cats, so I decided to take up catbreeding.
And,
while nothing will
By Stan Morrow
ever replace my
Cat Breeder
Lois, I have found
cat-breeding to be an extremely enjoyable
pastime. Only problem is, after months of
trying, I still haven't seen a single litter
from those furry little gals. I'm beginning
i:o thmk I'm going.l about this cat-breeding.
thing all wrong.
To be honest, I haven't the slightest idea
what the problem is. As far as I can tell,
I'm doing everything right. I wait until
they're well in heat, rubbing up against me
and yowling to be serviced. At that point, I
bring them out back to the shed, where
I've prepared a special breeding area.
It's cool and dark in the shed, just the way
cats are supposed to like it. There are candles and nice music, too. (Actually, those
are mostly for me. I know it sounds selfish,
since I'm not the one giving birth to the kit-

To be honest, I haven't
the slightest idea what
the problem is. As far as
I can tell, I'm doing
everything right.
tens, but I·like the experience to be special
for me, too.) I've even laid down soft blankets where the actual breeding takes place,
and put up chicken wire so my skittish
lovelies can't run far if they get scared.
At that point, I'm ready to consummate
the breeding process. Gently but firmly, I
hold them down with one hand while I
carefully and lovingly breed them with the
other. You'd be surprised-the tail hardly
gets in the way at all. Sometimes I'm afraid
I'm hurting them, but all the books I've
read say that cats tend to yowl and scratch

when breeding, so I usually don't worry
too much. (I-ieck, I yowl and scratch, too,
sometimes.) The worst was the time Mrs.
Purrs slashed. my thigh~ She couldn't help
it, though~ats' instincts are so strong.
According to the books, the actual
mechanical act of cat-breeding only takes a

52 issues of award-winning satire
delivered right to your door for just

- $39.95 or 2 for $60!

According to the books,
the actual mechanical act
of cat-breeding only takes
afew seconds, but, just to
be s~re, I usually breed
each cat for about
30 to 40 minutes.
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*With the purchase of 2 paid subscriptions by January 15, 2005.
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recipient's ~ddress

few seconds, but, just to be sure, I usually
breed each cat for about 30 to 40 minutes.
It seems like I'm doing everything correctly. But after months of trying, not a
single kitten has been produced. So, for
the past few weeks, I've been breeding
them twice as hard and long, making sure
to get each of my darlings right oh the
money. Especially Princess. I've really
enjoyed breeding her. She's a delicate Persian with a long, white coat-that's just gorgeous. She's always been my favorite. I've
rung her bell loud and long, and for weeks
I've been imagining tiny little kittens with
her beautiful coat and twinkling eyes.
But still, even after redoubling my
efforts, none of them has yet to catch pregnant. Bewildered by my lack of success, I
went to the doctor last Saturday to get
myself checked out. Except for an unusual
amount of lacerations and scrapes in my
"area," the doctor said I seemed just fine.
Not only that, all my tests came back negative. Obviously, either there's something
wrong with my method; or there's some- thing wrong with my precious little ones.
Concerned, I dropped off Princess,
Dusty and Mrs. Purrs at the veterinarian
the other day, and explained the problem.
Yesterday, though, I got a call back from
the receptionist at the vet's. office, and she
seemed very upset. For some reason, they
won't let me have tl)e cats back. I was
shocked-I'd tried so hard to get it right. I
hung up the pho e, determined to learn
more about the reeding process.
I've been r ading ever since. I'll breed
those cats again someday. I can feel it. rlJ
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BRAfromp~el------.---------------------..-----------

diameter. Police have provided local media
Lester Avenue laundromat just four blocks
"Unfortunately, at this point, we have
with the sketch and are urging citizenry
away from the corner where the bra was
' more questions about this eno~ous bra
with any information about the enormous
found, as well as in a nearby residential
than we have answers," said Sgt. Walt
posters would establish not only a mood
bra to come forward.
Sorensen · .of the Herkimer Police
of beer-drinking fun, but also one of casuSeveral local residents· have already
Department. "Who does this bra belong to?
al female nudity or semi-nudity."
'responded
to the request for information.
How did it get in the street? And w~at sort
"Our idea was to create an environment
"Th~
"When
I
called
my 8-year-old son in for
the
use·
of
a
of
breasts
would
necessitate
in which nude or semi-nude women
lunch Sunday afternoon, he was yelling
brassiere of this magnitude?"
would find themselves comfortable and at
something about finding 'big boobs' in the
By studying the dirt and organic matter
ease, not only drinking beer, but also just
bushes," said Eileen Dunne, who lives a
accumulated on the enormous bra, police
being naked," Drubham added. "We also
block away from the spot where the bra
were able to determine that it had been
sort of hoped that they might have sex
was
discovered. "Well, you know how kids
12
hours
prior
to
its
outdoors
for
at
least
with us."
. are 'at that age, so I didn't think much
discovery. The bra also shows evidence of
"None of these things have happened,"
about it at the time. But now I wonder if it
severe fabric stress, which could provide
Drubham added. "It would appear that our
was the enormous bra."
clues as to how it came to end tip in the
conclusions were completely unfounded."
"I don't know if this helps," local resident
gutter.
The housing department report, comRoberta
Puhl told police, "but I distinctly
"The
bra's
ruptured
stitching,
badly
dispiled over the course of three weeks spent
remember my kids saying that the boy
tended comfort-lined satin cups and two
pl~ce,"
monitoring the dorm room and its immenext door dared them to touch the 'big
broken EZ-close hooks may be an indicadiate surroundings, categorically conclud- ·
white thing,' before he picked it up with a
tiorr that some sort of violent struggle took
ed that "there exists no measurable causestick and flung it at them."
place," Sorensen said. "But, if I had to venand-effect relationship between the presIf no one comes forward to claim the
ture a guess, I'd say this damage was more ·
ence of the naked-women posters and the
enormous bra in the next 30 days, it will
area where pranksters may have stolen it
likely the result of the tremendous
willingness of non-photographic human
become the property of the individuals
from a clothesline before discarding it. A
demands placed upon it by its presumably
women to appear naked in or near that
who discovered it.
sketch artist has also produced a composox-like owner over the course of many
location."
"Dude, I don't want that thing," Reznicki
ite rendering of the bra owner's torso,
strenuous years."
~ The study went on to report no notable
said. "The cops can keep it." riJ
which is believed to be at least 55 inches in
Police are currently looking for leads at a
relationship between the number of naked
women in the room before and after the
p~el--------------------------------decision to acquire the posters, other than
the fact that in both cases the number was
"We were both down there waiting for
great when you live on the same block.
time he uses the elevator. Seriously, every
our clothes to chy, so we started to talk,"
Our apartments overlook the same exact
zero.
single time-that same OutKast song."
"I can't understand it," roommate and
tree."
"Justine is sweet," Petrakis said. "But
Petrakis said. "It turned out we had a lot
management studies major Kurt Beem
"Now we have no excuse to make it
sometimes it's too much. Once, I stayed at
in common-we shopped at the same grosaid. "We had it all planned out. I just
my puddy's house after a late night of
cery store and worked out at the same
downtown or anyplace else," Froeger concan't see where we went wrong. Perhaps
gym. At that point, I wasn't thinking
tinued. "And believe me, Jack doesn't look
we need to know more about women in
about the future and how hard this sort of
for one, either. We just order delivery
general, clothed and unclothed alike,
relationship can be."
from the menus we both already know by
before we can accurately affect and preFor several weeks, Froeger and Petrakis
heart."
dict the behavior of the nude ones, specif· enjoyed a protracted honeymoon period,
Petrakis agreed that "things are getting
ically."
during which the short distance dividing
a little stale."
In a surprising side note, the report did
them seemed like an advantage. Friends
"Justine and I kiss goodbye in the
find the posters to have a marked impact
report t_!iat Petrakis and Fr~eger thought
morning, then I see her 30 minutes later
on akohol purchase, causing a notable
it was adorable to share a mailman, bump
in the parking lot," Petrakis said. "Then I
rise in consumption of the product lines
into each other near the trash bin, and
get home, and boom! There she is in the
the posters advertised, and an upswing of
frequent the same coffeehouse.
elevator. I don't know what to do. I've told
as much as 35 p~rcent in the case of the
"At first, Jack would brag about how
her that I need my space, but her space
wine cooler that sponsored the largestcool it was to get a midnight 'booty call'
and my space are practically the same
breasted model's photo.
from a sexy girl only three doors dO\yn
space."
One reason for the initial enthusiasm in
and one floor below," Petrakis' friend
Froeger said _s he has started to think
the posters project was the earlier success
Doug Maris said. "He was like, 'I don't
she needs someone who will "be there for
the roommates had had with other, differeven need to change.out of my pajamas. I
me occasionally."
ently themed posters.
just put on slippers, answer ·the door, and
"The next person I date should live in,
"Everybody liked the Miller Lite poster
I'm ready for action."'
say, Chicago or Minneapolis," Froeger
and the Bud Dry neon sign, and they did in
"He's not bragging anymore," Maris
said. "There are a lot of nice guys from
fact seem to be effective in facilitating a
continued. "Last week, a bunch of the
the Midwest profiled on those Internet
bar-like, drinking-oriented dorm interior,"
guys were hanging out at his place
dating sites. If I was seeing someone far5eem said.
when someone knocked on the door. Jack
ther away, we could spend a passionate
· "Similarly encouraging results seemed
made us all stand there, frozen in place
weekend together, but I wouldn't have to
evident after our decision to display our
and totally silent, for about five minutes
sit around at Starbucks for an extra two
'Rockin' USA' poster (depicting a guitar
until he could be sure that whoever it was
drinking. Wh_e n Justine saw that I hadn't
hours after work until I'm certain I won't
rocketing into the air with an American
had left."
picked up my newspaper from the doorrun into him."
flag in the background)," Beem continBoth Froeger and Petrakis said they
mat, she called to make sure I was okay.
Petrakis said he agrees that a break-up
ued, noting that the poster had indeed
began to experience misgivings about the
That's when I started feeling crowded." .
might be the only answer.
made the place seem overall more
lack of distance dividing them in early
In addition to infringing on each
"Next time I'm on the market, I'm
"rockin'."
December.
other's privacy, Froeger and Petrakis said
gonna. get out to a lot of out-of-the-way
"Unfortunately, the technique does not
"When I met_Jac.K, I'd just broken _up
the close proximity removes a level of
bars in neighborhoods that I wouldn't
seem to have any effect on glamorous,
with this guy from Toledo; so I was really
.
excitement from the relationship.
normally have any reason to be in, like
product-endorsing models," Beem said. "In
looking forward to dating someone
~'Part of the fun of getting involved with
that area behind the expo center,"
fact, the only effect of the posters so far
nearby," Froeger said. "Now, I realize that
someone is immersing yourself in a new
Petrakis said. "From now on, I'm going to_
has been that we get real horned up when
having him so nearby that I can hear him
environment and experiencing new
stick with the 50-block rule: no dating
we look at them. Jesus Christ Almighty,
whistling every time he uses the elevator
things," Froeger said. "But staying
anyone who doesn't live at least a I 0get a load of that rack. Man!" riJ
isn't an advantage. And I do mean every
overnight at someone's place isn't as
minute car ride away." riJ
interest in naked women. We thought that

'by combining these two elements, these

bra's ruptured
stitching, badly distended
comfort-lined /satin cups .and
two broken El-close hooks
may be an indication that
some sort of violent
strugg1e took
Sorensen said.

RElATIONSHIPfrom

"At first, Jack would brag
about how cool it was to get
amidnight 'booty call' from
asexy girl only three doors
down and one floor below,"
Petrakis' friend Doug Maris
said. "He was like, 'I don't
-even need to change out of
my pajamas. I just put on
slippers, answer the door,
and I'm ready for action."'
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ADVICE

Let Smoove Rock Your Body And World
Have I told you how wonderful you are?
"When I am with you, I feel like a whole
new Smoove. Since you have asked me
not to call you at work, I have opted to discuss your fineness
through my column.
I know we have
known each other
for only two weeks,
but I already know
you are the girl
for me. You are the
only one I want to
laugh with, talk
with, and grind on
BySmoove B
the dance floor
Love Man
with. You are the
only one I want to ride.
I am capable of bringing you to a state of
freakstasy that no other man could ever
bring you to. You can try to find this level
of sexual satisfaction with some other
man, but know that if you break from
Smoove,·I cannot guarantee that I will still
be single when you realize that only I can
satisfy all your senses. Then, you would be
living in a cold, cruel, Smoove-less world,
and I would not wish that upon you. You
are too special to me.
Damn, girl, you need to take the rest of
the day off so I can break you off doggystyle in my bathroom. .
Ever since we met two weeks ago,. I
knew you were the one for me. Your style,
your booty, and your class are beyond all
compare. In a world populated with many
fine women, you are without a doubt the
most fine. Let Smoove take you out
tonight or, if you are busy, tomorrow night
to show you how I treat a lady as exceptional as you. Allow me td break it down:
First, I will pick you up from your house
in a white limousine and take you to the
finest dance club in the entire city. The
people at this club will be attractive and
the beats will be crazy. We will not be in
the club for a minute before we get on
the dance floor. Even though the other
people will be good dancers, we will be
the best. When you bump, I will btimp.
When you grind, I will grind. We will
move together like twins who happen to
like to freak.
When you have had your fill of dancing,
I will take you by the hand and lead you to
the most romantic comer of the e~tire
club and sit you down on one of the plush,
red-velvet couches. While you rest,
Smoove will go the bar and purchase a
. drink for you. Before I bringjt back to you,
I will taste it, demanding finer gin should
it fall short of my expectations for you.
Also, I will ask for less ice so that your gin
and tonic is not diluted.
While you sip your drink, I will stroke
your hair and tell you such complimentary

things as "You are like a fine statue carved
out of brown marble," and "Your eyes are ·
like pools of creamy Italian butter," and
"You have beautiful shoes." You will
know that I mean these things because
they come from the heart, and the heart is
always true.
At this point, we will go back to my
place, where I will prepare a dinner .
specially suited for one as lovely as you.
- While I am cooking the meal, we will talk
about your life, your hopes, and your
dreams. At this point, I will unthaw a
deluxe bag of jumbo shrimp for you to
sample as the appetizer.
There will also be cocktail sauce.
Finally, my ·dinner of lobster, shipped to

Ever since we met two
weeks ago, I knew you were
the one for me. Your style,
your booty, and your class
are beyond all compare. In a
world populated with many
fine women, you are without
a doubt the most fine.
me that morning in only the coldest of ice
from the finest lobster region in all of
Maine, will be completed and placed on
the table. Along with the lobster will not
only be melted butter, but also side dishes.
Some of them will be com, peas, and
baked potato. When the meal is over, we
will have dessert and coffee.
.At this point, you will be so turned on by
this night of dancing and lobster that you
will be dying to sex me wild. But instead of
taking you to my bedroom to knock boots,
I will build your desire even more. I will do
this by leading you to my living room,
where I will light a fire and hand-feed you
the finest strawberries available. If you do
not enjoy strawberries, I will have other
types of berries at my disposal that can be
fed to you in a sexy manner. Between
bites, I will offer you sips of champagne in
a glass made specifically to maximize
your champagne-drinking pleasure.
As much as you want to, you will no
longer be able to control your desire. Neither will I. This is when I will lead you to my
polar-bear-skin rug so we can do it all night
long. You will cry for more, and you shall
receive it. I will hit it until you can take no
more. Then, when you are 100 percent satisfied, I will stop. After that, I will kiss your

Ask That Tramp I Saw
You With Last Night
By Connie Vance
Wife
Dear Connie:
The other night I came home from work
to find my prize azalea bushes completely wrecked. I didn't witness it, but I feel
sure I know the culprits: the chii'dren next
door who are always running wild in our
yard. How do I keep my bushes safe without permanently alienating my neighbors?
Frustrate" In Fairport
Dear Frustrated,
If you need advice so bad, why don't you
go ask that tramp I saw you with last
night? She must have had some interesting things to say or you wouldn't have sat
there buying margaritas for her every 10
minutes. I'm sute she knows all kinds of
things I don't, or you wouldn't have spent
so much time talking to -her, laughing at
everything she said like she was the funniest person on earth.
Dear Connie:
There's a big company dinner party
coming up at the boss' house, and I can't
decide whether to "dress to impress" or
just go with the casual confidence of
slacks. and a sweater. The invitations say
it's just an informal cookout, but this is
my boss we're talking about! What do you
suggest?
In A Quandary In Quebec

She seems like the kind of
woman who could tell you a
thing or two about
impressing the big boys!
After all, she had you
dancing to her tune for
hours.
Dear Connie:
My mother's 75!}1 birthday is coming up,
and I want to get her something really special. I want to go all out on this one, but I'm
afraid I'll spend a fortune and end up with
something she doesn't like. What would be
an appropriate gift for an occasion like'this?
Unsure In Utica
Dear Unsure,
I suppose your mother wears blue eyeliner and miniskirts, and hangs out at El''s
Mile High at two in the morning, batting
her eyes at everything some big, dumb,
married ox says, doesn't she? Mayl;>e if I
dressed up like a two-dollar whore and
snuck around in the middle of the night,
that'd satisfy you. Maybe then you would- n't go galavanting ~ound at God-knowswhat hours! Is that what you really want, a
tramp like her?You know what? I'm glad I
saw you two. I gave you the best years of
my life, you no-good, goddamned, twotiming son of a bitch! Get out of my sight!

Dear Quandary,
I'm sure that tramp I saw you with last
night would know the answer to this one.
She seems like the kind of woman who
could tell you a thing or two about
impressing the big boys! After all, she had
you dancing to her tune for hours. I just
happened to drive past your offi<;e, and
your car wasn't in the parking lot. I guess
you were working so hard you just had to
take a little dinner and dancing break with
that cheap slut.
'

9onnie Vance's weekly syndicated
advice column, Ask That Tramp I Saw Y:i
With Last Night, appears in over 2so
papers nationwide. riJ ·

belly button and tell you how beautiful you
are until you fall asleep in my arms.
Damn.
In the morning, I will make you waffles that have chocolate chips embedded
in them. There will coffee waiting for
you, and there will also be a cup with
cream and two sugars, just the way you
like it, cooling on the breakfast bar. If
you want toast, I will make it for you and
offer you a staggering array of exotic

French jams.
Through this display of caring and
thoughtfulness, you will see that I am the
one for you. We are like two slightly different colored beads on a single ancient
necklace. We are so right together, it hurts
to even speak your name when you are not
around me. Do not doubt my words.
Believe me when I say this to you.
Smoove's love will rock your world.
Peace. riJ
~~
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